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From: Jenkins, Lorri
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: RE: Follow up on IPAE
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 6:01:46 PM


You are welcome.
 


From: Irving, Toni 
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 6:01 PM
To: Jenkins, Lorri
Cc: Shaw, Barbara; Desai, Reshma
Subject: RE: Follow up on IPAE
 
Thanks. I spoke w/him today and he indicated as much. I appreciate your help.
 
______________________ 
Toni Irving, Ph.D 
Senior Advisor 
Deputy Chief of Staff to Governor Pat Quinn 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, Suite 16-100 
Chicago, IL 60601 
312.814.3967  (o)
312.814.5512  (f)
 
 


From: Jenkins, Lorri 
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 5:59 PM
To: Irving, Toni
Cc: Shaw, Barbara; Desai, Reshma
Subject: Follow up on IPAE
 
Toni,
 
To close out the issue with IPAE, I wanted to let you know that Barbara spoke with Sharronne Ward
(Grand Prairie Services), who explained to Apostle McCoy that IPAE and TASC received the funding
that they did because of budget limitations; there was no more money available.  Sharronne said
that Apostle McCoy was happy to work with Victory Christian Assembly in their role as coordinating
partner.  His issue was that he thought that they would receive more money.  It appears that there
are no further issues here.
 
Please let me know if you have questions. 
 
Best regards,
 
Lorri
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
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NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 








From: Irving, Toni
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: RE: Governor"s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
Date: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 1:26:00 PM


Other than the poorly written application are there any other specific details we can provide? Greg
Gaither is repeatedly calling to complain and if you can add anything before I return his call I
would appreciate it.
 
 
______________________ 
Toni Irving, Ph.D 
Senior Advisor 
Deputy Chief of Staff to Governor Pat Quinn 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, Suite 16-100 
Chicago, IL 60601 
312.814.3967  (o)
312.814.5512  (f)
 
 


From: Shaw, Barbara 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Gregory Gaither
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Mr. Gaither:
 
The basic reason is that we support GADC’s finding that Project City’s application was not as strong
as the recommended applications.   
 
Thanks,
Barbara Shaw
 


From: Gregory Gaither [mailto  
Sent: Sunday, February 13, 2011 12:31 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: Re: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Dear Mrs. Shaw:
Thanks for your response. But you don't provide a rationale for the decision to deny funding
for proposal submitted by Project City Inc.  Please provide reasons for your decision?
Thanks,
ggaither


Sent from my iPhone
 


On Feb 13, 2011, at 12:18 PM, "Shaw, Barbara" <Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov> wrote:







Mr. Gaither,
 
Thank you for your email regarding denial of Project City, Inc.’s NRI Reentry
component application.  We have reviewed supporting documents from Project
City, Inc. and Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation (GADC) and
are in support of GADC’s decision not to select Project City, Inc for the Reentry
component. 
 
We appreciate your interest in the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative and regret
that Project City, Inc. was not funded .  We wish you and your organization well.
 
Sincerely,
 
Barbara Shaw
Director, IVPA
 
 


From: Gregory Gaither [mailto:  
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2011 7:04 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 


 
Mrs. Shaw:


Thanks for your response. However, we have already contacted GADC regarding denial of our
juvenile reentry proposal. Please see attached e-mail messages.


As indicated in e-mail messages, our inquiry specifically referred to criteria used by GADC in
selection of juvenile reentry partners.


The following is the response provided by GADC Project Manager:
 “A variety of criteria was used, such as;
history / track record, letters of support/references, responsiveness, location, etc.”
 
We find the GADC response somewhat vague and arbitrary for the following reasons;
 


·         The GADC response fails to provide any set of objective measures of accountability across the
board that is applicable to the community partner selection process


·         Our organization has a long history/track record of delivering juvenile justice services


(20-yrs)


·         There was no request for letters of support/references in the application.


·         The term “responsiveness” is rather vague and not clearly delineated by GADC as a selection
criteria


·         On the issue of “location” GADC seems somewhat confused; our organization is actually located in
the target (Greater Grand Crossing) community. GADC is located in the Auburn Gresham







community.


·         The use of Etcetera (etc.) an adverb meaning “and so on” is again vague and arbitrary


 
The GADC response to our inquiry regarding criteria used in the selection of juvenile reentry
partners is at best a rough-and-ready answer to what was obviously an unanticipated question. 
Clearly, the response GADC provides is not representative of objective criteria to be applied across
the board in selection of community partners.


The obvious lack of objective criteria by GADC in selection of community partners renders this
entire process as suspect.   The underlying suspicion is whether GADC selected partners based
solely upon who they knew as opposed to skill set and ability to deliver juvenile justice services.


The larger question it seems is the role of the State Agency (IVPA) in addressing these issues?  
Dollars supporting Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative are derived from tax-payers, and
therefore, should be closely monitored and supervised by the designated State agency. To direct
community based service provider applicants back to lead agencies suspected of improper and
inequitable practices is just another way of “passing the buck”  and smacks of fiscal irresponsibility
on behalf of tax- paying citizens.


We strongly urge IVPA to intervene in and take corrective action to resolve unfair practices of
GADC in selection of community partners for Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative grant.


 


<-----Original Message----->
From: Shaw, Barbara [Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov]
Sent: 1/25/2011 9:36:45 AM
To: 
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative 


Mr. Gaither:  Thank you for your email.  In response,  I would like to point out
the following:
 


1)       In our  phone conversation I could not tell you who the Lead Agency
was because it had not yet been finalized.  A few of the Lead Agency
selections took a little longer than others.   We did rely on the local
community by asking local elected officials  to help identify Lead Agencies to
submit an application.


2)      The Lead Agencies  had the responsibility of convening an Advisory
Committee and, given the tight time frame, many of the nominated Lead
Agencies started identifying their Advisory Committee members before their
Lead Agency status was completely finalized.  


3)      We relied on the Lead Agency in each community, with input from their
Advisory Committee, to  make decisions on provider partners based on the
quality of the applications they received and the criteria for each component. 
If you disagree with GAGDC’s decision, I encourage you to communicate
directly with them and request the reason for their decision..


 







  


Again, I encourage you to contact the Lead Agency and request information
about why your application was not accepted.
 
Sincerely,
 
Barbara Shaw
 
 
 
Barbara Shaw
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 W. Randolph, Ste. 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 814-1514
(312) 814-8259 fax
 
 
 
From: Gregory Gaither [mailto  
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 8:11 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Mrs. Shaw:
 
I attempted reaching you via your office telephone and left messages several
weeks ago regarding denial of our organization's juvenile reentry proposal by
Lead Agency - Auburn Gresham CDC.
 
We have several concerns/criticisms over the process in which community
partners were selected by this Lead Agency.
 
First, this Leaf Agency organization was among the last selected by your
office. As a matter of fact, in discussions with you (via cell phone) during
your flight layover to D.C. you indicated there had been no selection of a Lead
Agency for the Greater Grand-Crossing Community. About one week later we
learned of Auburn Gresham's CDC selection as Lead Agency. As you and
your staff will recall we questioned the selection of this organization because
it is located in Auburn Gresham and not Greater Grand Crossing. More
importantly, this selection flies in the face of community self-determination
which as we understood was to be a core consideration of the Governor's
Neighborhood Recovery Initiative.
 
Second, we realize this isn't a perfect world so we were willing to work with
the selection of this lead agency. However, upon contacting Auburn Gresham
CDC to request participation on the advisory board we were told that
membership had already been established and no additional members were
needed.
We again questioned how advisory board members could have been
already selected given the very short window of time leading up to Auburn







Gresham's selection as Lead Agency.
 
Third, although we submitted our application for consideration as a juvenile
reentry community partner provider it was clear by now that the entire
selection process appeared tainted. This was of course confirmed when we
received notice that our proposal was denied.
 
Fourth, when I attended initial IVPA - Governor's Neighborhood Recovery
meetings with faith-based leaders at State of Illinois-Thompson Center there
were many concerns voiced over selection of Lead Agency organizations and
fairness in their selection of community partner providers. Almost all
participants in this meeting felt selection of providers by Lead Agencies
should be based upon skills/abilities to deliver services. Additionally,
questions arose regarding the role of IVPA in monitoring and
overseeing execution of fairness/equity in the selection process. 
 
Finally, It doesn't appear that happened in this particular instance. Our
organization has an exemplary record of delivering juvenile justice services for
more than twenty years. We have roots in the target community including a
long history of work with youth in Greater Grand Crossing.
 
If necessary, we are prepared to advocate at the highest levels of state
government over the obvious disregard for community self-determination, as
well as, our record of delivering high quality juvenile
justice services. services.   
 
Gregg Gaither, M.S.W., M.Ed.


 












From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: RE: Governor"s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
Date: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 6:51:01 PM


Hi, Toni.   All I can add is that his proposal in no way stacked up against the proposals that were
selected.  He essentially provide one sentence responses to each section of the application as
compared to the others who provided much more thorough  and thoughtful responses.  It’s really
something that he feels so entitled to these dollars when he put so little effort into applying for
them.  He can’t seem to accept that his application didn’t  measure up and appears to be looking for
any possible way he can discredit the process. 
 
Would you like to see his proposal and the proposals from the selected groups?
 


From: Irving, Toni 
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 1:26 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Other than the poorly written application are there any other specific details we can provide? Greg
Gaither is repeatedly calling to complain and if you can add anything before I return his call I
would appreciate it.
 
 
______________________ 
Toni Irving, Ph.D 
Senior Advisor 
Deputy Chief of Staff to Governor Pat Quinn 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, Suite 16-100 
Chicago, IL 60601 
312.814.3967  (o)
312.814.5512  (f)
 
 


From: Shaw, Barbara 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Gregory Gaither
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Mr. Gaither:
 
The basic reason is that we support GADC’s finding that Project City’s application was not as strong
as the recommended applications.   
 
Thanks,
Barbara Shaw
 







From: Gregory Gaither [mailto  
Sent: Sunday, February 13, 2011 12:31 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: Re: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Dear Mrs. Shaw:
Thanks for your response. But you don't provide a rationale for the decision to deny funding
for proposal submitted by Project City Inc.  Please provide reasons for your decision?
Thanks,
ggaither


Sent from my iPhone
 


On Feb 13, 2011, at 12:18 PM, "Shaw, Barbara" <Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov> wrote:


Mr. Gaither,
 
Thank you for your email regarding denial of Project City, Inc.’s NRI Reentry
component application.  We have reviewed supporting documents from Project
City, Inc. and Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation (GADC) and
are in support of GADC’s decision not to select Project City, Inc for the Reentry
component. 
 
We appreciate your interest in the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative and regret
that Project City, Inc. was not funded .  We wish you and your organization well.
 
Sincerely,
 
Barbara Shaw
Director, IVPA
 
 


From: Gregory Gaither  
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2011 7:04 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 


 
Mrs. Shaw:


Thanks for your response. However, we have already contacted GADC regarding denial of our
juvenile reentry proposal. Please see attached e-mail messages.


As indicated in e-mail messages, our inquiry specifically referred to criteria used by GADC in
selection of juvenile reentry partners.


The following is the response provided by GADC Project Manager:
 “A variety of criteria was used, such as;
history / track record, letters of support/references, responsiveness, location, etc.”
 
We find the GADC response somewhat vague and arbitrary for the following reasons;







 


·         The GADC response fails to provide any set of objective measures of accountability across the
board that is applicable to the community partner selection process


·         Our organization has a long history/track record of delivering juvenile justice services


(20-yrs)


·         There was no request for letters of support/references in the application.


·         The term “responsiveness” is rather vague and not clearly delineated by GADC as a selection
criteria


·         On the issue of “location” GADC seems somewhat confused; our organization is actually located in
the target (Greater Grand Crossing) community. GADC is located in the Auburn Gresham
community.


·         The use of Etcetera (etc.) an adverb meaning “and so on” is again vague and arbitrary


 
The GADC response to our inquiry regarding criteria used in the selection of juvenile reentry
partners is at best a rough-and-ready answer to what was obviously an unanticipated question. 
Clearly, the response GADC provides is not representative of objective criteria to be applied across
the board in selection of community partners.


The obvious lack of objective criteria by GADC in selection of community partners renders this
entire process as suspect.   The underlying suspicion is whether GADC selected partners based
solely upon who they knew as opposed to skill set and ability to deliver juvenile justice services.


The larger question it seems is the role of the State Agency (IVPA) in addressing these issues?  
Dollars supporting Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative are derived from tax-payers, and
therefore, should be closely monitored and supervised by the designated State agency. To direct
community based service provider applicants back to lead agencies suspected of improper and
inequitable practices is just another way of “passing the buck”  and smacks of fiscal irresponsibility
on behalf of tax- paying citizens.


We strongly urge IVPA to intervene in and take corrective action to resolve unfair practices of
GADC in selection of community partners for Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative grant.


 


<-----Original Message----->
From: Shaw, Barbara [Barbara.Shaw@Illinois.gov]
Sent: 1/25/2011 9:36:45 AM
To: 
Subject: RE: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative 


Mr. Gaither:  Thank you for your email.  In response,  I would like to point out
the following:
 


1)       In our  phone conversation I could not tell you who the Lead Agency
was because it had not yet been finalized.  A few of the Lead Agency







  


selections took a little longer than others.   We did rely on the local
community by asking local elected officials  to help identify Lead Agencies to
submit an application.


2)      The Lead Agencies  had the responsibility of convening an Advisory
Committee and, given the tight time frame, many of the nominated Lead
Agencies started identifying their Advisory Committee members before their
Lead Agency status was completely finalized.  


3)      We relied on the Lead Agency in each community, with input from their
Advisory Committee, to  make decisions on provider partners based on the
quality of the applications they received and the criteria for each component. 
If you disagree with GAGDC’s decision, I encourage you to communicate
directly with them and request the reason for their decision..


 
Again, I encourage you to contact the Lead Agency and request information
about why your application was not accepted.
 
Sincerely,
 
Barbara Shaw
 
 
 
Barbara Shaw
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 W. Randolph, Ste. 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 814-1514
(312) 814-8259 fax
 
 
 
From: Gregory Gaither [mailto  
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 8:11 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: Governor's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
 
Mrs. Shaw:
 
I attempted reaching you via your office telephone and left messages several
weeks ago regarding denial of our organization's juvenile reentry proposal by
Lead Agency - Auburn Gresham CDC.
 
We have several concerns/criticisms over the process in which community
partners were selected by this Lead Agency.
 
First, this Leaf Agency organization was among the last selected by your
office. As a matter of fact, in discussions with you (via cell phone) during
your flight layover to D.C. you indicated there had been no selection of a Lead







Agency for the Greater Grand-Crossing Community. About one week later we
learned of Auburn Gresham's CDC selection as Lead Agency. As you and
your staff will recall we questioned the selection of this organization because
it is located in Auburn Gresham and not Greater Grand Crossing. More
importantly, this selection flies in the face of community self-determination
which as we understood was to be a core consideration of the Governor's
Neighborhood Recovery Initiative.
 
Second, we realize this isn't a perfect world so we were willing to work with
the selection of this lead agency. However, upon contacting Auburn Gresham
CDC to request participation on the advisory board we were told that
membership had already been established and no additional members were
needed.
We again questioned how advisory board members could have been
already selected given the very short window of time leading up to Auburn
Gresham's selection as Lead Agency.
 
Third, although we submitted our application for consideration as a juvenile
reentry community partner provider it was clear by now that the entire
selection process appeared tainted. This was of course confirmed when we
received notice that our proposal was denied.
 
Fourth, when I attended initial IVPA - Governor's Neighborhood Recovery
meetings with faith-based leaders at State of Illinois-Thompson Center there
were many concerns voiced over selection of Lead Agency organizations and
fairness in their selection of community partner providers. Almost all
participants in this meeting felt selection of providers by Lead Agencies
should be based upon skills/abilities to deliver services. Additionally,
questions arose regarding the role of IVPA in monitoring and
overseeing execution of fairness/equity in the selection process. 
 
Finally, It doesn't appear that happened in this particular instance. Our
organization has an exemplary record of delivering juvenile justice services for
more than twenty years. We have roots in the target community including a
long history of work with youth in Greater Grand Crossing.
 
If necessary, we are prepared to advocate at the highest levels of state
government over the obvious disregard for community self-determination, as
well as, our record of delivering high quality juvenile
justice services. services.   
 
Gregg Gaither, M.S.W., M.Ed.


 












From: Lavin, Jack
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: RE: Humboldt Park
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 7:17:52 PM


I thought we also involved legislators, correct?


-----Original Message-----
From: Irving, Toni
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 7:04 AM
To: Lavin, Jack
Subject: FW: Humboldt Park


FYI


___________________
Toni Irving
Deputy Chief of Staff
Governor Pat Quinn
312.814.3967
________________________________________
From: Shaw, Barbara
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Irving, Toni; Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Humboldt Park


I just wanted you to know that I received a request today to meet with Senator Delgado and the YMCA
in Humboldt Park on Monday about NRI and Safety Net Works.   I’ve asked Mike Holmes to join me in
the meeting.  The Senator said he wants to understand how/why alderman were involved in the process
by which Lead Agencies were selected and how the overall program will work. The meeting is set for
3:00 on Monday.


 I’ll keep you posted.


Thanks,
Barbara
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From: Irving, Toni
To: Jenkins, Lorri
Subject: RE: Reentry Subcommittee Meeting
Date: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:17:00 PM


I think so
 
______________________ 
Toni Irving, Ph.D 
Senior Advisor 
Deputy Chief of Staff to Governor Pat Quinn 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, Suite 16-100 
Chicago, IL 60601 
312.814.3967  (o)
312.814.5512  (f)
 
 


From: Jenkins, Lorri 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:04 PM
To: BAKER-CARVELL, BRIANNA; Bishop, Arthur; FOSTER, CORY; Franco-Payne, Esther; THOMAS,
GAILYN; Holmes, Michael; Howard Lathan; Irving, Toni; Jackson, James S; Jacobs, Lisa; Jenkins, Lorri;
KARR, STEVE; KELSO, LISA L; McCullough, Stephen ; McEwen, Erwin; Mishra, Lory; MONTGOMERY,
JESSE; Murray, Denice; Prueter, Janelle; Rueter, Karrie; Shaw, Barbara; Slaughter, Justin; SULLIVAN,
SARA; TAYLOR, GLADYSE; Weiner, Dana A
Subject: Reentry Subcommittee Meeting
Importance: High
 
Good afternoon,
 
We’ve finally settled upon a date for the next NRI Reentry Subcommittee meeting.  Unfortunately, it
is not one of the dates previously presented.  The next Reentry Subcommittee meeting will be


held on Wednesday, February 23rd from 9:00 am – 11:30 am.  Please confirm whether you will be


able to attend no later than Wednesday, February 16th.  I will forward the location details closer to
the time of the meeting.
 
Happy Valentine’s Day,
 
Lorri  
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
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From: Jenkins, Lorri
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: RE: Reentry Subcommittee Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:19:36 AM


Thanks!
 


From: Irving, Toni 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:18 PM
To: Jenkins, Lorri
Subject: RE: Reentry Subcommittee Meeting
 
I think so
 
______________________ 
Toni Irving, Ph.D 
Senior Advisor 
Deputy Chief of Staff to Governor Pat Quinn 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, Suite 16-100 
Chicago, IL 60601 
312.814.3967  (o)
312.814.5512  (f)
 
 


From: Jenkins, Lorri 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:04 PM
To: BAKER-CARVELL, BRIANNA; Bishop, Arthur; FOSTER, CORY; Franco-Payne, Esther; THOMAS,
GAILYN; Holmes, Michael; Howard Lathan; Irving, Toni; Jackson, James S; Jacobs, Lisa; Jenkins, Lorri;
KARR, STEVE; KELSO, LISA L; McCullough, Stephen ; McEwen, Erwin; Mishra, Lory; MONTGOMERY,
JESSE; Murray, Denice; Prueter, Janelle; Rueter, Karrie; Shaw, Barbara; Slaughter, Justin; SULLIVAN,
SARA; TAYLOR, GLADYSE; Weiner, Dana A
Subject: Reentry Subcommittee Meeting
Importance: High
 
Good afternoon,
 
We’ve finally settled upon a date for the next NRI Reentry Subcommittee meeting.  Unfortunately, it
is not one of the dates previously presented.  The next Reentry Subcommittee meeting will be


held on Wednesday, February 23rd from 9:00 am – 11:30 am.  Please confirm whether you will be


able to attend no later than Wednesday, February 16th.  I will forward the location details closer to
the time of the meeting.
 
Happy Valentine’s Day,
 
Lorri  
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
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NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 








From: Irving, Toni
To: Matsoff, Mica
Subject: RE: Urgent Alert
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 9:09:42 AM


The Neighborhood Recovery Initiative is a Governor's program administered by the Violence Prevention
Authority.


___________________
Toni Irving
Deputy Chief of Staff
Governor Pat Quinn
312.814.3967
________________________________________
From: Matsoff, Mica
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 8:39 AM
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: Re: Urgent Alert


Hi Toni.  I do know the WBEZ folks, but I think this needs to be handled by agency press folks.  Issues
of this nature shouldn't be elevated to Gov level.


What agency program is this...? I'll reach out to their PIO.


----- Original Message -----
From: Irving, Toni
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 07:02 AM
To: Matsoff, Mica
Subject: FW: Urgent Alert


Mica, do you know the WBEZ people?


___________________
Toni Irving
Deputy Chief of Staff
Governor Pat Quinn
312.814.3967
________________________________________
From: Shaw, Barbara
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 7:41 PM
To: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm
Cc: Holmes, Michael
Subject: Urgent Alert


I just had a call from WBEZ (Chip Mitchell) .  He is aggressively pursuing the question as to why we
worked with local alderman and why we didn’t do an RFP process.  I tried to respond to his questions
carefully and then exited the conversation when he kept pushing  about the “appearance of politics” . 
I’m worried about the tone he will take in his story.  Can we talk about this asap.  I can be reached at
the office right now (312) 814-1514 and on my cell later this evening.


Thanks,
Barbara


PS  It’s 7:30—I’m going to run upstairs to see if either of you are around.  If I don’t find you, I’ll be
back in 15 minutes.
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From: Mak, Joey
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: RE: call
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 1:53:27 PM


Shoot, I accidentally shredded the piece of paper I wrote it on.  He was a reverend (or pastor).  And
he called last week.  Ring any bells?
 


From: Irving, Toni 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:57 PM
To: Mak, Joey
Subject: Re: call
 
We've been getting a lot of NRI calls, what was the name? 


Toni Irving 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
Governor Pat Quinn
 
From: Mak, Joey 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:15 PM
To: Irving, Toni 
Subject: call 
 
Last week, someone called regarding the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative – I forwarded them to
your desk in Chicago.  Did you ever get that message?  They just called me again.
 
Joey Mak
Assistant to the Chief of Staff
Office of Governor Pat Quinn | State of Illinois
207 Statehouse
Springfield, IL 62706
(217) 782-7950 | (217) 558-0899 fax
Joey.Mak@Illinois.gov


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail (and attachments) contains information that belongs to the sender and may be
confidential.  The information is only for the intended recipient.  If you are not the named or intended recipient, please do
not disclose, copy, distribute or use this information.  If you have received this transmission in error, please promptly notify
the sender of receipt of the e-mail and then destroy all  copies of it.  Thank you.


P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  P
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From: Hurwitz, Laura
To: Hurwitz, Laura; Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Garate, Teresa;


Griffin, Gene; Irving, Toni; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy; Studzinski, Anne
Cc: Cicchetti, Colleen; Shaw, Barbara; Jenkins, Lorri
Subject: RE: input on SBC TA and Training application
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:04:36 PM


Hi everyone... just a reminder to please send any feedback that you have on the application and
guidelines.  Also, please let me know if you're willing to review applications. Have one volunteer, need
one more!  Laura
________________________________________
From: Hurwitz, Laura
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Garate, Teresa; Garate,
Teresa; Griffin, Gene; Irving, Toni; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy; Studzinski, Anne
Cc: Cicchetti, Colleen; Shaw, Barbara; 'Jenkins, Lorri'
Subject: input on SBC TA and Training application


Hi everyone:


Attached is the application guidance and application for technical assistance leaders and trainers that
will assist our team at Children’s with the training and technical assistance of NRI’s SBC component.


Since we did not have an opportunity to review these documents at the last SBC meeting, we welcome
your feedback via email. (Please disregard the deadlines, as they may change.)  Please send your
comments by Wednesday, February 16th.


We are also looking for two volunteers from the SBC committee to assist in reviewing the applications.  
We anticipate this will be a time commitment of about 4 hours within in the next 2-3 weeks, which will
include: 1) reviewing and scoring the applications, and 2) participating in one meeting (or conference
call) to select the leaders/trainers.  Let me know if you’re interested and able to help.


Thanks so much!


Laura


Laura Hurwitz, LCSW
Community Linked Mental Health Services
Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
Children's Memorial Hospital
Ph: 773.868.8954
LHurwitz@childrensmemorial.org
________________________________
From: Jenkins, Lorri [mailto:Lorri.Jenkins@Illinois.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 04, 2011 4:20 PM
To: Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Cicchetti, Colleen;
Garate, Teresa; Griffin, Gene; Hurwitz, Laura; Irving, Toni; Jenkins, Lorri; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy;
Shaw, Barbara; Studzinski, Anne
Subject: SBC Steering Committee Meeting Friendly Reminder
Importance: High


Good afternoon,


This is a friendly reminder regarding our upcoming SBC Steering Committee meeting, which will take
place on Wednesday, February 9th from 10:30 am – 12:30 pm at Voices for Illinois Children, 208 S.
LaSalle, 14th floor.  (Please note, that the meeting time has been changed from the original 10:00 am
start time.)  We look forward to seeing you there!







Have a great weekend,


Lorri


Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org








From: Ocasio, Billy
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: Re: Humboldt Park
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 8:53:59 PM


It probably would be best for me not to be there. Chicago Commons I believe is in his district. 
 
From: Shaw, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 06:45 PM
To: Irving, Toni; Ocasio, Billy 
Subject: Humboldt Park 
 
I just wanted you to know that I received a request today to meet with Senator Delgado and the
YMCA in Humboldt Park on Monday about NRI and Safety Net Works.   I’ve asked Mike Holmes to
join me in the meeting.  The Senator said he wants to understand how/why alderman were involved
in the process by which Lead Agencies were selected and how the overall program will work. The
meeting is set for 3:00 on Monday.
 
 I’ll keep you posted.
 
Thanks,
Barbara
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From: Irving, Toni
To: Mak, Joey
Subject: Re: call
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:57:06 PM


We've been getting a lot of NRI calls, what was the name? 


Toni Irving 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
Governor Pat Quinn
 
From: Mak, Joey 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:15 PM
To: Irving, Toni 
Subject: call 
 
Last week, someone called regarding the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative – I forwarded them to
your desk in Chicago.  Did you ever get that message?  They just called me again.
 
Joey Mak
Assistant to the Chief of Staff
Office of Governor Pat Quinn | State of Illinois
207 Statehouse
Springfield, IL 62706
(217) 782-7950 | (217) 558-0899 fax
Joey.Mak@Illinois.gov


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail (and attachments) contains information that belongs to the sender and may be
confidential.  The information is only for the intended recipient.  If you are not the named or intended recipient, please do
not disclose, copy, distribute or use this information.  If you have received this transmission in error, please promptly notify
the sender of receipt of the e-mail and then destroy all  copies of it.  Thank you.


P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  P
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From: Del Real, Socorro
To: "vandenberkt@ucanchicago.org"; ; Pam Bosley; 


Cc: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy; Shin, Susan; Renfro, Emily; Enyia, Chimaobi; Shaw, Barbara; Cutrone, Jack;
Weems, Malcolm


Subject: Anti Violence Commission Report
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:57:06 AM
Attachments: Commission Report Revisions 2 9 11.docx


Dear Commissioners:
 
Attached is an updated copy of the Anti-Violence Commission Report for your review.  We will have
copies at today’s meeting.
 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


The “Anti-Violence” Commission Report is a summary of the public testimony gathered through four statewide public hearings held on the following dates and in the following locations:


· September 13, 2010: Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010: Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010: 2200 E. Washington St, East Peoria


· October 14, 2010: 601 James R. Thompson Blvd, East St. Louis


This report includes a summary of broad categories of recommendations developed based on public hearing comments as well as research provided by partner groups, including but not limited to the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority.  As you review the report, please keep in mind that several of the recommendations will require the continued support of commission members in smaller working groups and working collaboratively with an increased number of State Government partners.  We make recommendations related to policy and legislation, revenue generating changes to fees for programs, and program development and/or expansion.  A number of the recommendations may be controversial and result in continued negotiation and discussion.  For this reason, the key recommendation we submit is the re-appointment of the Commission with a review of the commission members and allowing for the replacement of commissioners who have not been able to participate.  We recognize that all of the commissioners are Chicago based and recommend the inclusion of commissioners from other parts of the state.  


The broad categories presented for consideration in this report are:


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


· Performance Based Expansion of School and Community Based Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration for Youth


· Workforce Development


Each of these categories is includes an overview of the public comment, a summary of research and deliberation considered by the commission, and a set of specific recommendations.  There are appendices outlining an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposed fee schedules and use of expected additional resources.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please feel free to contact the commission through its Chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been categorically separated into four broad subject areas.


ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Concealed Carry


There was considerable discussion on the topic of “concealed carry” in Illinois.  The testimony provided highlighted legislation in multiple states supporting concealed carry, and other states opposed to such provisions.  Despite the sensitivity of this subject, given that every commissioner had lost a family member to gun violence, all commissioners listened objectively, posed questions, and also conducted our own research which indicates that states with concealed carry laws and provisions also have more deaths.   We did not hear from any victims in support of concealed carry.  After much deliberation, our recommendation is as follows:


	At this time, this commission does not have any evidence to make specific recommendations regarding “concealed carry” legislation.  It is recommended instead that we continue to work with proponents of this policy to educated them on the reasons why our commission will not recommend the adoption of “concealed carry” for Illinois. 


 Firearm Ownership Identification Program (FOID )


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manage the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP).  Testimony regarding gun violence continuously suggested the need to update the current system in several ways; including but not limited to the time interval for renewal of FOID cards, the management of the program, and the data system that supports the ability of the program  to interact with information from other state resources.   The commission and the public view this program as a key component of ensuring that only law abiding citizens in a healthy state of mind are able to  obtain FOID cards and own firearms.  In addition, the commission understands that the transfer of guns purchased by FOID card members to others was noted as one of the sources of illegal possession of guns.  The transfer of ownership is managed by a different but related program called the FTIP which will be the main focus on our recommendation.  Public hearing participants and commissioners recommended enhancing information sharing and technology between ISP and the Department of Human Services, Division of Mental Health (DMH). This information would be used in the processing of individual background checks necessary to obtain a FOID card.   Specifically, there were numerous suggestions to adjust fees and processes associated with both the FOID and the FTIP programs.  Current FTIP fees are not in line with the national average.  The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended the adjusted of the interval of FOID card renewal from ten to five years.   Another area of need identified by the commission with little regulation is the sale of ammunition.  Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition.  There is no limit to the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase.  Vendors are not required to ask for proof of a FOID or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


In appendix XX you will find projected fee scenarios and potential revenue created from the proposed changes to the FTIP and FOID programs.  The recommendations are as follows: 


	The commission recommends three legislative bills to enhance the FOID program, the FTIP program and improve the monitoring of the sale of ammunition.


We propose to develop legislation that will adjust the interval of FOID card renewal to $10.00 for five year coverage.  This will mean that the fee will not change but rather the frequency which will allow for more recent checks on FOID cardholders.  We recommend that the additional revenue generated from these recommendation changes remain following the current distribution among the agencies responsible for management and oversight of this program.  This recommendation is not to generate revenue, but rather to follow the recommendation of the FBI to reduce the interval of time from ten years to five years.  This subgroup of the commission will work with ISP and DHS to develop policies and procedures that will result in the enhanced exchange of information from Mental Health records to ensure that all factors are considered before issuing and renewal of FOID permits. These recommendations will expand on the work that has already been done to create pathways for the exchange of information. The commission calls for automating the process for State Police to obtain daily lists of potential matches from the DHS mental health database.  This will further expedite the process and improve the collaboration between the two agencies. 


Currently the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.  The FTIP fees which are a national requirement need to more closely reflect the national average. We propose to amend the FTIP program in two ways: the increase of current fees for transfer of firearms and the mandatory requirement to pay a transfer fee when private firearm transfers occur.  This will be a fee paid for by the gun dealers and private owners each time there is a transfer of a firearm.  The current fee is extremely below the national average and the transfer of firearms without registry for transfer has the potential of giving greater access to individuals who may use them for violent acts. 


Appendix XX outlines our recommended projected fee and potential revenue created from the fee changes.  We recommend that 50% of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the “Neighborhood Recovery Initiative” (NRI) in Chicago land, as well as other target areas of Illinois.  We recommend that 10% of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by an identified state agency.  Lastly an additional 10% of the revenue to be used for expansion of community based youth services, including but not limited to a Statewide Mentoring program which will be described later on in this report.  The remaining amounts should be used to cover expenses from ISP to manage the program and maintain the system.


The third and final legislation we proposed is related to the sale of ammunition.  We propose new legislation that will require for vendors of ammunition to request customers to produce valid FOID card prior to completing the sale of ammunition.  We also recommend limiting the amount of ammunition in one purchase to xxx and levying a 1% tax on the sale of ammunition.  The proceeds of this tax will be used for the development and maintenance of performance based community programs.


Our last recommendation in this area is related to the analysis of statewide local ordinances further monitoring the sale, use and transfer of firearms.  A review of the City of Chicago requirements for purchase, registration and use of a firearm indicates a four-step process with explicit limitations on the use of handguns.  Current state law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county, with their own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and usage to the ISP.    Currently there are 38 municipalities with their own firearm ordinances.  We recommend that cities with high crime rates adopt city ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning an registering firearms.  Using the City of Chicago’s ordinance the commissioners will travel the state to meet with local officials to present an analysis of their city ordinance with recommendations for changes.  Sample cities to be targeted in the first year of the Commission’s extension will include but not be limited to Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis, Peoria.  The Commission will work with the Latino Family Commission and the African American Family Commission to achieve this recommendation.


PERFORMANCE BASED EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


During the early phases of the existence of the, the commission noted broad recommendations that included the development of four components: 


· The creation of jobs and job training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families;


· Investment in alternative education and/or support  programs for out-of-school youth and those at-risk of being out-of-school;


· Increase in social and emotional support through individual and family counseling ; and


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


The response to these recommendations was the development of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI) a Governor’s Office program that is being managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA).  The Commission has been involved with the NRI by providing input on the school-based counseling and youth programs components of the comprehensive model.  The commission feels strongly that having the voice of Commissioners representing a group of parents, children, and siblings that have lost a close family member to gun violence continuing to advise IVPA on the management of NRI is critical to its success.  The recommendation is as follows:


We recommend the Commission partner with the Governor’s office to provide advice and guidance on the evaluation of the impact of the NRI and the possibility for its continuation and potential expansion to other areas of the state.  The Commission’s role will be advisory in nature.  They will receive quarterly updates on the progress of the implementation and attainment of program goals, and have the opportunity to ask questions and provide suggestions throughout the implementation timeframe.  In addition to their involvement in the evaluation, smaller working groups of the Commission will “adopt” a community and its partners to provide input and guidance, and observe implementation.  This will be achieved through participation in the existing local advisory committees already required by the NRI.  


Alternative Education Programs


	A significant amount of testimony was given on the importance of education and schools’ role in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior.  Participants of the public hearings spoke passionately on the need to re-focus resources on after school programs, extend hours for schools and/or park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for un-enrolled adolescents.  The commissioners, in concurrence with the public, acknowledge the need to strategically allocate educational resources from early childhood through higher education. It is critical to work in partnership with state agencies to explore the expansion of alternative education programs that include, but are not limited to, charter school models, online education, vocational training, and skills-based education, for older youth who may be deeply deficient in comparison to their peers, and as a result, are more likely not to finish their education. Furthermore, this demographic is statistically more prone to be engaged in illegal activity. 


We recommend the following:


	Form a working group of commissioners to work with Illinois State Board of Education, the Chicago Public Schools, the East St. Louis Schools, and the Peoria area schools, as well as the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing programs for alternative education.  The purpose of this working group will be to complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current available programs.  The gap analysis will be used to make recommendations for expansion and/or development of alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging out-of-school youth and those at risk for dropping out.  Following the gap analysis the Commission will recommend effective state and national performance based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois for various age groups.  Recommended age levels and number of years out of school will have differentiated interventions to address educational needs, e.g. youth under 15 will have a goal to remain in or re-enroll in school; youth ages 16-18 will have a goal to complete assessment of skill gaps, and recommend alternative education models, youth older than 18 will have a goal to develop plans for high school completion while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a variety of settings, including community colleges environments.  


Statewide Mentoring Initiative


	The role of mentoring was highlighted throughout the entire testimony as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth, as well as parents.  Mentoring as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner city environments has been well documented as a best practice, but not without some indicators that demonstrate specific, concrete outcomes coming out of mentoring relationships (Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys & Weitlauf, 2001).  Additional comments on this topic focused on the need to increase positive role models in local communities, the need to provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and providing incentives for young adults to become mentors.  State agencies, local partners, and community based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs to various groups of youth.  One of the challenges is the lack of information on the true long-lasting impact of said mentoring programs and identifying the ones that are most effective for various types of youth. 	Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and having limited information and access to these programs resulting in the continue need for positive role models and influence on at-risk youth.    


Given the large amount of testimony on this topic, the Commission recommends the development of a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years.  The goal of this statewide mentoring program is to provide expanded opportunities for youth and families at risk to benefit from local mentors that can serve as role models, advisors, tutors (if necessary), and/or advocates, by building a statewide network of mentors that can be accessed by anyone in the state.   The development of said programs requires the following steps:


· Assessment/inventory of all state supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region





· Partnership with Institutions of Higher Education (community colleges and universities)


· To identify mentoring program models that are considered evidence-based or promising practices 


· To develop training program of mentors


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives for students serving as mentors


· student loan rebates


· Practicum hours toward course completion





· Develop statewide outreach and education campaign on statewide mentoring program


· Develop pilot in targeted locations (2 per geographic location)


· Chicago & Northern Illinois


· Central


· Southern


· Assess pilot


· Expand statewide





· Establish/Identify an office to coordinate statewide mentoring program


· Manage referrals for mentors needed


· Promote existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new evidence-based programs


· Establish supports needed within state universities and community colleges for recruitment and capacity building of mentors


· Match youth to mentors


· Provide on-going technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate program


DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION FOR YOUTH 


De-criminalization of Drugs


Testimony provided included a considerable amount of compelling research related to the de-criminalization of drugs.  Testimony provided at every public hearing emphasized the need to re-appoint a taskforce to assess the implications of legalizing marijuana, and how it would affect drug trafficking and gang violence in targeted communities.  The Commission posed the following questions: what is the relationship between gun violence and marijuana dealing in a community? Are there other communities in the US where de-criminalization has resulted in a reduction in gun violence? If so, how are these communities comparable to Illinois communities? Why was the taskforce created by the legislature several years ago, not active?


At this time the Commission felt it did not have sufficient time and authority to re-activate an interagency council to examine this issue.  However, it is recommended that the General Assembly examine past legislation that created an interagency council to consider this issue and determine whether it is necessary to re-activate such a taskforce.  


Alternatives to Incarceration


	Testimony and statistical research regarding the incarceration of youth emphasizes that most youth offenders do not necessarily need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often times result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities and may actually increase the chances that the youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. Unfortunately, the penal system often errs on the side of formal handling and incarceration. Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense but also the risk level of the youth to re-offend, the needs of the youth for services to avoid re-offending and the strengthening of the assets of the youth that act as protective factors to avoid further criminal behavior.  The confinement of low-level youth is detrimental to communities, costly for the State of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades” ( Models For Change Inc). 


	Specific recommendations are to reduce sentencing for first offenders; re-assess sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; provide incentives of drug rehabilitation programs, and community based organizations as alternatives to incarceration. Fully implement the “Redeploy Illinois” program. The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislation language on first time offenders and juvenile offenders.  The commission will work with the Risk, Assets, Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool identified by the Task Force at all decision points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems.  Statewide adoption of the RANA will be promoted through public speaking by commissioners, distribution of information on multiple state agencies as well as the Anti-Violence website, and any materials produced and distributed by the commission moving forward.  Additionally, we recommend the expansion of mandated day programs for drug offense by 10%, including but not limited to first time offenders.











DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


	The need for employment opportunities in underserved communities was well documented in the testimony provided.  This means the need for an expansion of job training programs and opportunities for out-of-school youth as well as families living in poverty.  In addition to the creation of jobs, individuals also highlighted the need to have alternative hours of operation for state employees providing direct services to communities in need.


	The specific recommendation for this area of the report focuses on the identification of critical work-force needs through an analysis of projected labor sectors.  Having this information will provide the commission with information needed to develop skills training programs in high need area that are non-traditional and accessible to individuals living in poverty.  Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified the significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment and vocational education.  A large part of Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and the dropout rate in specific communities is significantly higher for certain groups.  By providing for vocational educational opportunities that focus on basic skills development and trade instruction, the commission will work with targeted state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to conduct authentic assessments of referred youth and young adults as they are matched to direct employment, and/or continued education.  


	Our Governor is known as the Jobs Governor and we will work to support the development of new employment opportunities that will be sustained over time for projected areas of need.  For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an expansion of health service providers and public health workers at entry level positions that are culturally and linguistically competent.  The commission will provide recommendations for targeted groups of potential skilled workers who may need further skills development and preparation for meaningful employment.









APPENDIX


Table 1 – Recommendations Overview


			Recommendation


			Policy


			Program Development


			New Resources needed


			Re-alignment of Resources





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order


			Assign commission to DPH


			Expand membership to residents outside of Chicago


			DPH resources to be used for staffing commission





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule – update FOID renewal schedule;


strengthen data sharing agreements


			Legislative Action


			


			Appropriate  70% of revenue for expansion of school & community programs





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			


			Advise the evaluation of NRI; serve in advisory role; 


			Revenue from FTIP increase


			





			Alternative Education Program


			


			


			Expansion of alternative education program models


			





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Creation of office of statewide mentoring


			Develop program within identified state agency; 


			


			Use revenue from new FOID card fee schedule





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles


			Fully implement “Deploy Illinois” program


			Partnership and promotion with RANA


			Expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenses by 20%





			Workforce Development


			


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership and assessment


			


			














Table 2 Possible Time Line








			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































			


			FOID Fee Analysis -Revision - $10 fee for 5-Year FOID Card


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 10-Year FOID Card - $10


			


			


			


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY18


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY19


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY20


			320,000


			$10 


			$960,000 


			$320,000 


			$1,920,000 


			$3,200,000 





			FY21


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			


			* Estimates based on a 10-year card.


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 5-Year FOID Card - $10 (Start seeing increased revenue  in FY17)


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17*


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY18


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY19


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			FY20


			600,000


			$10 


			$1,800,000 


			$600,000 


			$3,600,000 


			$6,000,000 





			FY21


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			*New 5-year cyle.


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of applications per year is based on current FOID card renewal cycle and annual


			





			    renewals starting.


			


			


			


			


			























			Illinois State Police


			


			


			


			


			





			Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) Fee Analysis


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee2


			Revenue from Fee


			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee


			Revenue from Private Sales


			Estimated Total Revenue





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			$780,000 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$2,860,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$5,460,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a degree of decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of FTIP Inquiries per Year FY2005-2010


			 


			 


			


			


			


			





			Fiscal Year


			# of Transactions


			 


			


			


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-licensed firearm dealer (FFL) would require





			additional FTIP personnel. See excerpt from a 2010 bill review below.








			


			


			








[image: ]


			Please Note:


			


			


			


			


			


			





			-Currently $1 of the $10 FOID Card fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for the FTIP Program.  If the FTIP





			 fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from FOID could be redirected to the FOID program.


			





			-In addition to changes to the FOID Act to increase the FTIP Fee, additional changes would be


			





			required to identify the new allocation of those funds.


			


			


			

























































Executive Order:
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Proposed FOID Fee Increase: Projected Fee & Potential Revenue
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From: Jenkins, Lorri
To: Baker-Carvell, Brianna; Bishop, Arthur; FOSTER, CORY; Franco-Payne, Esther; THOMAS, GAILYN; Holmes,


Michael; Howard Lathan; Irving, Toni; Jackson, James S; Jacobs, Lisa; Jenkins, Lorri; Karr, Steve; Kelso, Lisa L;
McCullough, Stephen ; McEwen, Erwin; Mishra, Lory; Montgomery, Jesse; Murray, Denice; Prueter, Janelle;
Rueter, Karrie; Shaw, Barbara; Slaughter, Justin; Sullivan, Sara; Taylor, Gladyse; Weiner, Dana A


Subject: Reentry Subcommittee Meeting
Date: Monday, February 14, 2011 5:03:47 PM
Importance: High


Good afternoon,
 
We’ve finally settled upon a date for the next NRI Reentry Subcommittee meeting.  Unfortunately, it
is not one of the dates previously presented.  The next Reentry Subcommittee meeting will be


held on Wednesday, February 23rd from 9:00 am – 11:30 am.  Please confirm whether you will be


able to attend no later than Wednesday, February 16th.  I will forward the location details closer to
the time of the meeting.
 
Happy Valentine’s Day,
 
Lorri  
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 








From: Del Real, Socorro
To: "vandenberkt@ucanchicago.org"; "Pam Bosley"; Weems, Malcolm;


"


Cc: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy; Shin, Susan; Renfro, Emily; Enyia, Chimaobi; Shaw, Barbara; Cutrone, Jack
Subject: CANCELED - Anti Violence Commission Meeting 2/9/11
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:54:00 PM
Attachments: Commission Report Revisions 2 9 11.docx


Dear Commissioners:
 
Let me start by apologizing for all the confusion for today’s meeting, since the notice went out so
late it was decided to cancel the meeting.  We are rescheduling the meeting to Thursday, February
17th at 5:00pm, here at the JRTC 100 W. Randolph, Suite 16, in the Back Conference Room.   Please,
let me know if this date and time works for you.
 
Also, attached is the most recent version of the Anti-Violence Report.  As we’re approaching
completion, we’d like for you to look through it and send me any feedback as we prepare to move
the report through the legislative process.
 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at 312-814-1604.
 
Thank you for your cooperation.
 
 














Governor Quinn’s Anti-Violence Commission Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


The “Anti-Violence” Commission Report is a summary of the public testimony gathered through four statewide public hearings held on the following dates and in the following locations:


· September 13, 2010: Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010: Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010: 2200 E. Washington St, East Peoria


· October 14, 2010: 601 James R. Thompson Blvd, East St. Louis


This report includes a summary of broad categories of recommendations developed based on public hearing comments as well as research provided by partner groups, including but not limited to the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority.  As you review the report, please keep in mind that several of the recommendations will require the continued support of commission members in smaller working groups and working collaboratively with an increased number of State Government partners.  We make recommendations related to policy and legislation, revenue generating changes to fees for programs, and program development and/or expansion.  A number of the recommendations may be controversial and result in continued negotiation and discussion.  For this reason, the key recommendation we submit is the re-appointment of the Commission with a review of the commission members and allowing for the replacement of commissioners who have not been able to participate.  We recognize that all of the commissioners are Chicago based and recommend the inclusion of commissioners from other parts of the state.  


The broad categories presented for consideration in this report are:


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


· Performance Based Expansion of School and Community Based Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration for Youth


· Workforce Development


Each of these categories is includes an overview of the public comment, a summary of research and deliberation considered by the commission, and a set of specific recommendations.  There are appendices outlining an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposed fee schedules and use of expected additional resources.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please feel free to contact the commission through its Chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been categorically separated into four broad subject areas.


ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Concealed Carry


There was considerable discussion on the topic of “concealed carry” in Illinois.  The testimony provided highlighted legislation in multiple states supporting concealed carry, and other states opposed to such provisions.  Despite the sensitivity of this subject, given that every commissioner had lost a family member to gun violence, all commissioners listened objectively, posed questions, and also conducted our own research which indicates that states with concealed carry laws and provisions also have more deaths.   We did not hear from any victims in support of concealed carry.  After much deliberation, our recommendation is as follows:


	At this time, this commission does not have any evidence to make specific recommendations regarding “concealed carry” legislation.  It is recommended instead that we continue to work with proponents of this policy to educated them on the reasons why our commission will not recommend the adoption of “concealed carry” for Illinois. 


 Firearm Ownership Identification Program (FOID )


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manage the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP).  Testimony regarding gun violence continuously suggested the need to update the current system in several ways; including but not limited to the time interval for renewal of FOID cards, the management of the program, and the data system that supports the ability of the program  to interact with information from other state resources.   The commission and the public view this program as a key component of ensuring that only law abiding citizens in a healthy state of mind are able to  obtain FOID cards and own firearms.  In addition, the commission understands that the transfer of guns purchased by FOID card members to others was noted as one of the sources of illegal possession of guns.  The transfer of ownership is managed by a different but related program called the FTIP which will be the main focus on our recommendation.  Public hearing participants and commissioners recommended enhancing information sharing and technology between ISP and the Department of Human Services, Division of Mental Health (DMH). This information would be used in the processing of individual background checks necessary to obtain a FOID card.   Specifically, there were numerous suggestions to adjust fees and processes associated with both the FOID and the FTIP programs.  Current FTIP fees are not in line with the national average.  The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended the adjusted of the interval of FOID card renewal from ten to five years.   Another area of need identified by the commission with little regulation is the sale of ammunition.  Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition.  There is no limit to the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase.  Vendors are not required to ask for proof of a FOID or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


In appendix XX you will find projected fee scenarios and potential revenue created from the proposed changes to the FTIP and FOID programs.  The recommendations are as follows: 


	The commission recommends three legislative bills to enhance the FOID program, the FTIP program and improve the monitoring of the sale of ammunition.


We propose to develop legislation that will adjust the interval of FOID card renewal to $10.00 for five year coverage.  This will mean that the fee will not change but rather the frequency which will allow for more recent checks on FOID cardholders.  We recommend that the additional revenue generated from these recommendation changes remain following the current distribution among the agencies responsible for management and oversight of this program.  This recommendation is not to generate revenue, but rather to follow the recommendation of the FBI to reduce the interval of time from ten years to five years.  This subgroup of the commission will work with ISP and DHS to develop policies and procedures that will result in the enhanced exchange of information from Mental Health records to ensure that all factors are considered before issuing and renewal of FOID permits. These recommendations will expand on the work that has already been done to create pathways for the exchange of information. The commission calls for automating the process for State Police to obtain daily lists of potential matches from the DHS mental health database.  This will further expedite the process and improve the collaboration between the two agencies. 


Currently the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.  The FTIP fees which are a national requirement need to more closely reflect the national average. We propose to amend the FTIP program in two ways: the increase of current fees for transfer of firearms and the mandatory requirement to pay a transfer fee when private firearm transfers occur.  This will be a fee paid for by the gun dealers and private owners each time there is a transfer of a firearm.  The current fee is extremely below the national average and the transfer of firearms without registry for transfer has the potential of giving greater access to individuals who may use them for violent acts. 


Appendix XX outlines our recommended projected fee and potential revenue created from the fee changes.  We recommend that 50% of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the “Neighborhood Recovery Initiative” (NRI) in Chicago land, as well as other target areas of Illinois.  We recommend that 10% of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by an identified state agency.  Lastly an additional 10% of the revenue to be used for expansion of community based youth services, including but not limited to a Statewide Mentoring program which will be described later on in this report.  The remaining amounts should be used to cover expenses from ISP to manage the program and maintain the system.


The third and final legislation we proposed is related to the sale of ammunition.  We propose new legislation that will require for vendors of ammunition to request customers to produce valid FOID card prior to completing the sale of ammunition.  We also recommend limiting the amount of ammunition in one purchase to xxx and levying a 1% tax on the sale of ammunition.  The proceeds of this tax will be used for the development and maintenance of performance based community programs.


Our last recommendation in this area is related to the analysis of statewide local ordinances further monitoring the sale, use and transfer of firearms.  A review of the City of Chicago requirements for purchase, registration and use of a firearm indicates a four-step process with explicit limitations on the use of handguns.  Current state law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county, with their own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and usage to the ISP.    Currently there are 38 municipalities with their own firearm ordinances.  We recommend that cities with high crime rates adopt city ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning an registering firearms.  Using the City of Chicago’s ordinance the commissioners will travel the state to meet with local officials to present an analysis of their city ordinance with recommendations for changes.  Sample cities to be targeted in the first year of the Commission’s extension will include but not be limited to Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis, Peoria.  The Commission will work with the Latino Family Commission and the African American Family Commission to achieve this recommendation.


PERFORMANCE BASED EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


During the early phases of the existence of the, the commission noted broad recommendations that included the development of four components: 


· The creation of jobs and job training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families;


· Investment in alternative education and/or support  programs for out-of-school youth and those at-risk of being out-of-school;


· Increase in social and emotional support through individual and family counseling ; and


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


The response to these recommendations was the development of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI) a Governor’s Office program that is being managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA).  The Commission has been involved with the NRI by providing input on the school-based counseling and youth programs components of the comprehensive model.  The commission feels strongly that having the voice of Commissioners representing a group of parents, children, and siblings that have lost a close family member to gun violence continuing to advise IVPA on the management of NRI is critical to its success.  The recommendation is as follows:


We recommend the Commission partner with the Governor’s office to provide advice and guidance on the evaluation of the impact of the NRI and the possibility for its continuation and potential expansion to other areas of the state.  The Commission’s role will be advisory in nature.  They will receive quarterly updates on the progress of the implementation and attainment of program goals, and have the opportunity to ask questions and provide suggestions throughout the implementation timeframe.  In addition to their involvement in the evaluation, smaller working groups of the Commission will “adopt” a community and its partners to provide input and guidance, and observe implementation.  This will be achieved through participation in the existing local advisory committees already required by the NRI.  


Alternative Education Programs


	A significant amount of testimony was given on the importance of education and schools’ role in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior.  Participants of the public hearings spoke passionately on the need to re-focus resources on after school programs, extend hours for schools and/or park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for un-enrolled adolescents.  The commissioners, in concurrence with the public, acknowledge the need to strategically allocate educational resources from early childhood through higher education. It is critical to work in partnership with state agencies to explore the expansion of alternative education programs that include, but are not limited to, charter school models, online education, vocational training, and skills-based education, for older youth who may be deeply deficient in comparison to their peers, and as a result, are more likely not to finish their education. Furthermore, this demographic is statistically more prone to be engaged in illegal activity. 


We recommend the following:


	Form a working group of commissioners to work with Illinois State Board of Education, the Chicago Public Schools, the East St. Louis Schools, and the Peoria area schools, as well as the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing programs for alternative education.  The purpose of this working group will be to complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current available programs.  The gap analysis will be used to make recommendations for expansion and/or development of alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging out-of-school youth and those at risk for dropping out.  Following the gap analysis the Commission will recommend effective state and national performance based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois for various age groups.  Recommended age levels and number of years out of school will have differentiated interventions to address educational needs, e.g. youth under 15 will have a goal to remain in or re-enroll in school; youth ages 16-18 will have a goal to complete assessment of skill gaps, and recommend alternative education models, youth older than 18 will have a goal to develop plans for high school completion while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a variety of settings, including community colleges environments.  


Statewide Mentoring Initiative


	The role of mentoring was highlighted throughout the entire testimony as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth, as well as parents.  Mentoring as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner city environments has been well documented as a best practice, but not without some indicators that demonstrate specific, concrete outcomes coming out of mentoring relationships (Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys & Weitlauf, 2001).  Additional comments on this topic focused on the need to increase positive role models in local communities, the need to provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and providing incentives for young adults to become mentors.  State agencies, local partners, and community based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs to various groups of youth.  One of the challenges is the lack of information on the true long-lasting impact of said mentoring programs and identifying the ones that are most effective for various types of youth. 	Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and having limited information and access to these programs resulting in the continue need for positive role models and influence on at-risk youth.    


Given the large amount of testimony on this topic, the Commission recommends the development of a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years.  The goal of this statewide mentoring program is to provide expanded opportunities for youth and families at risk to benefit from local mentors that can serve as role models, advisors, tutors (if necessary), and/or advocates, by building a statewide network of mentors that can be accessed by anyone in the state.   The development of said programs requires the following steps:


· Assessment/inventory of all state supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region





· Partnership with Institutions of Higher Education (community colleges and universities)


· To identify mentoring program models that are considered evidence-based or promising practices 


· To develop training program of mentors


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives for students serving as mentors


· student loan rebates


· Practicum hours toward course completion





· Develop statewide outreach and education campaign on statewide mentoring program


· Develop pilot in targeted locations (2 per geographic location)


· Chicago & Northern Illinois


· Central


· Southern


· Assess pilot


· Expand statewide





· Establish/Identify an office to coordinate statewide mentoring program


· Manage referrals for mentors needed


· Promote existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new evidence-based programs


· Establish supports needed within state universities and community colleges for recruitment and capacity building of mentors


· Match youth to mentors


· Provide on-going technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate program


DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION FOR YOUTH 


De-criminalization of Drugs


Testimony provided included a considerable amount of compelling research related to the de-criminalization of drugs.  Testimony provided at every public hearing emphasized the need to re-appoint a taskforce to assess the implications of legalizing marijuana, and how it would affect drug trafficking and gang violence in targeted communities.  The Commission posed the following questions: what is the relationship between gun violence and marijuana dealing in a community? Are there other communities in the US where de-criminalization has resulted in a reduction in gun violence? If so, how are these communities comparable to Illinois communities? Why was the taskforce created by the legislature several years ago, not active?


At this time the Commission felt it did not have sufficient time and authority to re-activate an interagency council to examine this issue.  However, it is recommended that the General Assembly examine past legislation that created an interagency council to consider this issue and determine whether it is necessary to re-activate such a taskforce.  


Alternatives to Incarceration


	Testimony and statistical research regarding the incarceration of youth emphasizes that most youth offenders do not necessarily need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often times result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities and may actually increase the chances that the youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. Unfortunately, the penal system often errs on the side of formal handling and incarceration. Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense but also the risk level of the youth to re-offend, the needs of the youth for services to avoid re-offending and the strengthening of the assets of the youth that act as protective factors to avoid further criminal behavior.  The confinement of low-level youth is detrimental to communities, costly for the State of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades” ( Models For Change Inc). 


	Specific recommendations are to reduce sentencing for first offenders; re-assess sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; provide incentives of drug rehabilitation programs, and community based organizations as alternatives to incarceration. Fully implement the “Redeploy Illinois” program. The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislation language on first time offenders and juvenile offenders.  The commission will work with the Risk, Assets, Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool identified by the Task Force at all decision points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems.  Statewide adoption of the RANA will be promoted through public speaking by commissioners, distribution of information on multiple state agencies as well as the Anti-Violence website, and any materials produced and distributed by the commission moving forward.  Additionally, we recommend the expansion of mandated day programs for drug offense by 10%, including but not limited to first time offenders.











DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


	The need for employment opportunities in underserved communities was well documented in the testimony provided.  This means the need for an expansion of job training programs and opportunities for out-of-school youth as well as families living in poverty.  In addition to the creation of jobs, individuals also highlighted the need to have alternative hours of operation for state employees providing direct services to communities in need.


	The specific recommendation for this area of the report focuses on the identification of critical work-force needs through an analysis of projected labor sectors.  Having this information will provide the commission with information needed to develop skills training programs in high need area that are non-traditional and accessible to individuals living in poverty.  Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified the significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment and vocational education.  A large part of Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and the dropout rate in specific communities is significantly higher for certain groups.  By providing for vocational educational opportunities that focus on basic skills development and trade instruction, the commission will work with targeted state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to conduct authentic assessments of referred youth and young adults as they are matched to direct employment, and/or continued education.  


	Our Governor is known as the Jobs Governor and we will work to support the development of new employment opportunities that will be sustained over time for projected areas of need.  For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an expansion of health service providers and public health workers at entry level positions that are culturally and linguistically competent.  The commission will provide recommendations for targeted groups of potential skilled workers who may need further skills development and preparation for meaningful employment.









APPENDIX


Table 1 – Recommendations Overview


			Recommendation


			Policy


			Program Development


			New Resources needed


			Re-alignment of Resources





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order


			Assign commission to DPH


			Expand membership to residents outside of Chicago


			DPH resources to be used for staffing commission





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule – update FOID renewal schedule;


strengthen data sharing agreements


			Legislative Action


			


			Appropriate  70% of revenue for expansion of school & community programs





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			


			Advise the evaluation of NRI; serve in advisory role; 


			Revenue from FTIP increase


			





			Alternative Education Program


			


			


			Expansion of alternative education program models


			





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Creation of office of statewide mentoring


			Develop program within identified state agency; 


			


			Use revenue from new FOID card fee schedule





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles


			Fully implement “Deploy Illinois” program


			Partnership and promotion with RANA


			Expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenses by 20%





			Workforce Development


			


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership and assessment


			


			














Table 2 Possible Time Line








			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































			


			FOID Fee Analysis -Revision - $10 fee for 5-Year FOID Card


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 10-Year FOID Card - $10


			


			


			


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY18


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY19


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY20


			320,000


			$10 


			$960,000 


			$320,000 


			$1,920,000 


			$3,200,000 





			FY21


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			


			* Estimates based on a 10-year card.


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 5-Year FOID Card - $10 (Start seeing increased revenue  in FY17)


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17*


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY18


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY19


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			FY20


			600,000


			$10 


			$1,800,000 


			$600,000 


			$3,600,000 


			$6,000,000 





			FY21


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			*New 5-year cyle.


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of applications per year is based on current FOID card renewal cycle and annual


			





			    renewals starting.


			


			


			


			


			























			Illinois State Police


			


			


			


			


			





			Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) Fee Analysis


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee2


			Revenue from Fee


			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee


			Revenue from Private Sales


			Estimated Total Revenue





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			$780,000 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$2,860,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$5,460,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a degree of decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of FTIP Inquiries per Year FY2005-2010


			 


			 


			


			


			


			





			Fiscal Year


			# of Transactions


			 


			


			


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-licensed firearm dealer (FFL) would require





			additional FTIP personnel. See excerpt from a 2010 bill review below.








			


			


			








[image: ]


			Please Note:


			


			


			


			


			


			





			-Currently $1 of the $10 FOID Card fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for the FTIP Program.  If the FTIP





			 fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from FOID could be redirected to the FOID program.


			





			-In addition to changes to the FOID Act to increase the FTIP Fee, additional changes would be


			





			required to identify the new allocation of those funds.


			


			


			

























































Executive Order:
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Proposed FOID Fee Increase: Projected Fee & Potential Revenue
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From: Jenkins, Lorri
To: Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Cicchetti, Colleen; Garate, Teresa;


Griffin, Gene; Hurwitz, Laura; Irving, Toni; Jenkins, Lorri; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy; Shaw, Barbara;
Studzinski, Anne


Subject: SBC Steering Committee Meeting - REMINDER
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 3:46:39 PM


Good afternoon,
 
This is a friendly reminder regarding our upcoming SBC Steering Committee meeting, which will take
place on Friday, February 25th from 10:00 am – 12:00 pm at Voices for Illinois Children, 208 S.


LaSalle Street, 14th Floor.  Please send your confirmation of attendance or regrets as soon as
possible.
 
We look forward to seeing you there!
 
Best,
 
Lorri
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 








From: Del Real, Socorro
To: "vandenberkt@ucanchicago.org";  Pam Bosley; Weems, Malcolm;


"
Cc: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy; Shin, Susan; Renfro, Emily; Enyia, Chimaobi; Shaw, Barbara; Cutrone, Jack
Subject: CANCELED - Anti Violence Commission Meeting 2/9/11
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:54:56 PM
Attachments: Commission Report Revisions 2 9 11.docx


Dear Commissioners:
 
Let me start by apologizing for all the confusion for today’s meeting, since the notice went out so
late it was decided to cancel the meeting.  We are rescheduling the meeting to Thursday, February
17th at 5:00pm, here at the JRTC 100 W. Randolph, Suite 16, in the Back Conference Room.   Please,
let me know if this date and time works for you.
 
Also, attached is the most recent version of the Anti-Violence Report.  As we’re approaching
completion, we’d like for you to look through it and send me any feedback as we prepare to move
the report through the legislative process.
 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at 312-814-1604.
 
Thank you for your cooperation.
 
 














Governor Quinn’s Anti-Violence Commission Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


The “Anti-Violence” Commission Report is a summary of the public testimony gathered through four statewide public hearings held on the following dates and in the following locations:


· September 13, 2010: Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010: Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010: 2200 E. Washington St, East Peoria


· October 14, 2010: 601 James R. Thompson Blvd, East St. Louis


This report includes a summary of broad categories of recommendations developed based on public hearing comments as well as research provided by partner groups, including but not limited to the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority.  As you review the report, please keep in mind that several of the recommendations will require the continued support of commission members in smaller working groups and working collaboratively with an increased number of State Government partners.  We make recommendations related to policy and legislation, revenue generating changes to fees for programs, and program development and/or expansion.  A number of the recommendations may be controversial and result in continued negotiation and discussion.  For this reason, the key recommendation we submit is the re-appointment of the Commission with a review of the commission members and allowing for the replacement of commissioners who have not been able to participate.  We recognize that all of the commissioners are Chicago based and recommend the inclusion of commissioners from other parts of the state.  


The broad categories presented for consideration in this report are:


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


· Performance Based Expansion of School and Community Based Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration for Youth


· Workforce Development


Each of these categories is includes an overview of the public comment, a summary of research and deliberation considered by the commission, and a set of specific recommendations.  There are appendices outlining an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposed fee schedules and use of expected additional resources.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please feel free to contact the commission through its Chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been categorically separated into four broad subject areas.


ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Concealed Carry


There was considerable discussion on the topic of “concealed carry” in Illinois.  The testimony provided highlighted legislation in multiple states supporting concealed carry, and other states opposed to such provisions.  Despite the sensitivity of this subject, given that every commissioner had lost a family member to gun violence, all commissioners listened objectively, posed questions, and also conducted our own research which indicates that states with concealed carry laws and provisions also have more deaths.   We did not hear from any victims in support of concealed carry.  After much deliberation, our recommendation is as follows:


	At this time, this commission does not have any evidence to make specific recommendations regarding “concealed carry” legislation.  It is recommended instead that we continue to work with proponents of this policy to educated them on the reasons why our commission will not recommend the adoption of “concealed carry” for Illinois. 


 Firearm Ownership Identification Program (FOID )


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manage the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP).  Testimony regarding gun violence continuously suggested the need to update the current system in several ways; including but not limited to the time interval for renewal of FOID cards, the management of the program, and the data system that supports the ability of the program  to interact with information from other state resources.   The commission and the public view this program as a key component of ensuring that only law abiding citizens in a healthy state of mind are able to  obtain FOID cards and own firearms.  In addition, the commission understands that the transfer of guns purchased by FOID card members to others was noted as one of the sources of illegal possession of guns.  The transfer of ownership is managed by a different but related program called the FTIP which will be the main focus on our recommendation.  Public hearing participants and commissioners recommended enhancing information sharing and technology between ISP and the Department of Human Services, Division of Mental Health (DMH). This information would be used in the processing of individual background checks necessary to obtain a FOID card.   Specifically, there were numerous suggestions to adjust fees and processes associated with both the FOID and the FTIP programs.  Current FTIP fees are not in line with the national average.  The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended the adjusted of the interval of FOID card renewal from ten to five years.   Another area of need identified by the commission with little regulation is the sale of ammunition.  Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition.  There is no limit to the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase.  Vendors are not required to ask for proof of a FOID or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


In appendix XX you will find projected fee scenarios and potential revenue created from the proposed changes to the FTIP and FOID programs.  The recommendations are as follows: 


	The commission recommends three legislative bills to enhance the FOID program, the FTIP program and improve the monitoring of the sale of ammunition.


We propose to develop legislation that will adjust the interval of FOID card renewal to $10.00 for five year coverage.  This will mean that the fee will not change but rather the frequency which will allow for more recent checks on FOID cardholders.  We recommend that the additional revenue generated from these recommendation changes remain following the current distribution among the agencies responsible for management and oversight of this program.  This recommendation is not to generate revenue, but rather to follow the recommendation of the FBI to reduce the interval of time from ten years to five years.  This subgroup of the commission will work with ISP and DHS to develop policies and procedures that will result in the enhanced exchange of information from Mental Health records to ensure that all factors are considered before issuing and renewal of FOID permits. These recommendations will expand on the work that has already been done to create pathways for the exchange of information. The commission calls for automating the process for State Police to obtain daily lists of potential matches from the DHS mental health database.  This will further expedite the process and improve the collaboration between the two agencies. 


Currently the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.  The FTIP fees which are a national requirement need to more closely reflect the national average. We propose to amend the FTIP program in two ways: the increase of current fees for transfer of firearms and the mandatory requirement to pay a transfer fee when private firearm transfers occur.  This will be a fee paid for by the gun dealers and private owners each time there is a transfer of a firearm.  The current fee is extremely below the national average and the transfer of firearms without registry for transfer has the potential of giving greater access to individuals who may use them for violent acts. 


Appendix XX outlines our recommended projected fee and potential revenue created from the fee changes.  We recommend that 50% of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the “Neighborhood Recovery Initiative” (NRI) in Chicago land, as well as other target areas of Illinois.  We recommend that 10% of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by an identified state agency.  Lastly an additional 10% of the revenue to be used for expansion of community based youth services, including but not limited to a Statewide Mentoring program which will be described later on in this report.  The remaining amounts should be used to cover expenses from ISP to manage the program and maintain the system.


The third and final legislation we proposed is related to the sale of ammunition.  We propose new legislation that will require for vendors of ammunition to request customers to produce valid FOID card prior to completing the sale of ammunition.  We also recommend limiting the amount of ammunition in one purchase to xxx and levying a 1% tax on the sale of ammunition.  The proceeds of this tax will be used for the development and maintenance of performance based community programs.


Our last recommendation in this area is related to the analysis of statewide local ordinances further monitoring the sale, use and transfer of firearms.  A review of the City of Chicago requirements for purchase, registration and use of a firearm indicates a four-step process with explicit limitations on the use of handguns.  Current state law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county, with their own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and usage to the ISP.    Currently there are 38 municipalities with their own firearm ordinances.  We recommend that cities with high crime rates adopt city ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning an registering firearms.  Using the City of Chicago’s ordinance the commissioners will travel the state to meet with local officials to present an analysis of their city ordinance with recommendations for changes.  Sample cities to be targeted in the first year of the Commission’s extension will include but not be limited to Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis, Peoria.  The Commission will work with the Latino Family Commission and the African American Family Commission to achieve this recommendation.


PERFORMANCE BASED EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


During the early phases of the existence of the, the commission noted broad recommendations that included the development of four components: 


· The creation of jobs and job training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families;


· Investment in alternative education and/or support  programs for out-of-school youth and those at-risk of being out-of-school;


· Increase in social and emotional support through individual and family counseling ; and


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


The response to these recommendations was the development of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI) a Governor’s Office program that is being managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA).  The Commission has been involved with the NRI by providing input on the school-based counseling and youth programs components of the comprehensive model.  The commission feels strongly that having the voice of Commissioners representing a group of parents, children, and siblings that have lost a close family member to gun violence continuing to advise IVPA on the management of NRI is critical to its success.  The recommendation is as follows:


We recommend the Commission partner with the Governor’s office to provide advice and guidance on the evaluation of the impact of the NRI and the possibility for its continuation and potential expansion to other areas of the state.  The Commission’s role will be advisory in nature.  They will receive quarterly updates on the progress of the implementation and attainment of program goals, and have the opportunity to ask questions and provide suggestions throughout the implementation timeframe.  In addition to their involvement in the evaluation, smaller working groups of the Commission will “adopt” a community and its partners to provide input and guidance, and observe implementation.  This will be achieved through participation in the existing local advisory committees already required by the NRI.  


Alternative Education Programs


	A significant amount of testimony was given on the importance of education and schools’ role in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior.  Participants of the public hearings spoke passionately on the need to re-focus resources on after school programs, extend hours for schools and/or park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for un-enrolled adolescents.  The commissioners, in concurrence with the public, acknowledge the need to strategically allocate educational resources from early childhood through higher education. It is critical to work in partnership with state agencies to explore the expansion of alternative education programs that include, but are not limited to, charter school models, online education, vocational training, and skills-based education, for older youth who may be deeply deficient in comparison to their peers, and as a result, are more likely not to finish their education. Furthermore, this demographic is statistically more prone to be engaged in illegal activity. 


We recommend the following:


	Form a working group of commissioners to work with Illinois State Board of Education, the Chicago Public Schools, the East St. Louis Schools, and the Peoria area schools, as well as the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing programs for alternative education.  The purpose of this working group will be to complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current available programs.  The gap analysis will be used to make recommendations for expansion and/or development of alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging out-of-school youth and those at risk for dropping out.  Following the gap analysis the Commission will recommend effective state and national performance based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois for various age groups.  Recommended age levels and number of years out of school will have differentiated interventions to address educational needs, e.g. youth under 15 will have a goal to remain in or re-enroll in school; youth ages 16-18 will have a goal to complete assessment of skill gaps, and recommend alternative education models, youth older than 18 will have a goal to develop plans for high school completion while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a variety of settings, including community colleges environments.  


Statewide Mentoring Initiative


	The role of mentoring was highlighted throughout the entire testimony as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth, as well as parents.  Mentoring as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner city environments has been well documented as a best practice, but not without some indicators that demonstrate specific, concrete outcomes coming out of mentoring relationships (Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys & Weitlauf, 2001).  Additional comments on this topic focused on the need to increase positive role models in local communities, the need to provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and providing incentives for young adults to become mentors.  State agencies, local partners, and community based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs to various groups of youth.  One of the challenges is the lack of information on the true long-lasting impact of said mentoring programs and identifying the ones that are most effective for various types of youth. 	Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and having limited information and access to these programs resulting in the continue need for positive role models and influence on at-risk youth.    


Given the large amount of testimony on this topic, the Commission recommends the development of a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years.  The goal of this statewide mentoring program is to provide expanded opportunities for youth and families at risk to benefit from local mentors that can serve as role models, advisors, tutors (if necessary), and/or advocates, by building a statewide network of mentors that can be accessed by anyone in the state.   The development of said programs requires the following steps:


· Assessment/inventory of all state supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region





· Partnership with Institutions of Higher Education (community colleges and universities)


· To identify mentoring program models that are considered evidence-based or promising practices 


· To develop training program of mentors


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives for students serving as mentors


· student loan rebates


· Practicum hours toward course completion





· Develop statewide outreach and education campaign on statewide mentoring program


· Develop pilot in targeted locations (2 per geographic location)


· Chicago & Northern Illinois


· Central


· Southern


· Assess pilot


· Expand statewide





· Establish/Identify an office to coordinate statewide mentoring program


· Manage referrals for mentors needed


· Promote existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new evidence-based programs


· Establish supports needed within state universities and community colleges for recruitment and capacity building of mentors


· Match youth to mentors


· Provide on-going technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate program


DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION FOR YOUTH 


De-criminalization of Drugs


Testimony provided included a considerable amount of compelling research related to the de-criminalization of drugs.  Testimony provided at every public hearing emphasized the need to re-appoint a taskforce to assess the implications of legalizing marijuana, and how it would affect drug trafficking and gang violence in targeted communities.  The Commission posed the following questions: what is the relationship between gun violence and marijuana dealing in a community? Are there other communities in the US where de-criminalization has resulted in a reduction in gun violence? If so, how are these communities comparable to Illinois communities? Why was the taskforce created by the legislature several years ago, not active?


At this time the Commission felt it did not have sufficient time and authority to re-activate an interagency council to examine this issue.  However, it is recommended that the General Assembly examine past legislation that created an interagency council to consider this issue and determine whether it is necessary to re-activate such a taskforce.  


Alternatives to Incarceration


	Testimony and statistical research regarding the incarceration of youth emphasizes that most youth offenders do not necessarily need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often times result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities and may actually increase the chances that the youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. Unfortunately, the penal system often errs on the side of formal handling and incarceration. Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense but also the risk level of the youth to re-offend, the needs of the youth for services to avoid re-offending and the strengthening of the assets of the youth that act as protective factors to avoid further criminal behavior.  The confinement of low-level youth is detrimental to communities, costly for the State of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades” ( Models For Change Inc). 


	Specific recommendations are to reduce sentencing for first offenders; re-assess sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; provide incentives of drug rehabilitation programs, and community based organizations as alternatives to incarceration. Fully implement the “Redeploy Illinois” program. The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislation language on first time offenders and juvenile offenders.  The commission will work with the Risk, Assets, Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool identified by the Task Force at all decision points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems.  Statewide adoption of the RANA will be promoted through public speaking by commissioners, distribution of information on multiple state agencies as well as the Anti-Violence website, and any materials produced and distributed by the commission moving forward.  Additionally, we recommend the expansion of mandated day programs for drug offense by 10%, including but not limited to first time offenders.











DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


	The need for employment opportunities in underserved communities was well documented in the testimony provided.  This means the need for an expansion of job training programs and opportunities for out-of-school youth as well as families living in poverty.  In addition to the creation of jobs, individuals also highlighted the need to have alternative hours of operation for state employees providing direct services to communities in need.


	The specific recommendation for this area of the report focuses on the identification of critical work-force needs through an analysis of projected labor sectors.  Having this information will provide the commission with information needed to develop skills training programs in high need area that are non-traditional and accessible to individuals living in poverty.  Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified the significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment and vocational education.  A large part of Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and the dropout rate in specific communities is significantly higher for certain groups.  By providing for vocational educational opportunities that focus on basic skills development and trade instruction, the commission will work with targeted state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to conduct authentic assessments of referred youth and young adults as they are matched to direct employment, and/or continued education.  


	Our Governor is known as the Jobs Governor and we will work to support the development of new employment opportunities that will be sustained over time for projected areas of need.  For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an expansion of health service providers and public health workers at entry level positions that are culturally and linguistically competent.  The commission will provide recommendations for targeted groups of potential skilled workers who may need further skills development and preparation for meaningful employment.









APPENDIX


Table 1 – Recommendations Overview


			Recommendation


			Policy


			Program Development


			New Resources needed


			Re-alignment of Resources





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order


			Assign commission to DPH


			Expand membership to residents outside of Chicago


			DPH resources to be used for staffing commission





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule – update FOID renewal schedule;


strengthen data sharing agreements


			Legislative Action


			


			Appropriate  70% of revenue for expansion of school & community programs





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			


			Advise the evaluation of NRI; serve in advisory role; 


			Revenue from FTIP increase


			





			Alternative Education Program


			


			


			Expansion of alternative education program models


			





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Creation of office of statewide mentoring


			Develop program within identified state agency; 


			


			Use revenue from new FOID card fee schedule





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles


			Fully implement “Deploy Illinois” program


			Partnership and promotion with RANA


			Expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenses by 20%





			Workforce Development


			


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership and assessment


			


			














Table 2 Possible Time Line








			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































			


			FOID Fee Analysis -Revision - $10 fee for 5-Year FOID Card


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 10-Year FOID Card - $10


			


			


			


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY18


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY19


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY20


			320,000


			$10 


			$960,000 


			$320,000 


			$1,920,000 


			$3,200,000 





			FY21


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			


			* Estimates based on a 10-year card.


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 5-Year FOID Card - $10 (Start seeing increased revenue  in FY17)


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17*


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY18


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY19


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			FY20


			600,000


			$10 


			$1,800,000 


			$600,000 


			$3,600,000 


			$6,000,000 





			FY21


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			*New 5-year cyle.


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of applications per year is based on current FOID card renewal cycle and annual


			





			    renewals starting.


			


			


			


			


			























			Illinois State Police


			


			


			


			


			





			Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) Fee Analysis


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee2


			Revenue from Fee


			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee


			Revenue from Private Sales


			Estimated Total Revenue





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			$780,000 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$2,860,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$5,460,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a degree of decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of FTIP Inquiries per Year FY2005-2010


			 


			 


			


			


			


			





			Fiscal Year


			# of Transactions


			 


			


			


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-licensed firearm dealer (FFL) would require





			additional FTIP personnel. See excerpt from a 2010 bill review below.








			


			


			








[image: ]


			Please Note:


			


			


			


			


			


			





			-Currently $1 of the $10 FOID Card fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for the FTIP Program.  If the FTIP





			 fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from FOID could be redirected to the FOID program.


			





			-In addition to changes to the FOID Act to increase the FTIP Fee, additional changes would be


			





			required to identify the new allocation of those funds.


			


			


			

























































Executive Order:
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Proposed FOID Fee Increase: Projected Fee & Potential Revenue
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From: Robert Belfort
To: Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Safety Networks RFP
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 12:09:15 PM


Thank you 


---  


Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 6:00 PM
Subject: Safety Networks RFP


 


February 10, 2011


 


On behalf of the Illinois Department of Human Services (IDHS) and the
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA), we are pleased to announce the
release of a Request for Proposals for the Safety Net Works Grant Program. 
The Requests for Proposal (RFP) is available for download from the IVPA
website, www.ivpa.org under Grant Information, Current RFPs available.  You
can click on this direct link: http://ivpa.org/grant-information/current-RFPs-
available to view the downloadable application packet.


 


 


FY 11-12 Safety Net Works Grant Program


 


The Safety Net Works Program was created in FY 2008 to address the tragic
and unacceptable loss of many young people in Illinois and instill hope for
the future.  The SNW Program brings State and community resources
together to help youth and young adults residing in funded communities
enhance their opportunities for positive development into healthy and
productive adulthood.   Through this RFP, eligible applicants from the
targeted communities are eligible to apply for a 12 month grant to
implement the Safety Net Works Program.  Eligible applicants include: Not-
for-profit corporations, government entities or tax exempt organizations,
based in or providing services in the identified target communities (see page
5 of the RFP for a list of targeted communities)


 


 A Bidders Conference Call on February 25th at 1:30pm.  The Bidders
Conference will provide participants with an overview of the Safety Net Works
Grant Program, the RFP and budget requirements. The Bidders Conference is







not mandatory, but it is recommended for organizations interested in
applying for the grant. Please see the RFP for details.  The Power Point for
the Bidders Conference will be available on our website by February 24,
2011.


 


Thank you.


 


Reshma Desai


Director of Grant Programs


Illinois Violence Prevention Authority


p: 312.814.1708


f:  312.814.1108


 


 


 


 


Lorri Jenkins


NRI Program Director


Illinois Violence Prevention Authority


100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750


Chicago, Illinois 60601


312 814 8247 phone


312 814 8259 fax


lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov


www.ivpa.org 


 








From: Enyia, Chimaobi
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan
Subject: FW: A Few Important Bills to Keep an eye on/ Report questions
Date: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 3:06:00 PM


These are the changes Emily and I have made thus far. If there are more changes etc please feel free
to build on the document.
 
Chima
 


From: Enyia, Chimaobi 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 12:22 PM
To: Renfro, Emily
Subject: A Few Important Bills to Keep an eye on/ Report questions
 
HB1274:  Ammunition Tax Bill
HB1871:  Criminal Code- Large Capacity Ammunition
HB203:  One Gun per month
SB2026:  Foid Card Act- Private Sale
 
 


·           Below are the questions raised by the editor of the report. We have answered a few of them but would need your
guidance on others.


Questions – Anti-Violence Commission Report


 


1.


The table of contents calls for “Recommendations Overview,” “Proposed Timeline” and “Public
Recommendations” in the appendices, but there are now only blank spaces in the text. Are these
coming? Is the Word file called “updated tables 2-2011.docx” supposed to go into the appendices as
the “Recommendations Overview”?


I can provide Ms. McGowan with the Outline of Recommendations document which includes all
recommendations gathered from the website as well as the public hearings or we could simply list
the hyperlink in that section.  Please advise.


2.


In the executive summary, do you have the names of the venues where the public hearings were
held in East Peoria and East St. Louis? (Executive summary just lists street addresses for these two.)


Peoria City/County Health Department, 5415 N University, Peoria, Illinois 61604


East St. Louis Higher Education Campus, Auditorium, 601 James R. Thompson Blvd., East
St Louis, IL, 62201 ( These were listed on the Anti-Violence web site.


 


3.


In the recommendations for the section on FOID and FTIP, it says, “We also recommend limiting the
amount of ammunition in one purchase to XXX…” Do you have numbers yet?


I don’t think we ever agreed on an amount but the legislation below is good.



mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHIMAOBI.ENYIA

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Teresa.Garate

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Billy.Ocasio

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Emily.Renfro

mailto:/O=STATE OF ILLINOIS/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Susan.Shin25380697
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http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocTypeID=HB&DocNum=1871&GAID=11&SessionID=84&LegID=59060
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HB1274:  Ammunition Tax Bill
HB1871:  Criminal Code- Large Capacity Ammunition
 
 


 


 


4.


In the section on local ordinances, are these statements correct: “The City of Chicago, which has one
of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere
to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns?” “Using the Chicago
ordinance as a model, the commissioners will travel the state to meet with local officials…”


Yes


 


5.


In the section on the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative, where it says the commission will “adopt”
local communities, does it mean communities where NRI is already in place?


Yes, those communities were statistically the most underserved and affected by violence according
to CIJA.


 


6.


In the section called “Decriminalization of Drugs,” are you talking specifically about marijuana in this
section, or do you mean other illegal drugs too?


 Decriminalizing the possession of controlled substances in small amounts. Not only Marijuana.
Subject to legislative discussion


7.


Under recommendations for Decriminalization of Drugs it says: “provide incentives of drug
rehabilitation programs, and community-based organizations as alternatives to incarceration.”
Please explain what kind of incentives you are referring to, who should provide them and what
community-based organizations would do. It also says “fully implement the ‘Redeploy Illinois’
program.” What is the Redeploy Illinois program?


Barbara is providing information from NRI on community based alternatives and re-entry services.


Explanation of Redeploy Illinois at:  http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=31991


 


8.


Under recommendations for Workforce Development it says “conduct authentic assessments of
referred youth and young adults as they are matched to direct employment and/or educational
opportunities.” Please clarify what this means. What authentic assessments are you referring to?
What is their purpose? Who gets the assessments?



http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocTypeID=HB&DocNum=1274&GAID=11&SessionID=84&LegID=57259

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocTypeID=HB&DocNum=1871&GAID=11&SessionID=84&LegID=59060

http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=31991





This means the youth referred (via IDES or NRI??) will be assessed based on their current skill and
educational level in order to ascertain where they should be placed in training or continuing
education.


http://www.ides.state.il.us/employment/hire_the_future.asp


9.


Appendices. As noted above, some of the appendices are missing. The tables about FOID and FTIP
need some explanation/clarification. On p. 14 there’s a PDF of something that begins “4. ISP FISCAL
IMPACT.” Should this be retyped? Rewritten? Where does it come from? Also, I would suggest that
the appendices be redone, because they do not look professional.


I’ll call ISP for two one pagers on the tables.


 








From: Hurwitz, Laura
To: Jenkins, Lorri; Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Garate, Teresa;


Griffin, Gene; Irving, Toni; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy; Shaw, Barbara; Studzinski, Anne
Cc: Cicchetti, Colleen
Subject: School Based Mental Health Technical Assisatnce and Training Opportunity
Date: Thursday, February 24, 2011 4:59:38 PM
Attachments: NRI TA leader application final.doc


Training and TA application guidance final.doc


Hi everyone:  Can you please forward this application to anyone you know who might be interested in
applying?  Thanks, and see you all tomorrow.
 
Laura
 
Laura Hurwitz, LCSW
Community Linked Mental Health Services
Children's Memorial Hospital
tel: (773) 868-8954
LHurwitz@childrensmemorial.org
 


Dear Colleague:
 
Children’s Memorial Hospital’s Community Linked Mental Health Services Program is
seeking individuals working in Chicago area schools with whom to collaborate on providing
technical assistance and training on school-based counseling interventions as part of the
Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI).  The goal of NRI is to reduce risk
factors and enhance protective factors associated with violence through provision of a
range of community based services for youth and young adults.  NRI’s School Based
Counseling Program Component consists of community-based providers in Chicago,
Cicero, Maywood and three South Suburbs implementing school-based individual and
group interventions to elementary and high school students
 
CLMHSP is seeking individuals to serve as both technical assistance leaders and trainers
for this project.  Please distribute the attached application guidance and application to
colleagues and/or staff in your agency who may be interested in applying. 
 
Applications are due Thursday, March 10th, 2011.
 
Thank you,
 
Laura
 
Laura Hurwitz, LCSW
Mental Health Consultant
Community Linked Mental Health Services Program
Children's Memorial Hospital
tel: (773) 868-8954
LHurwitz@childrensmemorial.org
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Neighborhood Recovery Initiative



School-based Counseling Component



Training and Technical Assistance Application



Instructions:  Extend space on this form if necessary, however, please limit responses to two pages (11 pt. font).  Please submit by email to EHeinemann@childrensmemorial.org no later than Thursday, March 10, 2011.



Name:







Position:



Agency/Organization:





Degree/Certification: 



Phone:







Email:



Applying for:    ____ Technical Assistance Leader/Training Cadre Member




 ____ Training Cadre Member only



Please describe the roles and responsibilities of your current position:



Please describe your experience delivering and/or coordinating services in a school setting:



Have you had any experience supervising staff?

Yes   


No




If yes, how many staff do you currently supervise?   _______




How many years of supervisory experience have you had?  ______



Please indicate number of trainings, attended, groups implemented, or staff you have supervised:  


			


			# trainings attended 


			# groups implemented


			# staff supervised on intervention





			CBITS


			


			


			





			Anger Coping


			


			


			





			Think First


			


			


			





			Total:


			


			


			








Please describe training experience:



How many trainings have you delivered? 



On what topics?



To what audiences? 



Do you have any training certification(s)?



Describe your experience with or coursework on cognitive behavioral interventions:



How does participating in this training and technical assistance cadre enhance your professional goals? 



Neighborhood Recovery Initiative



School-based Counseling Component



Training and Technical Assistance Letter of Support



Instructions: Please include letter of support from your employer that includes the following information.  



· Name of Applicant:



· Name of Person Completing Letter of Support:



· Name Agency:



· Phone: 










· Email:



· Please describe your agency’s history working in schools.



· Please describe why you think the applicant is qualified to participate as a Technical Assistance Leader and/or Training Cadre Member.



· Please describe how the applicant’s participation in this project can benefit your agency/organization.



Letters of support should be typed on agency letterhead.



Please email or fax letters of support to: Ed Heinemann, Project Coordinator, CLMHSP Eheinemann@childrensmemorial.org or fax #773.880.4925 no later than Thursday, March 10, 2011.




Neighborhood Recovery Initiative



School-based Counseling Component



Training and Technical Assistance Application Guidance



Children’s Memorial Hospital’s Community Linked Mental Health Services Program (CLMHSP) is seeking individuals working in Chicago area schools with whom to collaborate on providing technical assistance and training on school-based counseling interventions as part of the Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI).  The goal of NRI is to reduce risk factors and enhance protective factors associated with violence through provision of a range of community based services for youth and young adults.  NRI’s School Based Counseling Program Component consists of community-based providers in Chicago, Cicero, Maywood and three South Suburbs implementing the following school-based individual and group interventions to elementary and high school students:



Group interventions:




Anger Coping (AC) -- school-based group intervention focused on developing anger 
management and social-problem solving skills for students in grades K-8



Think First (TF) -- school-based group intervention focused on developing anger management and social problem-solving skills for high school students


Cognitive Behavioral Intervention for Trauma in Schools (CBITS) -- skills based intervention developed to relieve symptoms of students exposed to trauma 



Individual interventions:  case management, assessment, psycho-education, skill-building, problem-solving, crisis stabilization and referral



CLMHSP is seeking three technical assistance leaders to both facilitate technical assistance sessions and to participate in a training cadre.  In addition, CLMHSP is seeking seven additional individuals to participate in the training cadre only.  



Technical Assistance Leaders



CLMHSP is seeking three (3) technical assistance leaders with whom to co-facilitate bi-weekly in person and web-based technical assistance sessions offered to clinicians in three areas of the Chicago (north, west, south). The purpose of these sessions is to provide support to clinicians on the provision of services while encouraging fidelity of the group interventions.  Sessions will consist of a review of intervention content as well as discussion of barriers (both general and intervention-specific) to implementation.  The technical assistance sessions will also provide an opportunity for clinicians to collaborate with their peers by sharing successes and challenges.



Benefits: Technical Assistance Leaders will gain experience in supervision of evidenced-based practice, as well as the opportunity to participate in the training cadre (see below).  Technical Assistance Leaders will receive an $8100 stipend (inclusive of training cadre responsibilities; paid to individual or agency).


Expectations:



· participate in training cadre (see below)


· attend introductory trainings* on school collaboration, supervision of evidence-based practice, and implementation of technical assistance sessions


· co-facilitate one bi-weekly technical assistance meeting (in-person/web-based) from March-November with CLMHSP consultant


· attend bi-weekly planning meetings with CLMHSP consultant


· attend monthly Project Coordination meetings between April-October


· employer’s commitment to the project


· Time commitment: approximately 6 hours per month (in addition to training cadre time commitment) between March 18 and November 15, 2011.


Eligibility requirements:


· must be employed by an agency currently providing mental health services in schools


· must be Masters level social worker, psychologist or counselor


· must have experience providing/coordinating mental health services in schools


· experience supervising staff 


· prior experience implementing and/or supervising CBITS; AC and/or TF interventions 



· coursework and experience with cognitive behavioral interventions (preferred)


· employer’s commitment to the project


Training Cadre Members:


CMH Consultants are seeking seven individuals to participate in a training cadre that can implement future CBITS/Think First/Anger Coping trainings, thereby contributing to the sustainability of these school-based interventions. The training cadre will assist in co-facilitating group activities during the initial training on the curricula as well as attend “train-the-trainer” meetings and workshops that will include modeling, rehearsal, and role play of training content.  As part of the training process, training cadre members will be expected to co-facilitate future trainings with CMH consultants as coaches/evaluators for the anticipated expansion of the NRI initiative.  



Benefits: Participants will be certified as trainers for evidence-based group interventions and will have the opportunity to provide ongoing trainings as needed as project expands.  Members of Training Cadre will receive a $4200 stipend (paid to individual or agency).


Expectations:



· participate in five days of training* (CBITS, AC, and TF) and assist in co-facilitation of group activities


· attend “train-the-trainer” meetings (approx 10 days/year) between March 18 and November 15, 2011.


· co-facilitate future trainings (anticipated fall 2011)


· willingness to commit to co-facilitate future trainings in subsequent years (contingent on funding) 


Eligibility Requirements: 


· prior experience implementing one or more of the group interventions (CBITS, AC, and TF)


· Masters level social worker, psychologist or counselor


· must have prior experience with presenting, public speaking, or leading trainings


· must have experience providing mental health services in schools


· coursework and experience with cognitive behavioral interventions (preferred)


· employer’s commitment to the project


Application process:



Applicants must complete application form and submit letter of support from their employer.  CLMHSP and members of the School-Based Counseling Steering Committee will review and rate applications and letters of support.  Individuals will be selected based on experience and qualifications related to coordination, provision and training of school-based manualized interventions. In addition, preference will be given to candidates who express commitment to future participation in project.



Application Deadline:   Thursday, March 10, 2011



Applications must be sent by via email to: EHeinemann@childrensmemorial.org


Letters of support can be emailed or faxed to:  Ed Heinemann fax #773.880.4925



Notification of acceptance: March 18, 2011



*Tentative Training Calendar (please hold the following dates if selected)


School Collaboration (two of three dates): Friday March 25, Tuesday April 5, Friday April 8 


CBITS: Thursday March 31 and Friday April 1



Think First/Anger Coping:  Monday April 11, Tuesday April 12, and Friday April 15th








From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Adam M. Alonso; Andre Hines; Angela Page; Angie Lobo; Anne Barclay; Aurora Cruz; Camille Odeh; Carlos


Heredia; Carlos Nelson; Cheyenne Cochrane; Cory Mulddon; D. Braxton ; Dave Lyke; David Cassel; Denis
Regnier; Don Patterson; Edgar Ramirez; Ephraim Eaddy; Georgette Greenlee-Finney; Gregory A. Dean Jr.;
Harold T. Rice; Henry English; Howard Lathan; Izalia Short; Jaclin Davis; Jamie Arteaga; Jamiko Rose; Jason
Ervin; Jennifer Artis; Jimi Orange; John Holton; Kanu Iheukumere; Kathryn Saclarides; Khaleelah Muhammad;
Kristin Ogren; Latonya Lumpkin; Lisa M. Labiak; Mary Johnson; Michael Rodriguez; Monica Masana; Paul
Naranjo; Peter Nicholson; Radhika Sharma Gordon; Rev. Michael Pfleger; Reverend JLMiller; Rodney C. Walker;
Salim Al Nurridin (salnurridin@hcionline.org); Sharronne Ward; Shawn Reaves; Sheryl Holman; Susana Stoll;
Talmadge Betts; Teresa Bentley; Tina Mangrum; Valencia Myles; Vickie Rivkin


Cc: Jenkins, Lorri; Desai, Reshma
Subject: Urgent Re Mentoring Plus Jobs
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011 11:49:50 AM
Attachments: Important dates flyer_2 28 11 (2).docx


M+JOrientationRSVPForm2 23 10.pdf
Memo to M+J training participants_2 28 11 (2).doc


Importance: High


Good morning, all.  There are a few urgent actions needed related to the
Mentoring Plus Jobs Component that I want to call to your immediate
attention:
 
M+J Subcontracts and Start Date
 


1.      It is critical that the M+J subcontracts, especially the Coordinating
Partner subcontracts,  be finalized and executed this week, since the
program orientation and training start next week.  Please focus every
effort to complete these this week. Please respond immediately to IVPA
communications regarding the M+J subcontracts so that we can work
together to get these done.


 
2.      Your M+J Coordinating Partners should have been recruiting and


should have their Administrative Coordinator ready to start work next
week (week of March 7th), as we discussed at the last Lead Agency
meeting and as is reflected on the time line.  Please check with your
CM+J Coordinating Partners today to see if this is the case.  Please
respond to Lorri  Jenkins by noon tomorrow to confirm whether the
M+J Administrative Coordinator has been identified and is ready to
start next week. 


 


M+J Orientation and Training for Week of March 7th


 
1.      As indicated in previous emails and on the attached flyer,  the M+J
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Neighborhood Recovery Initiative
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Week of March 7, 2011: Important Events








Tuesday March 8, 2011


What: 	Orientation for Coordinating and Providing Partners 


Where:       UIC Student Center East, Room 302


750 S. Halsted, Chicago IL 60607


When:        9am-1pm





Wednesday March 9, 2011


What: 	In-person Training for M+J Administrative Coordinators


Where: 	Illinois Institute of Technology – Herman Hall, Alumni Lounge 


    	3241 S. Federal St., Chicago IL 60616


When: 	9am-1pm





Friday March 11, 2011 


What: 	In-person Training for M+J Administrative Coordinators


Where: 	Illinois Institute of Technology – Herman Hall, Alumni Lounge 


    	3241 S. Federal St., Chicago IL 60616


When: 	9am-1pm
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GOVERNOR'S NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY INITIATIVE 



 



MENTORING-PLUS-JOBS ORIENTATION  
 



Please check (√) whether or not you will be attending the NRI Mentoring-Plus-Jobs Orientation 



 



WHEN:   Tuesday, March 8, 2011 from 9am-1pm  



WHERE:  UIC Student Center East, 750 S. Halsted, Room 302.   



WHO: NRI Mentoring Plus Jobs Lead Agencies, Coordinating Partners, 



and Providing Partners should attend this orientation.  
 



Please fax back your response form to 312-850-4446, or email to Lucy Gregor 



(lgregor@ilaacp.org) as soon as possible but no later than Friday, March 4, 2011. 
 



 



 
  



 



 



RESPONSE FORM 



 



             Yes, I will be there        No, I will not attend 
 



       Tues. March 8th           _____           _____ 



        



        Name:         Phone No.___________________ 



 



        Agency Name: ____________________________________________________________ 



 



        Do you represent a:  



Lead Agency 



Coordinating Partner   



        Provider Partner 



 



.Please email or fax back your response form as soon as possible, no later than Friday, March 



4
th. 



Thank you! 



 



 



 





mailto:lgregor@ilaacp.org
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February 28, 2011



Dear Mentoring-Plus-Jobs Administrative Coordinators: 

We are pleased to welcome you to the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative’s Mentoring-Plus-Jobs component. You are about to embark on a 9-week training for this youth peer-to-peer outreach model. Over the course of the next 9 weeks, you will be attending weekly in-person training sessions, as well as participating in a weekly online training session using GoTo Training. This letter will provide details and answer questions about both the in-person and GoTo Trainings.



The first in-person training will be held Wednesday, March 9th in Hermann Hall Alumni Lounge on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), 3241 S. Federal Street, Chicago IL 60611. You will find both driving and parking information on pages 2-3 of this letter. When you enter Hermann Hall, the Alumni Lounge is located on the first floor, off the main lobby on the right hand side.


Registration and continental breakfast begin at 8:30am. The workshop will begin promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will end at 1:00 p.m. We strongly encourage you to be on time. Should you require any special arrangements, please let me know by Friday, March 4, 2011.


The NRI’s Training and Technical Assistance Team are here to ensure your successful participation in the Mentoring-Plus-Jobs training. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact:



   

Kristy Ogren




NRI TA Project Manager




kogren@ilaacp.org



(312) 850-4444 x227


We look forward to meeting you on March 9th! 


Sincerely,



Kristy Ogren
NRI TA Project Manager



DIRECTIONS to ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY’S CAMPUS


[image: image2.png]


From the North
Take the Dan Ryan Expressway east to 31st Street exit, continue south to 33rd Street, turn left (east). Metered parking is located along Federal Street north and south of 33rd Street, and in the Visitor's Parking Lot (Lot A4) at 32nd Street and State Street.



From the South
Take the Dan Ryan Expressway west to 35th Street exit, continue north to 33rd Street, turn right (east). Metered parking is located along Federal Street north and south of 33rd Street, and in the Visitor's Parking Lot (Lot A4) located at 32nd Street and State Street, on the east side of State Street.



From Lake Shore Drive
Exit at 31st Street, go inland (west) to State Street, turn left (south). Metered parking is available in the Visitor's Parking Lot (Lot A4) located at 32nd Street and State Street, on the east side of State Street.


Rapid Transit


· CTA Red Line (Howard-95th/Dan Ryan) to Sox-35th station



· CTA Green Line (Ashland-63rd or 63rd-Cottage Grove) to 35th-Bronzeville-IIT station



· CTA Bus lines with stops on Main Campus (#29-State, #35-35th, #24-Wentworth, #4-Cottage Grove)



IIT PARKING



Metered parking is available to all visitors, and is located along Federal Street north and south of 33rd Street, and in the Visitor's Parking Lot (Lot A4) located at 32nd Street and State Street, on the east side of State Street. Special event parking may be available in other parking lots on campus. Please contact the Access, Card, and Parking Services Office for more details on parking, or visit the parking web page for current parking locations at www.iit.edu/~parking. Please call the parking administrator at 312.567.8968 if you need assistance in finding parking. See map of IIT campus on the following page for more information on parking. See map of IIT campus parking on the following page.
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GoTo Training



Part of your Mentoring-Plus-Jobs training will be delivered using the online training system known as GoTo Training. This interactive, online training system will allow you to access designated training and technical assistance sessions remotely, from the convenience of your own office and computer (both PCs and Macs).



Beginning the second week of your training, you will attend a weekly one-hour GoTo training session on Fridays. The first scheduled session will be Friday, March 18th at 11am. Approximately one week before, you will receive an email invitation to attend this session. You must sign up for the training session (by clicking on the link that will be provided in the email invitation) in order to access materials for that week’s training session. Most weeks, there will also be a quiz that you will need to take. The link to that quiz will be provided in the confirmation email you’ll receive after you’ve registered.



GoTo Training is designed to be extremely user friendly. All you will need to participate in the sessions is:



· Computer with Internet connection


· Phone or computer’s speakers and microphone


There are two ways you can access the audio portion of GoTo Training. 



1. Telephone – At the specified meeting time, dial the conference call number provided in your confirmation email. When prompted, enter the access code followed by the # key and then your unique Audio PIN.


2. VoIP – At the specified meeting time, select the “Join conference using VoIP” option, which allows you to use your computer’s microphone and speakers. Audio quality can vary based on your audio software/hardware manufacturer as well as your operating system. It is recommended that you use a USB headset connected to your computer, or a pair of headphones with a USB microphone connected to your computer. If you prefer to connect using a headset, information on possible options is provided on page 5.


Option 1: Dynex™ - Stereo Headset with Removable Boom Microphone ($26.99)


Link:  http://www.bestbuy.com/site/Dynex&%23153%3B+-+Stereo+Headset+with+Removable+Boom+Microphone/8525688.p?id=1186007538649&amp;skuId=8525688


This high-quality headset features a removable boom microphone.



Product Features



· 3-in-1 design works as PC headset, stereo headphones and laptop microphone



· In-line volume and mute control for making easy adjustments



· Adjustable headband is ideal for long term use



· DNCT4 (Direct Noise Canceling Technology) ensures your voice is heard clearly



· Headset speaker features 30mm drivers



· 3.5mm connector



Option 2: 7' cord Plantronics - Digital USB Stereo Headset with Microphone ($41.99)


Link: http://www.bestbuy.com/site/Plantronics+-+Digital+USB+Stereo+Headset+with+Microphone/9783994.p?id=1218178702634&amp;skuId=9783994


Enjoy crystal-clear sound with this headset that features a digital equalizer and a noise-canceling microphone for excellent sound quality. The USB plug-and-play connection simply connects the headset to your USB port with no software to install.



Product Features



· Digital equalizer optimizes 24-bit hi-fi stereo sound for enhanced listening.



· Wideband acoustic echo cancellation provides clear sound.



· Noise-canceling microphone blocks out unwanted noise for crisp dialogue.



· Soft-foam ear pads for a comfortable fit.



· USB connection offers plug-and-play connection.



· In-line controls let you control the volume and mute options from your headset.


Option 3: Dynex™ - Mono USB Headset with Noise-Canceling Microphone ($29.99)


Link:    http://www.bestbuy.com/site/Dynex&%23153%3B+-+Mono+USB+Headset+with+Noise-Canceling+Microphone/8525651.p?id=1186007538579&amp;skuId=8525651


Product Features



· Mono headset with a deluxe leatherette ear pad is ideal for long-term use



· Noise-canceling microphone ensures your voice is heard clearly



· Adjustable headband for a comfortable fit



· USB connector for easy connection to a PC



· Frequency Response: Headset: 20Hz - 20kHz; Microphone: 100Hz - 16kHz



· Impedance: Headset: 32 ohms; Microphone: 2200 ohms



· 7' cord
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Orientation for Coordinating and Providing Partners (and M+J Admin
Coordinators and Lead Agency Coordinators)  is scheduled for Tuesday,


March 8th from 9:00 am – 1:00 pm at the University of Illinois at Chicago
(UIC) Student Center East, 750 S. Halsted, Room 302.  


 
Please ask all expected participants to complete the attached response
form and send to Lucy Gregor (via fax 312 850 4446 or email at
lgregor@ilaacp.org), no later than Friday, March 4th.
 


2.      MEE will conduct the first trainings for the Administrative Coordinators


on March  9th and March 11th.  Please see the attached materials on the
training times and locations  and make sure that your Coordinating
Partners receive the information right away so they can give it to their
M+J Administrative Coordinators.


 
Payments to Subcontractors
 


1.      You have sufficient funds on hand to make the first payment to your M+J
Coordinating Partners and Providing Partners. (We have started making
second payments to those of you whose amendments are completed
and quarterly reports received and reviewed. You will soon receive that
payment which will assure that you have funds to make first payments
to all your subcontractors,  except PLAN subcontractors who will be paid
in early April as indicated in their subcontracts.)
 


2.      As your M+J subcontract indicates, once the subcontract is executed,
you should make a payment to your subcontractors in the amount of 1/3
of their total contract amount (they receive three (3) payments).  
 


Thank you for your cooperation; let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Barbara








From: Hamilton, Ben
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: FW: GOCA Correspondence (ID: 45098)
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 5:49:00 PM


 
 


From: ILEXT.MOSS.FARM 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 5:47 PM
To: Brown, Veronica; Hamilton, Ben
Subject: GOCA Correspondence (ID: 45098)
 
Governor's Office of Citizen Action
207 State House
Springfield, IL 62706


Route To : ILLINOIS\donna.dalton
Date : 2/9/2011 5:46:29 PM
Routed By : ILLINOIS\ben.hamilton
Case Link : 45098 


Actions To Be Taken
1. Click on Case Link above.
2. If prompted for a username and password, enter the user name and password as you
normally would to log into your  own account.
3. Case information should appear. Attachments will be available to download at the bottom
of the case profile.


GOCA Comment
Forward to Toni Irving - concerns regarding IVPA/Governor's Neighborhood Recovery
Initiative / Children's Home and Aid / Englewood Community


Citizen Information
(None) (None)


(None)


Citizen Question


Citizen Comment


Citizen Request












From: Irving, Toni
To: Lavin, Jack
Subject: FW: Humboldt Park
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 7:03:41 AM


FYI


___________________
Toni Irving
Deputy Chief of Staff
Governor Pat Quinn
312.814.3967
________________________________________
From: Shaw, Barbara
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Irving, Toni; Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Humboldt Park


I just wanted you to know that I received a request today to meet with Senator Delgado and the YMCA
in Humboldt Park on Monday about NRI and Safety Net Works.   I’ve asked Mike Holmes to join me in
the meeting.  The Senator said he wants to understand how/why alderman were involved in the process
by which Lead Agencies were selected and how the overall program will work. The meeting is set for
3:00 on Monday.


 I’ll keep you posted.


Thanks,
Barbara
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From: YSP E-connections
To: Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Winter Edition
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 4:03:23 PM


e-newsletter
WINTER EDITION


YSP's SAFE Night 2010
by Ellen Redding


The night of December 17th, 2010 started with the agency bracing itself for a winter storm as earlier stated by the weather
report (but of course this is Chicago, all you can do is brace yourself). While at the event, we received a call that the
agency's van had broken down. YSP members scattered to transport the youths and families to the event. The youth were
part of the To-The-Moon Art & Teen Reach Programs. It was such a joy to see the youths beaming with excitement with
the start of the program. There was plenty of food and beverages, raffles, prizes and gifts. Dinner was musically
accompanied by the Cumbia drumming/singers. YSP's youth participants gave a great performance. We had the YSP
Steppers, a duet of "Santa Clause is Coming to Town", a solo performance on the cello, and a group rendition of "Rudolph
the Red Nose Reindeer". Everyone enjoyed the presentation given by the Tierra Colombiana Dance Company. Everyone in
attendance had a blast during the Zumba dancing lesson. At the close of the event there was a special award presented to
one of the youths for her leadership skills and gifts were given to all attending youth. It was such a joy to see the children
and families leaving with a big smile. 


NOW THIS WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT!


Banco Popular Foundation Awards YSP
by Kelley Schulke


YSP is dedicated to helping youth achieve their full potential in life. One of the
ways we encourage positive development and growth is through our afterschool
program, To-The-Moon Arts. This is a program designed to help boost academic
achievement while also giving youth access to arts and culture education. YSP is
proud to announce that we have been the recipient of the Banco Popular
Foundation's Community Grant. This grant will greatly help us purchase supplies
and expand the activities and field trips we can do with our youth. Thank you,
Banco!


From The Executive
Director's Desk


The topic of social
media has been
quite prominent in
the last few
months. Beyond
the revolutionary
foray that changed
the landscape of
political
campaigning in
2008, social media


has also played a radical role in the
way we communicate with one another
and inform ourselves of the breaking
news of the day. In recent months,


YOUTH PROFILE: Someone You Should Know


Keana Young is an eighth grader at
West Park Academy. She has attended
after-school programming at Youth
Service Project, Inc. for the last three
years. When asked why she began
coming to YSP she said, "I wanted to
get out of the house and do something
better with my time." Keana says that
she likes coming to Youth Service
Project because "the people are nice,
and I learn a lot of different things."
Keana was recently recognized at
YSP's annual 'Safe Night' event. The
staff continues to be impressed by
Keana's leadership qualities and
willingness to help out the younger
children and assist staff with various
activities. In the future, Keana would


Pictured with her award are Keana Young and
YSP Staff (L-R) Tiffany Moore, Kelley
Schulke and Stephanie Willmoth
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social media has been celebrated in the
film The Social Network, and in recent
days social media has been touted as
the principal means of political activism
in the Arab region. On a local level
many of us have been using various
social media outlets to propel or push
forward our social policy agenda.
Effecting and affecting social change
has taken a new face and a new
vehicle. Effective as it may be, social
media does not come without its
blemishes; character assassination and
angry discourse are also present. At the
end of the day, I do not entirely miss
the days of traveling by bus all  the way
to Springfield to rally behind a cause, or
marching in front of city or state offices
in the midst of a cold winter day to
assemble and lobby for the
advancement of our rights. I do enjoy
the camaraderie of convening, the
creativity involved creating signs, and
the power of chanting and singing in
protest of unfairness, in effect, the
socializing that social media lacks. 


Kenny Martin-Ocasio
Executive Director & CEO


YSP In The News
Stateline.org
"dozens of children, ages 6 to
16, head to a community center
known as the Youth Service
Project... "Read More


Chicago Tribune
"YSP, which serves children and
their family in the Greater
Humboldt Park community...
"Read More


Join the YSP Partners in Mission, the
most exciting volunteer program. For
more information, contact Lucy Roman,
Community Development Coordinator,
at
lroman@youthserviceproject.org,
or call her at (773) 772-6270 ext. 117.


like to go to culinary school and
become a chef.


YSP Takes On Bullying
by Lucy Roman


Violence and aggression are common problems among youth in society
today, not only in America, but also around the world. One common way
that youth express frustration is by being a bully. Bullying has been around
for a long time and children have had to deal with it. Bullies are found to
appear stronger, bigger, and more aggressive than their peers. They also
tend to act with confidence, and at times be quite charming with teachers
and other adults. Bullies have a need to dominate others through the use of
intimidation which may often lead to aggression. They display little empathy
for the victims as they insult and harass them. A bully surrounds
him/herself with passive bullies, followers who encourage and applaud them
which cause them to continue the attack on the victim. Our children deserve
us as parents, guardians , agencies and the community to do all we can and
learn as much as possible about bullies. Our support, education, and love
will ensure that they get through any issues of bullying confidently and
more important, safely.


All individuals deserve a respectful environment where they can celebrate
and value life.


Youth Service Project will be conducting meetings to put a plan in effect
according to our Mission statement.


Y. S. P., Inc. is dedicated to creating a nurturing environment that promotes self-
awareness, accountability and respect. By identifying and providing educational and
supportive resources, YSP strives to enhance the quality of life for youth, families and
the community.


We will keep you posted on any events that are plan for the coming
months.


 


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI)
Youth Service Project, Inc. was recently awarded a School-based Counseling
Program through Governor Quinn's Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI).
The Program for the Humboldt Park Community will be managed by Chicago
Commons and in partnership with Youth Guidance and Community
Counseling Centers of Chicago. The program provides for a total of 6
neighborhood elementary schools to receive a counselor in their school for
two full days per week providing individual and group counseling services.
The initiative is set to begin this spring.


Ellen Redding
Senior Prevention Specialist


 


Youth Network Council / Illinois Collaboration on
Youth
ICOY is the membership component of youth network council, providing policy
development, offering organizations and individuals opportunities and
supports to advance policies that promote youth development.


click on the logo to become a member!


Click here to learn more about the afterschool programs and other services YSP offers


© YOUTH SERVICE PROJECT, Inc. 3942 West North Avenue Chicago, IL, 60647, USA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. | Created and Hosted by FLW
International, LLC, Digital Strategy Division


Please do not reply to this email. If you need to contact YSP with questions or concerns, please visit us at youthserviceproject.org
To unsubscribe from this newsletter, please use this link


Forward to friend, please use
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From: Mak, Joey
To: Irving, Toni
Subject: call
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 12:15:08 PM


Last week, someone called regarding the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative – I forwarded them to
your desk in Chicago.  Did you ever get that message?  They just called me again.
 
Joey Mak
Assistant to the Chief of Staff
Office of Governor Pat Quinn | State of Illinois
207 Statehouse
Springfield, IL 62706
(217) 782-7950 | (217) 558-0899 fax
Joey.Mak@Illinois.gov


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail (and attachments) contains information that belongs to the sender and may be
confidential.  The information is only for the intended recipient.  If you are not the named or intended recipient, please do
not disclose, copy, distribute or use this information.  If you have received this transmission in error, please promptly notify
the sender of receipt of the e-mail and then destroy all  copies of it.  Thank you.


P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  P
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From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Bishop, Arthur; Shaw, Barbara; Baker-Carvell, Brianna; Diane Williams; Weiner, Dana A; Irving, Toni; Esther


Franco-Payne; FOSTER, CORY; Gailyn Thomas; Taylor, Gladyse; Holmes, Michael; Howard Lathan; Jackson,
James S; Janelle Prueter; Jenkins, Lorri; Karr, Steve; Rueter, Karrie; Kelso, Lisa L; Lisa Jacobs; McEwen, Erwin;
Mishra, Lory; Montgomery, Jesse; Murray, Denice; Sullivan, Sara; SLAUGHTER, JUSTIN Q; Steven McCullough


Subject: FW: Reentry Spreadsheet
Date: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 9:01:01 AM
Attachments: NRI Agencies REENTRY -2-7-11 mdj.docx


Here’s the list of NRI Reentry Providers
 


From: Jackson, Marilyn D. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 8:59 AM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject: Reentry Spreadsheet
 
Barbara, here is the spreadsheet.
 
 
Marilyn Jackson
Grants Team Project Assistant
IL Violence Prevention Authority
100 W. Randolph St., Suite 4-750
Chicago, Illinois  60601
Ph: 312-814-5189
Fax: 312-814-1108
marilyn.d.jackson@illinois.gov
 
"We have a powerful potential in our youth, and we must have the courage to change old ideas
and practices so that we may direct their power toward good ends." - Mary McLeod Bethune
 





	GOVERNOR’S NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY INITIATIVE	2/23/2011 8:57:46 AM


REENTRY


			COMMUNITY


			LEAD AGENCY


· COORDINATING PARTNER


· PROVIDING PARTNER(S)








			ADDRESS


			NRI CONTACT PERSON


			PHONE/FAX


			E-MAIL


			EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 





			Albany Park


			ALBANY PARK COMMUNITY CENTER [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Community Human Services


			


			


			


			


			





			pp


			Youth Outreach Services


			


			


			


			


			





			Auburn Gresham


			THE ARK OF ST. SABINA [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Target Area Dev. Corp.


			


			


			


			


			





			Austin


			CIRCLE FAMILY HEALTHCARE NETWORK [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Living Word Christian Center Prison Ministry 


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Campaign for a Drug Free Westside


			


			


			


			


			





			Brighton Park


			PILSEN WELLNESS CENTER [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			BUILD, Inc.


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			WES Health System


			


			


			


			


			





			Cicero


			CORAZON COMMUNITY SERVICES [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Corazon Community Services


			


			


			


			


			





			East Garfield Park


			MT. VERNON BAPTIST CHURCH [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Peoples Community Dev. Corp.


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Mt. Vernon Baptist Church


			


			


			


			


			





			Englewood


			CHILDREN’S HOME +AID SOCIETY OF IL [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Teamwork Englewood


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Access Community Health Services


			


			


			


			


			





			Grand Boulevard


			CHICAGO AREA PROJECT [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Chicago Youth Centers, Elliott Donnelly


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Greater Harvest Missionary Baptist Church


			


			


			


			


			





			Greater Grand Crossing


			GREATER AUBURN GRESHAM DEVT. CORP.  [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Safer Foundation


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Lakeside Community Committee


			


			


			


			


			





			Humboldt Park


			CHICAGO COMMONS [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Association House


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Latino Cultural Exchange Coalition


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			New Life KNEW Solutions


			


			


			


			


			





			Logan Square


			ALLIANCE OF LOCAL SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Healthcare Alternatives Systems, Inc.


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			The New Saints of Humboldt Park


			


			


			


			


			





			Maywood


			VILLAGE OF  MAYWOOD [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Vision of Restoration


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Proviso Leyden Council for Community Action


			


			


			


			


			





			North Lawndale


			BETTER BOYS FOUNDATION [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Sinai Community Institute


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Lawndale Christian Legal Center


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Westside Association for Community Action


			


			


			


			


			





			Pilsen/Little Village


			ENLACE CHICAGO [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			New Life Centers of Chicagoland


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			YMCA of Metro Chicago Street Intervention Program


			


			


			


			


			





			Rogers Park


			ORGANIZATION OF THE NORTH EAST [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Howard Area Community Center


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			A Safe Haven


			


			


			


			


			





			Roseland


			COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Lights of Zion Ministries


			


			


			


			


			





			Pp


			Roseland Cease Fire Project


			


			


			


			


			





			South Shore


			BLACK UNITED FUND OF ILLINOIS [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Black United Fund of Illinois


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			A Safe Haven Foundation


			


			


			


			


			





			West Chicago


			SOUTHWEST YOUTH COLLABORATIVE [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Sky is the Limit


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Agape Family Center


			


			


			


			


			





			West Garfield Park


			CHICAGO AREA PROJECT [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Illinois One Family, One Child


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			TASC, Inc.


			


			


			


			


			





			Woodlawn


			THE WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Woodlawn Preservation Investment Corporation


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			The Woodlawn Organization


			


			


			


			


			





			


South Suburbs-Breman, Part of Bloom Townships


			


GRAND PRAIRIE SERVICES [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			Victory Christian Assembly


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			International Pentecostal Assembly Ecumenical


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			TASC, Inc.


			


			


			


			


			





			South Suburbs-Rich and part of Bloom Townships


			SOUTHLAND HEALTH CARE FORUM [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			The Link and Option Center


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Greater Faith Baptist Church


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			South Suburban Disp.


			


			


			


			


			





			South Suburbs-Thornton Township


			HEALTHCARE CONSORTIUM OF ILLINOIS [LA]


			


			


			


			


			





			CP


			The Link and Option Center


			


			


			


			


			





			PP


			Project Hope
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LA-Lead Agency


CP-Coordinating Partner


PP-Providing Partner







From: Jenkins, Lorri
To: Irving, Toni
Cc: Shaw, Barbara; Desai, Reshma
Subject: Follow up on IPAE
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 5:59:20 PM


Toni,
 
To close out the issue with IPAE, I wanted to let you know that Barbara spoke with Sharronne Ward
(Grand Prairie Services), who explained to Apostle McCoy that IPAE and TASC received the funding
that they did because of budget limitations; there was no more money available.  Sharronne said
that Apostle McCoy was happy to work with Victory Christian Assembly in their role as coordinating
partner.  His issue was that he thought that they would receive more money.  It appears that there
are no further issues here.
 
Please let me know if you have questions. 
 
Best regards,
 
Lorri
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
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From: Hurwitz, Laura
To: Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Garate, Teresa; Garate, Teresa;


Griffin, Gene; Irving, Toni; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy; Studzinski, Anne
Cc: Cicchetti, Colleen; Shaw, Barbara; Jenkins, Lorri
Subject: input on SBC TA and Training application
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 2:14:18 PM
Attachments: Training and Technical Assistance application guidelines 2.4.11 rev3.doc


NRI TA leader application 2.4.11.doc rev1.doc


Hi everyone:
 
Attached is the application guidance and application for technical assistance leaders and trainers that
will assist our team at Children’s with the training and technical assistance of NRI’s SBC component.
 
Since we did not have an opportunity to review these documents at the last SBC meeting, we welcome
your feedback via email. (Please disregard the deadlines, as they may change.)  Please send your
comments by Wednesday, February 16th. 
 
We are also looking for two volunteers from the SBC committee to assist in reviewing the
applications.   We anticipate this will be a time commitment of about 4 hours within in the next 2-3
weeks, which will include: 1) reviewing and scoring the applications, and 2) participating in one meeting
(or conference call) to select the leaders/trainers.  Let me know if you’re interested and able to help.
 
Thanks so much!
 
Laura
 
Laura Hurwitz, LCSW
Community Linked Mental Health Services
Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
Children's Memorial Hospital
Ph: 773.868.8954
LHurwitz@childrensmemorial.org


From: Jenkins, Lorri [mailto:Lorri.Jenkins@Illinois.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 04, 2011 4:20 PM
To: Anderson, Tanya R.; Axelrod, Jennifer L.; Betz, Lisa J.; Carmichael, Michele; Cicchetti, Colleen;
Garate, Teresa; Griffin, Gene; Hurwitz, Laura; Irving, Toni; Jenkins, Lorri; Luek, Colette; Ogren, Kristy;
Shaw, Barbara; Studzinski, Anne
Subject: SBC Steering Committee Meeting Friendly Reminder
Importance: High
 
Good afternoon,
 
This is a friendly reminder regarding our upcoming SBC Steering Committee
meeting, which will take place on Wednesday, February 9th from 10:30 am –
12:30 pm at Voices for Illinois Children, 208 S. LaSalle, 14th floor.  (Please note,
that the meeting time has been changed from the original 10:00 am start time.)  We
look forward to seeing you there!
 
Have a great weekend,
 
Lorri
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Neighborhood Recovery Initiative



School-based Counseling Component



Training and Technical Assistance Application Guidance


Children’s Memorial Hospital’s Community Linked Mental Health Services Program (CLMHSP) is seeking individuals working in Chicago area schools with whom to collaborate on providing technical assistance and training on school-based counseling interventions as part of the Governor’s Neighborhood Recovery Initiative’s (NRI).  The goal of NRI is to reduce risk factors and enhance protective factors associated with violence through provision of a range of community based services for youth and young adults.  NRI’s School Based Counseling Program Component consists of community-based providers in Chicago, Cicero, Maywood and three South Suburbs implementing the following school-based individual and group interventions to elementary and high school students:



Group interventions:




Anger Coping (AC) -- school-based group intervention focused on developing anger 
management and social-problem solving skills for students in grades K-8



Think First (TF) -- school-based group intervention focused on developing anger 
management and social problem-solving skills for high school students


Cognitive Behavioral Intervention for Trauma in Schools (CBITS) -- skills based intervention developed to relieve symptoms of students exposed to trauma 


Individual interventions:   case management, assessment, psycho-education, skill-building, problem-solving, crisis stabilization and referral



CLMHSP is seeking three (3) technical assistance leaders to both facilitate technical assistance sessions and to participate in a training cadre.  In addition, CLMHSP is seeking seven (7) additional individuals to participate in the training cadre only.  



Technical Assistance Leaders



CLMHSP is seeking three (3) technical assistance leaders with whom to co-facilitate bi-weekly in person and web-based technical assistance sessions offered to clinicians in three areas of the Chicago (north, west, south). The purpose of these sessions is to provide support to clinicians on the provision of services while encouraging fidelity of the group interventions.  Sessions will consist of a review of intervention content as well as discussion of barriers (both general and intervention-specific) to implementation.  The technical assistance sessions will also provide an opportunity for clinicians to collaborate with their peers by sharing successes and challenges.



Benefits: Technical Assistance Leaders will gain experience in supervision of evidenced-based practice, as well as opportunity to participate in training cadre (see below).  Technical Assistance Leaders will receive an $8100 stipend (inclusive of training cadre responsibilities)


Expectations:


· participate in training cadre (see below)


· attend introductory trainings on school collaboration, supervision of evidence-based practice, and implementation of technical assistance sessions


· co-facilitate one bi-weekly technical assistance meeting (in-person/web-based) from March-November with CLMHPS consultant


· attend bi-weekly planning meetings with CLMHPS consultant


· attend monthly Project Coordination meetings between April-October


· employer’s commitment to the project


· Time commitment: approximately 6 hours per month (in addition to training cadre time commitment) between March 15 and November 15, 2011.


· Eligibility requirements:


· must be employed by an agency currently providing mental health services in schools


· must be masters level social worker, psychologist or counselor


· must have experience providing/coordinating mental health services in schools


· experience supervising staff 


· prior experience implementing and/or supervising  CBITS; AC and/or TF interventions 



· coursework and experience with cognitive behavioral interventions (preferred)


· employer’s commitment to the project


Training Cadre Members:


CMH Consultants are seeking 8-10 individuals to participate in a training cadre of trainers that can implement future CBITS/Think First/Anger Coping trainings thereby contributing to the sustainability of these school-based interventions. The training cadre will assist in co-facilitating group activities during the initial training on the curricula as well as attend “train-the-trainer” meetings and workshops that will include modeling, rehearsal, and role play of training content.  As part of the training process, training cadre members will be expected to co-facilitate future trainings with CMH consultants as coaches/evaluators for the anticipated expansion of the NRI initiative.  



Benefits: Participants will be certified as trainers for evidence-based group interventions and will have the opportunity to provide ongoing trainings as needed as project expands.  Members of Training Cadre will receive a $4200 stipend.


Expectations:


· participate in five days of training (CBITS, AC, and TF) and assist in co-facilitation of group activities


· attend “train-the-trainer” meetings (approx 10 days/year) between March 15 and November 15, 2011.


· co-facilitate future trainings (anticipated fall 2011)


· willingness to commit to co-facilitate future trainings in subsequent years (contingent on funding) 


Eligibility Requirements: 


· prior experience implementing one or more of the group interventions (CBITS, AC, and TF)


· masters level social worker, psychologist or counselor


· must have prior experience presenting, public speaking, or leading trainings


· must have experience providing mental health services in schools


· coursework and experience with cognitive behavioral interventions (preferred)


· employer’s commitment to the project


Application process:



Applicants must complete application form and submit letter of support from their employer.  CLMHSP and members of the School-Based Counseling Steering Committee will revew and rate applications and letters of support.  Individuals will be selected based on experience and qualifications related to coordination, provision and training of school-based manualized interventions. In addition, preference will be given to candidates who express commitment to future participation in project.


Application Deadline:   Feburary 25, 2011



Applications must be sent by via email to: EHeinemann@childrensmemorial.org


Letters of support can be emailed or faxed to:  Ed Heinemann fax #773.880.4925


Notification of acceptance and contract sent to applicant: March 4, 2011



(applicants will inform CLMHSP if stipend will be paid to individual or agency)



Contracts signed: March 15, 2011 




Neighborhood Recovery Initiative



School-based Counseling Component


Training and Technical Assistance Application



Instructions:  Extend space on this form if necessary, however, please limit responses to two pages (11 pt. font).  Please submit by email to EHeinemann@childrensmemorial.org no later than February 25, 2011.


Name:







Position:



Agency/Organization:





Degree/Certification: 



Phone:







Email:



Applying for:    ____ Technical Assistance Leader/Training Cadre Member




 ____ Training Cadre Member only


Please describe the roles and responsibilities of your current position:



Please describe your experience delivering and/or coordinating services in a school setting:


Have you had any experience supervising staff?

Yes   


No



If yes, how many staff do you currently supervise?   _______




How many years of supervisory experience have you had?  ______


· Please indicate number of trainings, attended, groups implemented, or staff you have supervised:  


			


			# trainings attended 


			# groups implemented


			# staff supervised on intervention





			CBITS


			


			


			





			Anger Coping


			


			


			





			Think First


			


			


			





			Total:


			


			


			








Please describe training experience:



How many trainings have you delivered? 


On what topics?


To what audiences? 



Do you have any training certification(s)?


Describe you experience with or coursework on cognitive behavioral interventions:


How does participating in this training and technical assistance cadre fit with your professional goals? 



Neighborhood Recovery Initiative



School-based Counseling Component


Training and Technical Assistance Letter of Support



Instructions: Please include letter of support from your employer that includes the following information.  


· Name of Applicant:



· Name of Person Completing Letter of Support:



· Name Agency:



· Phone: 









· Email:



· Please describe your agency’s history working in schools.



· Please describe why you think the applicant is qualified to participate as a Technical Assistance Leader and/or Training Cadre Member.



· Please describe how the applicant’s participation in this project can benefit your agency/organization.


Letters of support should be typed on agency letterhead.


Please email or fax letters of support to: Ed Heinemann, Project Coordinator, CLMHPS  Eheinemann@childrensmemorial.org or fax #773.880.4925 no later than Friday, February 25, 2011.






 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 








From: Enyia, Chimaobi
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Fw: A Few Important Bills to Keep an eye on/ Report questions
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 8:45:24 AM


Happy Friday!


Are the answers to the questions below for the editor sufficient? 
 
From: Enyia, Chimaobi 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 03:06 PM
To: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy 
Cc: Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan 
Subject: FW: A Few Important Bills to Keep an eye on/ Report questions 
 
These are the changes Emily and I have made thus far. If there are more changes etc please feel free
to build on the document.
 
Chima
 


From: Enyia, Chimaobi 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 12:22 PM
To: Renfro, Emily
Subject: A Few Important Bills to Keep an eye on/ Report questions
 
HB1274:  Ammunition Tax Bill
HB1871:  Criminal Code- Large Capacity Ammunition
HB203:  One Gun per month
SB2026:  Foid Card Act- Private Sale
 
 


·           Below are the questions raised by the editor of the report. We have answered a few of them but would need your
guidance on others.


Questions – Anti-Violence Commission Report


 


1.


The table of contents calls for “Recommendations Overview,” “Proposed Timeline” and “Public
Recommendations” in the appendices, but there are now only blank spaces in the text. Are these
coming? Is the Word file called “updated tables 2-2011.docx” supposed to go into the appendices as
the “Recommendations Overview”?


I can provide Ms. McGowan with the Outline of Recommendations document which includes all
recommendations gathered from the website as well as the public hearings or we could simply list
the hyperlink in that section.  Please advise.


2.


In the executive summary, do you have the names of the venues where the public hearings were
held in East Peoria and East St. Louis? (Executive summary just lists street addresses for these two.)


Peoria City/County Health Department, 5415 N University, Peoria, Illinois 61604
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East St. Louis Higher Education Campus, Auditorium, 601 James R. Thompson Blvd., East
St Louis, IL, 62201 ( These were listed on the Anti-Violence web site.


 


3.


In the recommendations for the section on FOID and FTIP, it says, “We also recommend limiting the
amount of ammunition in one purchase to XXX…” Do you have numbers yet?


I don’t think we ever agreed on an amount but the legislation below is good.


HB1274:  Ammunition Tax Bill
HB1871:  Criminal Code- Large Capacity Ammunition
 
 


 


 


4.


In the section on local ordinances, are these statements correct: “The City of Chicago, which has one
of the strictest ordinances in the state, requires that firearm purchase, registration and use adhere
to a four-step process, with explicit limitations on the use of handguns?” “Using the Chicago
ordinance as a model, the commissioners will travel the state to meet with local officials…”


Yes


 


5.


In the section on the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative, where it says the commission will “adopt”
local communities, does it mean communities where NRI is already in place?


Yes, those communities were statistically the most underserved and affected by violence according
to CIJA.


 


6.


In the section called “Decriminalization of Drugs,” are you talking specifically about marijuana in this
section, or do you mean other illegal drugs too?


 Decriminalizing the possession of controlled substances in small amounts. Not only Marijuana.
Subject to legislative discussion


7.


Under recommendations for Decriminalization of Drugs it says: “provide incentives of drug
rehabilitation programs, and community-based organizations as alternatives to incarceration.”
Please explain what kind of incentives you are referring to, who should provide them and what
community-based organizations would do. It also says “fully implement the ‘Redeploy Illinois’
program.” What is the Redeploy Illinois program?


Barbara is providing information from NRI on community based alternatives and re-entry services.



http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocTypeID=HB&DocNum=1274&GAID=11&SessionID=84&LegID=57259
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Explanation of Redeploy Illinois at:  http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=31991


 


8.


Under recommendations for Workforce Development it says “conduct authentic assessments of
referred youth and young adults as they are matched to direct employment and/or educational
opportunities.” Please clarify what this means. What authentic assessments are you referring to?
What is their purpose? Who gets the assessments?


This means the youth referred (via IDES or NRI??) will be assessed based on their current skill and
educational level in order to ascertain where they should be placed in training or continuing
education.


http://www.ides.state.il.us/employment/hire_the_future.asp


9.


Appendices. As noted above, some of the appendices are missing. The tables about FOID and FTIP
need some explanation/clarification. On p. 14 there’s a PDF of something that begins “4. ISP FISCAL
IMPACT.” Should this be retyped? Rewritten? Where does it come from? Also, I would suggest that
the appendices be redone, because they do not look professional.


I’ll call ISP for two one pagers on the tables.


 



http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=31991






From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Irving, Toni
Cc: Holmes, Michael
Subject: Fw: Circle NRI
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:48:15 AM


FYI. Chip Mitchell is from WBEZ
 
From: Andre Hines [mailto:ahines@cfhcn.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:12 AM
To: Shaw, Barbara 
Subject: Circle NRI 
 
Hello Ms. Shaw,
 
Thank you for your call on yesterday.  Reverend Ira Acree of Greater St. John Bible Church (773 378-
3300) is a person who has been identified as having the issues and contacting media.  It appears that
he attended the initial Governor’s Office meeting because he completed the form recommending
West Side Health Authority as a potential partner.  We contacted WestSide Health Authority and
invited them to apply (we followed up on all of the recommendations).  They participated on the
committee and was funded as the coordinating partner for the Parent Leadership component.  Also
remember that they are currently the Safety Net Works provider in Austin.
I don’t know what we could have done better here.  I have spoken with Alderman Graham and will
continue to reach out to Alderman Mitts.  I have also called and left a message for Rev. Acree
requesting a meeting with him.  Additionally, I will be meeting in my office with Chip Mitchell at 1pm
today. 
If you think of anything else that I should do, please call or email me.  Feel free to contact me at any
time.
Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
Andre L. Hines, DHA
Chief Executive Officer
 
Circle Family HealthCare Network
5002 W. Madison
Chicago, IL60644
Phone: (773) 379-1000 ext 3009
Fax: (773) 379-1342
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From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Irving, Toni; Jenkins, Lorri
Subject: Fw: IPAE (Selection Response: Victory & IPAE)
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:55:14 AM


FYI re IPAE
 
From: Sharronne Ward [mailto:SWard@GPSBH.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Jenkins, Lorri; Shaw, Barbara 
Cc: 'Angela Page'  
Subject: RE: IPAE (Selection Response: Victory & IPAE) 
 
Hi Barbara, you asked that I provide an explanation as to why Victory
Christian Assembly was selected as Coordinating Partner instead of IPAE. 
The selection criteria was outlined in the quarterly report submitted on Friday. 
However, per your request, I have outlined the rationale again with greater
detail.
 
Victory Christian Assembly demonstrated the fiscal and program capacity to
function as a coordinating partner.  Victory experienced no difficulty gathering
and submitting needed documentation as requested during the application
phase.  In addition, it was felt that due to Victory Christian Assembly’s 
experience, they would be capable of providing the oversight and monitoring
needed by IPAE for successful participation.
 
Supporting Documentation- Victory provided evidence of the following:
Incorporation on June 9, 1987, tax exempt status on august 6, 1993, and
registration with The Office of the Attorney General in 2002.
 
Experience managing funds- Victory has independently managed over $1
million in public funds and provided Reentry for 300 ex-offenders.  In
addition, Victory has been the lead or sole provider of reentry services since
1998.  All services are provided at their facility in Markham, Illinois with
structured hours of operation.
Victory received $300,000 from IDOC to independently provide reentry
services.  Victory also has experience providing job placement for ex-
offenders.
 
Application Question # 3- This question was complete. Victory addressed each
area thoroughly describing their experience.
 







Collaboration – Victory listed the agencies and organizations with whom they
collaborate on a consistent basis.
 
Participation in other NRI component-  Victory was approached to participate
in other program components but, declined in an effort to allow other
grassroots organizations the opportunity for participation- keeping with the
spirit of the Initiative.
 
Although IPAE did not have the fiscal and program capacity to function as a
coordinating partner, they were selected as a provider partner for the
Community Reentry component.  During the application phase, they
experienced difficulty gathering needed documentation. However, it was
decided to afford them the opportunity to participate with a great deal of
oversight and monitoring provided by a coordinating partner and lead agency.
 
Supporting Documentation- Although IPAE has demonstrated that they have
the credentials as a Not for Profit corporation, there were inconsistencies in
the dates and information received. The State of Illinois Letter of Good
Standing states IPAE was incorporated on April 19, 1994.  However, a letter
provided by IPAE’s accountant stated incorporation on January 7, 2010.
Furthermore, the narrative included with the application stated organization in
1995. The reviewer finally established incorporation from the State of Illinois
Letter of Good Standing.
 
IPAE was not able to submit evidence of a registration number with the Office
of The Attorney General.  However, submitted a letter from their (IPAE)
accountant.
 
Experience Managing/ funds- IPAE has managed a total of $498,570.00. 
However, the application narrative provided does not state that such funds
were managed independently by IPAE.  The narrative reads as though IPAE
participated in collaborative projects (reentry) with My Brother’s Keeper,
another social service organization in the community.
 
Application Question # 3- Question # 3 was incomplete on the application. 
Applicants were asked to describe their experience for each component. IPAE
listed service names only.
 
Collaboration – IPAE has extensive experience collaborating with other







providers in a training capacity. However, did not indicate they were a lead
agency or provided services independently.  In addition, IPAE did not
demonstrate that they had experience providing services on-site.
 
Participation in other NRI components- IPAE was selected by Southland
Heath Care Forum to provide PLAN for Bloom and Rich Townships.
 
Barbara, I must add that I am looking forward to working with all of the
partners for this initiative, and trust that as program components are
implemented, provider and coordinating partners will realize the success and
satisfaction of being a part of this great project!
 
I trust that the information that I have provided has been helpful.
 
If you should need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact
me.
 
Thanks,
 
Sharronne
 
 
 


From: Jenkins, Lorri [mailto:Lorri.Jenkins@Illinois.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Sharronne Ward
Subject: IPAE
 
Hi Sharrone,
 
Please give me a call as soon as possible.  I have an urgent question regarding IPAE.
 
Thank you!
 
Lorri
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax







lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 












From: Enyia, Chimaobi
To: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm
Subject: Fw: WBEZ: State antiviolence effort raises eyebrows on West Side
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 1:34:49 PM


 
From: Mason, Andrew 
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2011 01:31 PM
To: Beach, Kara; Callahan, Brie; Klinzman, Grant; Maggos, William; Mason, Andrew; Matsoff, Mica;
Sweeney, George; Thompson, Annie; White, Laurel 
Cc: Stermer, Jerome; Enyia, Chimaobi 
Subject: WBEZ: State antiviolence effort raises eyebrows on West Side 
 


State antiviolence effort raises eyebrows on
West Side
Chip Mitchell February 11, 2011


Some community leaders on Chicago’s West Side don’t like the way Illinois Gov. Pat
Quinn’s administration is doling out funds in a $31 million program to combat Chicago-area
youth violence. 


They wonder why aldermen are involved and why the pastor of Ald. Deborah Graham (29th)
is getting the biggest grant in the city’s Austin neighborhood.


Quinn’s office and a state agency called the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority are
overseeing the program, called the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative. Barbara Shaw, the
agency’s director, says 205 community groups will receive funds to provide everything from
jobs to mentoring and counseling.


“This is a very important program to provide a range of very important services that our
young people need,” Shaw says. “Smaller agencies, larger agencies, the faith-based
community—[we’re] really trying to pull together the variety of organizations to be a part of
being there for kids.”


The state’s first step was choosing a lead agency last fall in each of 23 city neighborhoods
and suburbs targeted for help.


Here’s the thorny part. Instead of putting out an open request for proposals, the state asked
individual Chicago aldermen to recommend the lead agencies. Shaw says that saved time and
will help get the services out faster.


But an alderman’s role in Chicago’s Austin neighborhood has led to some stark accusations.
“It’s business as usual,” says Mary Russell Gardner, who’s running in the 29th Ward
aldermanic race. “Award my friends that helped me, and Kibbles ’N Bits for everyone else.”


Gardner, who is trying to unseat Graham, is making hay about a $290,000 grant for youth
mentoring—the biggest chunk of $1.2 million slated for Austin in the antiviolence program.
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The group selected for that grant, Kingdom Community, Inc., has close ties to Graham. It’s
run by her pastor, Rev. John Abercrombie of Truth and Deliverance International Ministries.


Graham responds that her opponent is making a stink about nothing. The alderman
recommended Circle Family HealthCare Network as Austin’s lead agency. Graham insists it
was Circle, not her, that chose Kingdom Community for the mentoring.


“I had no input on who the sub-agencies would be—none whatsoever,” Graham says. “I had
no idea that they had been selected before the press release came out.”


Who chose Kingdom Community for the big grant? Andre Hines, Circle’s chief executive
officer, says the decision was made by a community committee her agency formed. That
committee chose most of the Austin groups Circle will oversee in the state’s antiviolence
program.


Hines isn’t claiming Kingdom Community will do a better job on the mentoring than any
other Austin group would have. “The only thing we can do is look at who applied and select
the best candidate based on those applications,” she says, insisting the process was fair.


Kingdom Community isn’t the only antiviolence grant recipient in Austin that’s raising
eyebrows. Learning Network Center, a group chosen to help parents become community
leaders, is led by Luther Syas, who circulated signature petitions to get Graham on the 29th
Ward ballot.


Hines says she had no idea Syas had any ties to the alderman.


Austin resident Steven McCullough, who until last year led a large West Side social-service
provider called Bethel New Life, says he takes Graham’s word she didn’t pull strings for
either her pastor or the petition circulator. But McCullough says there’s still a problem: “It
doesn’t look good.”


McCullough, now chief operating officer of a citywide group called the Safer Foundation,
says the state has no business letting local politicians steer social-service contracts. “What it
can lead to is a situation where an organization is perceived to be favored over another
organization that delivers similar services or even a higher quality of service,” he says.


McCullough says a transparent process would serve the public better.


The ultimate losers, McCullough adds, may include Graham. If her pastor doesn’t come
through with excellent youth mentoring, he says, “a lot of fingers will be pointing at her.”
 








From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Irving, Toni; Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Humboldt Park
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 6:45:09 PM


I just wanted you to know that I received a request today to meet with Senator Delgado and the
YMCA in Humboldt Park on Monday about NRI and Safety Net Works.   I’ve asked Mike Holmes to
join me in the meeting.  The Senator said he wants to understand how/why alderman were involved
in the process by which Lead Agencies were selected and how the overall program will work. The
meeting is set for 3:00 on Monday.
 
 I’ll keep you posted.
 
Thanks,
Barbara
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From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Bishop, Arthur; Shaw, Barbara; Baker-Carvell, Brianna; Diane Williams; Weiner, Dana A; Irving, Toni; Esther


Franco-Payne; FOSTER, CORY; Gailyn Thomas; Taylor, Gladyse; Holmes, Michael; Howard Lathan; Jackson,
James S; Janelle Prueter; Jenkins, Lorri; Karr, Steve; Rueter, Karrie; Kelso, Lisa L; Lisa Jacobs; McEwen, Erwin;
Mishra, Lory; Montgomery, Jesse; Murray, Denice; Sullivan, Sara; SLAUGHTER, JUSTIN Q


Subject: Materials for 2-23 Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 10:30:00 PM
Attachments: Agenda 2-23-11.docx


NRI Slides rev 2-17-11.ppt
NRI Program Component Timeline rev 2-16-11.xlsx
Reentry Process-Protocol.docx


Greetings, all.  Attached are the agenda and related materials for the Reentry meeting scheduled for
9:00 tomorrow morning.  I will  send a list of the Reentry Component providers in the morning
before the meeting.  Please note that the Reentry Process/Protocol document is a draft for
discussion based on previous meetings and discussions with DJJ and Parole officials;  corrections,
additions, etc. are welcome.
 
The call in number for the meeting is as follows:
 
Dial in number: 
Pass code: 
 
I look forward to seeing you in the morning.
 
Barbara
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I	Welcome/Introductions











II	NRI Project Update and Timeline











III	Reentry Process/Protocol











IV	Orientation and Training Planning





												


IV	Next Meeting Date
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Governor’s Neighborhood 


Recovery Initiative


A Program of the


Illinois Violence Prevention Authority








*














BACKGROUND


			Created by Governor Quinn in Fall, 2010 in response to community requests and at urging of the Governor’s Anti-Violence Commission








			Illinois Violence Prevention Authority  assigned to develop and administer the Initiative





			Implemented in 23 Chicago Area Communities with over 200 community partners.

















COMMUNITIES


Albany Park		  Grand Boulevard	           Rogers Park Auburn-Gresham	  Greater Grand Crossing       Roseland


Austin			  Humboldt Park	           South Shore


Brighton Park		  Logan Square	                        West Chicago


East Garfield Park	  North Lawndale                    West Garfield Park Englewood		  Pilsen-Little Village	           Woodlawn


Cicero			  Maywood		           South Suburbs (3)				


              									











PURPOSE    


Reduce risk factors and promote protective factors associated with youth violence through:





			Creation of jobs for community youth, adults and professionals that promote  wellness and healthy behaviors, youth and parent leadership; and healthy, caring, family and community environments.





			Provision of a range of community-based services  that enhance young people's ability to succeed in school, in community and in life.














THEMES


			Build the Capacity of Communities


			Promote Violence Prevention and Wellness


			Implement Program Component Models Consistently in All Sites





 


			Provide Training and Ongoing Technical Assistance to Ensure Quality and Fidelity to Models


			Collect Data and Evaluate Outcomes


			Network and Organize to Promote Sustainability 




















SAMPLE


STRUCTURE

















COMPONENTS


















				Program



Component



				Description







				



Mentoring Plus Jobs



     (MEE Model)



				



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs as peer leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2-3) would be hired part time. 







				Parent Leadership



(MEE Model)



				



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents. 







				School-Based



Counseling



				



Funds community providers to provide school-based early intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students. 







				



Safety Net Works



(SNW)



				



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that do not have it.







				Reentry Programs



				Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional facilities.





















Mentoring Plus Jobs


(26 week program)





			Youth  will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators and will conduct social marketing outreach on wellness, help-seeking, violence prevention and other pro-social, health and safety topics; community resources will be identified and distributed.








			Youth will be supported and guided by trained adult Coordinator/Mentors.








			Outcomes: Youth will report increased connectedness to caring adults,  increase in healthy social, emotional  skills; and increased likelihood of engaging in behaviors that lead to labor force participation.

















Parent Leadership


(12 week program)


			Parents will be trained and supported to be peer leaders and educators on wellness, self-care,  youth engagement, violence prevention, help-seeking and other topics.





			Outcomes:  parents will report increased:





 social connectedness with other adults; 


 involvement in the lives of their teens, and; 


 capacity to engage other parents about parenting. 











Reentry


			Each community will hire two Case Managers (Reentry Coaches) who will provide or link youth with a range of services, gender-specific where appropriate.





 


			Youth to be served include youth returned or returning from DJJ youth centers and youth 17-24 returning from DOC correctional facilities.








			Desired outcomes include reduction in recidivism; educational/vocational program enrollment, retention, completion; and pro-social engagement. 




















School-Based Counseling


			Each community will hire 3FTE counselors to conduct  trauma and emotional self-regulation evidence-based interventions in school settings.


			Efforts will focus primarily on elementary schools and on high schools that do not currently offer these interventions


			Desired outcomes include reduction in trauma symptoms, increase in social emotional skills, and increase in provider capacity to deliver evidence-based interventions in school settings. 

















Technical Assistance


			Extensive training and technical assistance will be provided to all community partners on:





 





			NRI themes, approaches and cross-cutting issues, such as trauma, wellness approach, etc.





 


			Implementation of the component models





 


			Evidence-based interventions





 


			Required policies and procedures





 


			Use of data system











			ILAACP hosts the NRI Training and Technical Assistance Project











	




























































































































































































Data and Evaluation


			NRI Data System will collect client, service and outcome data across all partner providers in all 23 sites.








			Data system will produce data by community and by component;  reports will be generated at multiple levels for community and project-wide use in program development,  utilization review, quality improvement and outcome measurement.








			Evaluators will perform data analytics, evaluate NRI development and implementation processes, and evaluate impact of NRI on community level outcomes.











 



Program 



Component 



Description 



 



Mentoring Plus Jobs 



     (MEE Model) 



 



Provides 80 youth in each community with part time jobs  as peer 



leaders and educators, mentoring and social/emotional skills and 



support. Mentors (16) and coordinators (2 -3) would be hired part time.  



Parent Leadership 



(MEE Model) 



 



Provides 50 parents in each community with leadership, 



empowerment and self-care skills and hires them art time as 



community leaders, educators and mentors for other parents.   



School-Based 



Counseling 



 



Funds community providers to provide school-based early 



intervention and trauma-informed counseling services for students.  



 



Safety Net Works 



(SNW) 



 



Expands Safety Net Works youth violence prevention programming in 



existing SNW communities and adds the program in communities that 



do not have it. 



Reentry Programs Provides/expands reentry services for youth and young adults 



returning to the community from youth centers and adult correctional 



facilities. 
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Neighborhood Recovery Initiative





 Reentry Component Process/Protocol 








Juveniles Reentering from DJJ Youth Center








1. If a youth is likely to return to NRI community, the youth and family specialist and/or aftercare specialist will obtain a release of information from the parent/guardian to involve the NRI case manager in aftercare planning and to share information (assessments, social history, etc.) with the NRI case manager.  Youth over age 18 can consent without parent/guardian permission.





2. Thirty (30) to sixty (60) days prior to ARD (administrative review date) a reentry aftercare planning meeting will be held which will include the NRI case manager from the community from where the youth will return. The NRI case manger will participate by teleconference unless the meeting takes place in a Chicago area facility.





3. Aftercare plan is further developed.





4. If possible, the Prisoner Review Board will make a recommendation that the youth participate in the NRI Reentry Program, hopefully with no penalty if the youth does not engage in the Program; another option is Rule 15, where the parole agent can direct the youth to participate in the NRI Program. 





5. Once youth is back in the community, the NRI case manager will meet with the youth (and their parent/caregiver/support person(s) whenever possible) to complete NRI intake process and develop an NRI plan for support.





6. Monthly aftercare team meetings will be held for the first six months.  These meetings would include the youth, parents/caregivers or other primary support person(s), parole agent, aftercare specialist and NRI reentry case manager.  The NRI case manager would present a written monthly report; a template needs to be developed for this report.





7. NRI case manager will maintain regular supportive contact with the youth; offer individual and group support; link youth to services and help them access services; interact with family when appropriate and provide crisis support when necessary. 





8. NRI Program needs to establish protocol for accessing crisis support funds.





9. NRI case managers will not be expected to be on-call after hours—AMS system is available.





10. NRI case managers need to know the types and timeframes for incident reporting; a grid should be developed for training purposes.





11. NRI case manger needs to enter client/service/outcome data into NRI data system











Juveniles Previously Released from DJJ Youth Center





1. Parole agents need to identify which youth are appropriate for NRI services (should a standard be developed such as all youth who have ___ months or more before discharge?)





2. Parole agents will require youth on parole to attend Chicago area meetings where the NRI case managers will introduce the NRI Reentry Program and offer their services.





3. Parent/guardian must sign consent form to allow youth to participate in NRI and to obtain background, assessment and status information from DJJ and the parole agent. 





4. Steps 5-11 above apply.








DOC Referrals for 17-24 Year Old Youth/Adults





1. Referral process needs to be developed for pre and post release DOC youth/adults who will return or already have returned to the community.  Self referral is also possible for youth/adults already in community.





2. NRI case manager will meet with youth/adult to determine if educational or crisis supports are needed.





3. Method for case manager to report progress on a monthly basis needs to be developed.
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From: Jenkins, Lorri
To: Baker-Carvell, Brianna; Bishop, Arthur; FOSTER, CORY; Franco-Payne, Esther; THOMAS, GAILYN; Holmes,


Michael; Howard Lathan; Irving, Toni; Jackson, James S; Jacobs, Lisa; Jenkins, Lorri; Karr, Steve; Kelso, Lisa L;
McCullough, Stephen ; McEwen, Erwin; Mishra, Lory; Montgomery, Jesse; Murray, Denice; Prueter, Janelle;
Rueter, Karrie; Shaw, Barbara; Slaughter, Justin; Sullivan, Sara; Taylor, Gladyse; Weiner, Dana A


Cc: Lee, Edna
Subject: NRI Reentry Steering Committee Meeting Reminder
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 3:08:26 PM


Good afternoon,
 
This is just a friendly reminder regarding our upcoming NRI Reentry Steering Committee Meeting. 
The meeting details are listed below.  If you have not done so already, please confirm your
attendance or send your regrets to me as soon as possible.
 


NRI Reentry Steering Committee Meeting
Wednesday, February 23rd 9:00 am – 11:30 am


JRTC – DOC Conference Room -  4th Floor
Thank you!
 
Lorri
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
www.ivpa.org 
 












From: Manker, Julie
To: Irving, Toni
Cc: Cavanaugh, Jennifer; Beja, Layla; Monk, Emily
Subject: Narrative Edits
Date: Friday, February 11, 2011 7:16:32 PM
Attachments: 493 - State Police.doc


542 - Human Rights Commission.doc
546 - Criminal Justice Information Authority.doc
559 - Violence Prevention Authority.doc
563 - Workers Compensation.doc
569 - Law Enforcement Training.doc
578 - Prisoner Review Board.doc
591 - State Police Merit Board.doc
418 - Children and Family Services.doc
425 - Juvenile Justice.doc
426 - Corrections.doc
442 - Human Rights.doc


Hi Toni,


I have attached all the narratives assigned to you in word format.


Please use track changes and we’ll try to include them.


If you need anything else, let us know.


Thanks.


546     Criminal Justice Info. Authority       


442     Human Rights   


542     Human Rights Commission


559     IL Violence Prevention Authority       


569     Law Enforcement Training Bd.   


578     Prisoner Review Board  


591     State Police Merit Board       


563     Workers' Compensation Commission       


418     Children and Family Services   


425     Department of Juvenile Justice
with DCFS      


426     Corrections    


493     State Police   


           


Julie Manker


Technology Specialist


Governor’s Office of Management and Budget


(217) 782-2288
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			Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority


State of Illinois


			Public Safety and Regulation











primary budget outcome



Protecting the lives and property of citizens.


meeting the outcome


· Administer grants.  Administer 19 separate federal grant types totaling $215 million between 2010 and 2013, with minimal investment of state resources.  Grants typically support crime prevention and intervention, law enforcement, prosecution, courts, probation, corrections and victims’ services.  Administer $6.5 million in Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Fund grants to reduce auto theft in Illinois.


· Research and analyze criminal justice policies and practices.  Assemble data on crime trends and criminal history record information, and conduct studies for policy makers, practitioners and researchers.  Evaluate programs using evidence-based practices (EBP) to determine how well programs are implemented and if they have an impact on criminal justice and public safety in Illinois.


program proposals


· Provide community information.  Work with criminal justice and human service communities to develop a long-range strategic plan at both the state and local levels. Provide Illinoisans criminal justice publications, reports and data through the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority website. 


· Promote and implement evidence base practices and became a national model for other states to adopt similar policies and practices.



Performance Measures






[image: image1.wmf]Estimated



Projected



FY 2008



FY 2009



FY 2010



FY 2011



FY 2012



Auto theft rate per 100,000 population



297.0



267.0



275.0



a



260.0



b



250.0



c



Grant funds administered ($ thousands)



134,220.0



172,173.0



137,105.0



190,000.0



195,000.0



Grant funds awarded to the Authority for Research



($ thousands)



1,770.6



1,666.7



1,222.5



1,250.0



1,250.0



Percent of eligible victim service entities using Infonet



100.0%



100.0%



100.0%



98.0%



98.0%



Percent of federal and state grant funds used to 



administer programs



7.1%



7.2%



7.3%



7.5%



7.5%



Actual



Performance Metric



a



 This is an estimate; actual data is not yet available.



b



 This is an estimate; actual data is not yet available.



c



 This is an estimate; actual data is not yet available.







Programs
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FY 2010



FY 2011



FY 2012



FY 2010



FY 2011



FY 2012



Actual



Enacted



Recommended



Actual



Estimated



Recommended



Information Systems and Technology



1,947.7



1,780.9



1,796.7



7.0



8.1



8.2



Systemic Research, Planning and 



Coordination



3,662.0



3,584.0



3,603.3



14.1



18.9



20.4



Crime Control, Crime Prevention and Crime 



Victim Assistance



123,177.2



115,087.8



115,092.0



36.2



44.1



48.4



Administration



720.2



675.2



635.9



3.7



4.0



4.0



Total



129,507.1



121,127.8



121,127.9



61.0



75.0



81.0



Appropriations ($ thousands)



Agency Submitted Headcount (FTE)







about the agency


120 South Riverside Plaza



Chicago, IL 60606



312.793.8944



www.icjia.state.il.us 


Agency Resources Employed
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FY 2011



FY 2012



Actual



Enacted



Recommended



General Funds



2,274.1



1,874.6



1,874.7



Other State Funds



7,333.0



7,353.2



7,353.2



Federal Funds



119,900.0



111,900.0



111,900.0



Total



129,507.1



121,127.8



121,127.9



Agency Submitted



Actual



Estimated



Recommended



Headcount (FTE)



61.0



75.0



81.0



Appropriations ($ thousands)



Fund Category









_1358956693.unknown





_1358956694.unknown





_1358956692.unknown







			Illinois Violence Prevention Authority


State of Illinois


			Public Safety and Regulation











primary budget outcome


Protecting the lives and property of citizens.


meeting the outcome


· Develop and fund violence prevention programming through the Safe from the Start Program, the Bullying Prevention Program and a coordinated community response to domestic violence. 



· Support youth engagement and leadership in violence prevention.  Expand the Choose Respect Program that trains youth leaders to promote healthy relationships among youth and adults.  Increase youth organizing and leadership in violence prevention efforts at the community, regional and state levels through the Safety Net Works Program.


· Integrate programs from the Division of Community Health and Prevention from the Department of Human Services, including Family Violence Prevention and Sexual Assault Prevention. Services will include a 24-hour hotline, assistance with follow-up medical care and criminal justice procedures, counseling and advocacy, and 24-hour response to victims at hospital emergency rooms and police stations.


program proposals


· Collaborate and streamline the grant making process.  Continue to work with other state agencies, local governments and neighborhood associations in order to streamline the grant disbursement process  to ensure grants are disbursed in a fair and timely manner.  



· Exert tight fiscal control.  Continue to closely monitor all fiscal transactions and grant disbursements to ensure grant dollars are spent according to state law and provide maximum benefit to the residents of Illinois.


Performance Measures


			Safe From the Start Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Adult and Child Clients  Served


			1,611


			1,485


			1,485





			# People reached through community outreach


			11,514


			7,275


			7,275





			Illinois Health Cares Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Counties Impacted


			12


			13


			13





			# Health care and service professionals trained


			1,834


			1,165


			1,165





			Youth Initiative Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Youth leaders engaged


			128


			128


			315





			# Youth reached by program


			4,800


			4,800


			10,000





			Bullying Prevention Grants


			FY 10 Actual 


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Youth reached by program


			10,390


			5,400


			5,400





			# Schools engaged in program


			52


			20


			20





			IL Family Violence Coordinating Council Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# of Persons trained on family violence issues


			6,556


			6,670


			6,220





			# of Persons engaged in coordinating efforts


			1,875


			1,695


			1,655





			Collaborative Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Initiatives


			16


			13


			13





			# People reached through events/conferences


			12,382


			11,000


			11,000





			Safety Net Works Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Community agencies engaged in SNW program


			N/A


			190


			190





			# Youth reached by program


			N/A


			12,000


			12,000





			Neighborhood Recovery Initiative Grants


			FY 10 Actual


			FY 11 Estimate


			FY 12 Projection





			# Jobs created (full and part-time)


			N/A


			3,400


			3,400





			# Youth/parents reached (incl. NRI portion of SNW)


			N/A


			18,000


			18,000








about the agency


100 West Randolph, Room 6-600



Chicago, IL 60601



312.814.2796



www.ivpa.org 


Agency Resources Employed
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FY 2011



FY 2012



Actual



Enacted



Recommended



General Funds



24,076.9



60,971.4



44,132.0



Other State Funds



2,081.1



2,058.1



2,077.5



Federal Funds



12,175.6



12,175.6



12,175.6



Total



38,333.6



75,205.1



58,385.1



Agency Submitted



Actual



Estimated



Recommended



Headcount (FTE)



14.0



17.0



17.0



Appropriations ($ thousands)



Fund Category






_1358956568.unknown














From: Adam M. Alonso
To: Ocasio, Billy
Subject: Per your request
Date: Friday, February 25, 2011 1:47:40 PM
Attachments: DAVES VERSION.ppt


Mr. Ocasio,


Thank you for coming to the Cicero Youth Task Force presentation this morning. I
truly hope that when you think about true collaboration and outcomes, you think of
us. As we all know state resources are limited more now than ever and I trust that
you can be an advocate for the Latino community as well as an advocate for the
Town of Cicero as a model community.


If you need more information or need anything else, please do not hesitate to ask. 


Thank you,


-- 
Adam M. Alonso, MSW
Executive Director
5116 W. 14th Street
Cicero, IL 60804
Phone: (708) 656-1400 x211
Fax: (708) 656-1411


www.corazoncs.org
Check us out on Facebook








CICERO: A Community In Action


A Model For Community Transformation
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Civic Involvement Theory of Community Change





Vision


A compelling picture 


of a community improvement


Will to Achieve  


the Vision


A core of


commitment


Catalytic Actions


Disrupt


Network


Connect


Partnerships


Diverse


Self-adapting


Networked


New Solutions


Solutions arise in surprising ways


Epidemic Change


Solutions spread when critical mass is reached


Results


Measurable change


in community


conditions
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Mission





The CYTF mission is to enhance 


the quality of life for 


Cicero children, youth and families 


by working together to 


prevent youth risk factors.
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Community Priorities








			Improved Public Safety


			Enhanced Health and Wellness


			Increased Parent Involvement


			More Out-of-school Time Opportunities for Youth


			Expanded Services for Early Childhood Education
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Results





			Over 15,000 people involved in community assessments 


			More than 30,000 hours of volunteer investment


			Significant decrease in community violence and gang activity


			Increase in community health services and education


			5,000 more youth involved in out-of-school activities


			800 more children receiving pre-K education


			Thousands more parents engaged in family life


			$23,000,000 new funds for youth and family services


			New Initiatives to benefit Cicero youth and families
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Safety


	


	The Goal: 


	The goal of the Safety Committee is to make Cicero streets safe for children and free from gang violence, so that children can continue to grow in a safe and healthy environment.
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Safety


	


	Major Accomplishments Since 2005: 


			10,000 Cicero youth, residents, and service providers surveyed regarding community safety





			Community Safety and Gangs in Cicero Report 





			Cease Fire/Safety Network program collaboration





			Parent Volunteer Safety Patrol to enhance safe passage of District #99 students to and from school. 
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Safety


	


	Major Accomplishments In 2010: 


			4,000 children, youth, and residents surveyed regarding school and community safety issues





			Increased coordination and communication to reduce community crime and violence.





			Expanded Parent Safety Patrol: 88 volunteers at nine Cicero Schools


			Successfully integrated youth and parents into safety committee activities
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Safety


	


	Future Goals: 


			Expand Parent Safety Patrol to all 16 elementary, junior high and 3 high schools





			Create a Safety Plans for Cicero schools through the SOS/Cops project 





			Initiate the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative to include youth offender re-entry, school-based counseling, and youth mentoring/jobs creation
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Health





	The Goal:


	The goal of the CYTF Health Committee is to address the health and well-being of children, youth and families in Cicero by assessing current needs within the community and creating strategies and programs to address those needs.
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Health


	Major Accomplishments Since 2005:


			Organized to keep Morton High School Health Center open 





			2,500 Cicero students participated in the Illinois Youth Survey 





 


			Published the CYTF Comprehensive Health Resource Guide to Services in Cicero.





			Conducted comprehensive community health assessment, The Cicero Community Health Initiative Adolescent Health Report 2009, involving 4,000 Cicero youth, parents, providers and educators





			Developed the Health Ambassador Program; peer-to-peer health education for adolescents and adults. 
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Health


	Major Accomplishments In 2010:


			Portable Dentistry Program to over 650 students in Cicero schools.





			Children’s Healthcare Foundation Grant to develop a new community mental health system of care and enhance public awareness of mental health issues





			Expanded public health awareness through monthly “Health Happenings” page in the Cicero Town News (circulation: 20,000)





			Successfully integrated youth and parents into health committee activities








			Hosted Town Hall Meetings on Underage Drinking and Mental Health and Mental Illness
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Health


	


	Future Goals:


			Evaluate progress of Cicero Community Health Initiative (CCHI); continue  comprehensive adolescent health and wellness assessment in Cicero.





			Create educational awareness campaign to increase healthy eating habits and increase physical activity in Cicero





			Continue advocacy on behalf of the Morton School Based Health Center








			Provide mental health educational workshops to the CYTF membership
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Youth Opportunities





	The Goal:


	The goal of the CYTF Youth Opportunities Committee is to expand opportunities for Cicero youth during out-of-school time.
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Youth Opportunities





	Major Accomplishments Since 2005:


			Facilitated planning and coordination to provide 10 new programs involving 5,000 more youth annually





			$5,000,000 new resources for Cicero after school programs





			Coordinated 10 professional development training workshops





			 Surveyed over 2,500 Cicero youth regarding participation levels in out-of-school activities
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Youth Opportunities





	Major Accomplishments In 2010:


			Created and distributed the bi-lingual Youth Opportunities Directory for Cicero youth and parents.








			Created and began operations of the Youth Opportunities Nixle Community-wide Text Messaging System to expand and improve communication with youth regarding upcoming activities and events.








			Successfully integrated Latino Initiative youth and parents into Early Childhood committee activities.
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Youth Opportunities





	Future Goals:





			Develop e-communication systems such as FaceBook, Nixle, to expand awareness of upcoming youth opportunities





			Conduct new youth surveys to identify current gaps in out-of-school time opportunities.





			Create and distribute a user-friendly updated Youth Opportunities Directory.





			Conduct trainings and workshops with youth to improve and expand current youth programs and develop new ideas for youth opportunities
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Early Childhood


	


	The Goal:


	The goal of the Early Childhood Committee is to coordinate and expand existing services in Cicero for pregnant women, children ages 0-5, and their families. 
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Early Childhood


	


	Major Accomplishments Since 2005:


			800 additional Cicero children now receive pre-kindergarten early childhood education in Cicero





 


			Annual coordination of “Week of the Young Child” event 








			Coordinated AOK events for service provider training and networking








			Thousands of children receiving developmental screenings annually through coordinated provider, college and community efforts
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Early Childhood


	


	Major Accomplishments In 2010:





			Created and distributed an Early Childhood Services Directory








			Enhanced the coordination of services and referral process across all local providers








			Increased child developmental screening events to reduce long waiting lists








			Successfully integrated Latino Initiative youth and parents into Early Childhood committee activities.
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Early Childhood


	


	Future Goals:


			Conduct a community assessment to determine whether early childhood programs in Cicero are meeting the needs, and whether parents of young children (as well as pregnant teens) are being supported as first educators.





			Continue the Week Of the Young Child event in 2011.





			Expand early childhood screenings.





			Continue and expand activities of  “Bridging the Gap” Transition Program to improve succession of children through advancing educational levels
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Parent Involvement





	The Goal:


	The goal of the Parent Involvement Committee is to increase parental participation in school and community activities and involve parents in


	active leadership in the community
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Parent Involvement





	Major Accomplishments Since 2005:





			Coordinated Parent Cafes and Parent University with Cicero School District #99








			Expanded parent involvement in all other CYTF committee activities








			Coordinated parent training and engagement in the Parent Patrol project








			Successfully integrated Latino Initiative parent and youth “fellows”.
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Parent Involvement





	Major Accomplishments In 2010:





			Developed new committee goals and objectives to expand opportunities for Cicero parents 





			Conducted community survey to assess parent engagement levels and satisfaction regarding relations with their children





			Hosted two family events (Family Game Night and Parent-teen Movie Night)





			Successfully integrated Latino Initiative youth and parents into committee activities
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Parent Involvement





	Future Goals:


			Expand opportunities for parents to spend quality time with their children  at low to no cost in 3 events





			Conduct a back-to-school fair in cooperation with CYTF committees.





			Provide professional development opportunities to the CYTF membership 





			Sponsor 3 educational events and “parent/youth cafes”





			 Develop and distribute a parent resource guide focused on good-parenting and community resources.
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			New CYTF Partnerships and Initiatives
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Initiatives In Progress





	Non-Profit Business Excellence 


	Certification Program: 





			Unique partnership between the CYTF and the Mendoza College of Business at the University of Notre Dame. 





			100 local, non-profit professionals graduated 





			Development of leadership skills, strategic planning, financial accounting, human resources, marketing, media relations, to enhance local organizations ability to serve Cicero youth and families more effectively. 
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Initiatives In Progress


	United Way of Metropolitan Chicago 


	Latino Youth Initiative





			The CYTF United Way Latino Youth Initiative focuses on:


			Education: Latino Youth understand the long-term impact of staying in school.


			Culture: Latino Youth will create a healthy identity that bridges two cultures.


			Leadership: Latino Youth understand healthy family and social roles and community engagement








			Youth and Parent “Fellowship” Program. 
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Initiatives In Progress


	


	The Berwyn/Cicero Children’s 


	Mental Health Initiative





			Partnership of 8 CYTF member agencies and the Illinois Children’s Healthcare Foundation 





			Improve  mental health system of care for children, youth and families in the Berwyn and Cicero communities. 
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Initiatives In Progress


	Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI)





			Reduce risk factors and promote protective factors associated with community violence through:


			Mentoring-Plus-Jobs


			Parent Leadership (PLAN), 


			School-Based Counseling  


			Offender Reentry 








During the current fiscal year, the NRI will bring $1.25 million to 7 CYTF partners collectively and will create 166 new job opportunities. 
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Initiatives In Progress


	Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI)


	


	Lead Agency: 		


	Corazón Community Services		





			          Coordinating Partners:		


				   Catholic Charities 			


			       Family Focus Nuestra Familia


                 Family Service and Mental Health Center of Cicero





				Providing Partners:


				 Cicero Area Project 


				    Vida Abundante 


				Youth Crossroads, Inc. 
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Future Community Transformation





			Collaboration, Collaboration, Collaboration





			A Healthy Community Through Violence Prevention





			Sustainability





			"Si, se puede" 
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CYTF


	


JOIN US! 


The general membership of the CYTF meets monthly, on the 





third Friday of every month 


9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m 





Cicero Stadium (1909 S. Laramie, Cicero, IL 60804) 





For more information about the CYTF, committee meeting schedules, or other inquiries, email CYTFsecretary@gmail.com
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From: Shaw, Barbara
To: Klinzman, Grant
Cc: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm
Subject: RE:
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:35:00 PM


Hi, Grant.  I received an inquiry this morning from Sarah Ostman (sp?), a reporter for the Austin
Talks weekly (Austin Talks. Org) asking who received funds under NRI in the East Garfield Park
community.   Her number is (312) 343-2323.
 
Names of selected  community partners and their preliminary budgets are listed below.  As I
mentioned on the email, the funding levels are not  final yet.
 


East Garfield Park Lead Agency:  Mt. Vernon Baptist Church
 
Coordinating partner is in bold


 
Mentoring Plus Jobs
New Baptist Ministers Fellowship                                                                           
$380,000
New Life KNEW Solutions                                                                                          
    10,000


Target (subsequent to 1st submission, this agency is withdrawing)                          
    10,000
 
PLAN
Christian Love MBC                                                                                                  
   $96,000
Pricey’s Production Outreach                                                                                         
  4,000
 
Reentry
Peoples Community Development Corp                                                                
 $128,912
Mt. Vernon Baptist Church                                                                                        
     62,553
 
School Based Counseling
 
WES Health Systems                                                                                    
             $120,000
UCAN                                                                                                                          
     88,250







 
 
 
The process was the same in every NRI community:


1)       Local aldermen nominated the Lead Agency
2)       Lead Agency then responded to an RFP that was reviewed by IVPA staff (some nominees


were rejected)
3)       Funded Lead Agencies convened an Advisory Committee representing of diverse sectors


in the community
4)       Lead Agency conducted an application process (using a boilerplate application that IVPA


provided) to solicit applications from groups wanting to implement the various NRI
program components


5)       Lead Agencies worked with their Advisory Committees to review the applications and
recommend partners to IVPA


6)       IVPA reviewed the applications from the recommended partners and provided final
approval of their selections


7)       Lead Agencies are currently in the process of finalizing budgets and subcontracts
between the Lead Agency and the partner agencies (using boilerplate subcontracts that
IVPA provided and responding to budget questions that we raised in a first review of
their proposed subcontracts and budgets.)


8)       The Lead Agency will submit the revised subcontract to IVPA for final approval before
they execute the subcontracts.


 
Please let me know if there’s anything you want me to do.
 
Thanks,
Barbara
 


From: Klinzman, Grant 
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 4:29 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject:
 
 
 
 
Grant Klinzman
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Pat Quinn
O: (312) 814-6315
C: 
 
 












From: Klinzman, Grant
To: Shaw, Barbara
Cc: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm
Subject: RE:
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:37:00 PM


When will the funding levels be finalized?
 
 


From: Shaw, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:35 PM
To: Klinzman, Grant
Cc: Irving, Toni; Weems, Malcolm
Subject: RE:
 
Hi, Grant.  I received an inquiry this morning from Sarah Ostman (sp?), a reporter for the Austin
Talks weekly (Austin Talks. Org) asking who received funds under NRI in the East Garfield Park
community.   Her number is (312) 343-2323.
 
Names of selected  community partners and their preliminary budgets are listed below.  As I
mentioned on the email, the funding levels are not  final yet.
 


East Garfield Park Lead Agency:  Mt. Vernon Baptist Church
 
Coordinating partner is in bold


 
Mentoring Plus Jobs
New Baptist Ministers Fellowship                                                                           
$380,000
New Life KNEW Solutions                                                                                          
    10,000


Target (subsequent to 1st submission, this agency is withdrawing)                          
    10,000
 
PLAN
Christian Love MBC                                                                                                  
   $96,000
Pricey’s Production Outreach                                                                                         
  4,000
 
Reentry
Peoples Community Development Corp                                                                
 $128,912
Mt. Vernon Baptist Church                                                                                        
     62,553







 
School Based Counseling
 
WES Health Systems                                                                                    
             $120,000
UCAN                                                                                                                          
     88,250
 


 
 
The process was the same in every NRI community:


1)       Local aldermen nominated the Lead Agency
2)       Lead Agency then responded to an RFP that was reviewed by IVPA staff (some nominees


were rejected)
3)       Funded Lead Agencies convened an Advisory Committee representing of diverse sectors


in the community
4)       Lead Agency conducted an application process (using a boilerplate application that IVPA


provided) to solicit applications from groups wanting to implement the various NRI
program components


5)       Lead Agencies worked with their Advisory Committees to review the applications and
recommend partners to IVPA


6)       IVPA reviewed the applications from the recommended partners and provided final
approval of their selections


7)       Lead Agencies are currently in the process of finalizing budgets and subcontracts
between the Lead Agency and the partner agencies (using boilerplate subcontracts that
IVPA provided and responding to budget questions that we raised in a first review of
their proposed subcontracts and budgets.)


8)       The Lead Agency will submit the revised subcontract to IVPA for final approval before
they execute the subcontracts.


 
Please let me know if there’s anything you want me to do.
 
Thanks,
Barbara
 


From: Klinzman, Grant 
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 4:29 PM
To: Shaw, Barbara
Subject:
 
 
 
 
Grant Klinzman
Press Secretary







Office of Governor Pat Quinn
O: (312) 814-6315
C: (
 
 












From: Renfro, Emily
To: Garate, Teresa; Del Real, Socorro
Cc: Ocasio, Billy; Enyia, Chimaobi
Subject: RE: Anti Violence Commission Meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:49:00 AM
Attachments: Commission Report Revisions 2 9 11.docx


Socorro,
 
Attached is the latest version of the report.
 
Thanks,
Emily
 
From: Garate, Teresa 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Renfro, Emily; Del Real, Socorro
Cc: Ocasio, Billy; Enyia, Chimaobi
Subject: Re: Anti Violence Commission Meeting
 
Can you send the updated version of the report to socorro so she can send to everyone
Thanks
Tere
 
From: Renfro, Emily 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Del Real, Socorro 
Cc: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy; Enyia, Chimaobi 
Subject: RE: Anti Violence Commission Meeting 
 


I’m leaving town right after work so unfortunately I won’t be able to make the
meeting.  Please let me know if I can help prepare anything for the meeting.


Thanks!


_____________________________________________
From: Del Real, Socorro
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 11:13 AM
To: 'vandenberkt@ucanchicago.org'; 


'
Cc: Garate, Teresa; Ocasio, Billy; Weems, Malcolm; Enyia, Chimaobi; Renfro, Emily; Shin, Susan; Shaw,
Barbara; Cutrone, Jack
Subject: Anti Violence Commission Meeting


Dear Commissioners:


Sorry for the late notice but we are having an Anti Violence Commission meeting today at


5:00 pm here at the JRTC 100 W. Randolph, Suite 16, in the 16th Floor Back Conference














Governor Quinn’s Anti-Violence Commission Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


The “Anti-Violence” Commission Report is a summary of the public testimony gathered through four statewide public hearings held on the following dates and in the following locations:


· September 13, 2010: Kennedy-King College, Chicago


· September 20, 2010: Arturo Velasquez Institute, Chicago


· September 28, 2010: 2200 E. Washington St, East Peoria


· October 14, 2010: 601 James R. Thompson Blvd, East St. Louis


This report includes a summary of broad categories of recommendations developed based on public hearing comments as well as research provided by partner groups, including but not limited to the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority and the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority.  As you review the report, please keep in mind that several of the recommendations will require the continued support of commission members in smaller working groups and working collaboratively with an increased number of State Government partners.  We make recommendations related to policy and legislation, revenue generating changes to fees for programs, and program development and/or expansion.  A number of the recommendations may be controversial and result in continued negotiation and discussion.  For this reason, the key recommendation we submit is the re-appointment of the Commission with a review of the commission members and allowing for the replacement of commissioners who have not been able to participate.  We recognize that all of the commissioners are Chicago based and recommend the inclusion of commissioners from other parts of the state.  


The broad categories presented for consideration in this report are:


· Analysis and Modernization of Firearm Legislation


· Performance Based Expansion of School and Community Based Programs


· Development of Alternatives to Incarceration for Youth


· Workforce Development


Each of these categories is includes an overview of the public comment, a summary of research and deliberation considered by the commission, and a set of specific recommendations.  There are appendices outlining an overview of all the recommendations, a proposed timeline, and proposed fee schedules and use of expected additional resources.


For specific questions on the content of this report, please feel free to contact the commission through its Chair, Dr. Teresa Garate, at Teresa.garate@illinois.gov.





COMMISSION REPORT


Testimony and recommendations have been categorically separated into four broad subject areas.


ANALYSIS AND MODERNIZATION OF FIREARM LEGISLATION


Concealed Carry


There was considerable discussion on the topic of “concealed carry” in Illinois.  The testimony provided highlighted legislation in multiple states supporting concealed carry, and other states opposed to such provisions.  Despite the sensitivity of this subject, given that every commissioner had lost a family member to gun violence, all commissioners listened objectively, posed questions, and also conducted our own research which indicates that states with concealed carry laws and provisions also have more deaths.   We did not hear from any victims in support of concealed carry.  After much deliberation, our recommendation is as follows:


	At this time, this commission does not have any evidence to make specific recommendations regarding “concealed carry” legislation.  It is recommended instead that we continue to work with proponents of this policy to educated them on the reasons why our commission will not recommend the adoption of “concealed carry” for Illinois. 


 Firearm Ownership Identification Program (FOID )


The Illinois State Police (ISP) currently manage the Firearm Owner’s Identification Program (FOID) and Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP).  Testimony regarding gun violence continuously suggested the need to update the current system in several ways; including but not limited to the time interval for renewal of FOID cards, the management of the program, and the data system that supports the ability of the program  to interact with information from other state resources.   The commission and the public view this program as a key component of ensuring that only law abiding citizens in a healthy state of mind are able to  obtain FOID cards and own firearms.  In addition, the commission understands that the transfer of guns purchased by FOID card members to others was noted as one of the sources of illegal possession of guns.  The transfer of ownership is managed by a different but related program called the FTIP which will be the main focus on our recommendation.  Public hearing participants and commissioners recommended enhancing information sharing and technology between ISP and the Department of Human Services, Division of Mental Health (DMH). This information would be used in the processing of individual background checks necessary to obtain a FOID card.   Specifically, there were numerous suggestions to adjust fees and processes associated with both the FOID and the FTIP programs.  Current FTIP fees are not in line with the national average.  The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recommended the adjusted of the interval of FOID card renewal from ten to five years.   Another area of need identified by the commission with little regulation is the sale of ammunition.  Currently there are no requirements for purchasing ammunition.  There is no limit to the amount or type of ammunition that can be sold in one purchase.  Vendors are not required to ask for proof of a FOID or registration information and have little recourse if they are worried about selling ammunition to a specific customer.


In appendix XX you will find projected fee scenarios and potential revenue created from the proposed changes to the FTIP and FOID programs.  The recommendations are as follows: 


	The commission recommends three legislative bills to enhance the FOID program, the FTIP program and improve the monitoring of the sale of ammunition.


We propose to develop legislation that will adjust the interval of FOID card renewal to $10.00 for five year coverage.  This will mean that the fee will not change but rather the frequency which will allow for more recent checks on FOID cardholders.  We recommend that the additional revenue generated from these recommendation changes remain following the current distribution among the agencies responsible for management and oversight of this program.  This recommendation is not to generate revenue, but rather to follow the recommendation of the FBI to reduce the interval of time from ten years to five years.  This subgroup of the commission will work with ISP and DHS to develop policies and procedures that will result in the enhanced exchange of information from Mental Health records to ensure that all factors are considered before issuing and renewal of FOID permits. These recommendations will expand on the work that has already been done to create pathways for the exchange of information. The commission calls for automating the process for State Police to obtain daily lists of potential matches from the DHS mental health database.  This will further expedite the process and improve the collaboration between the two agencies. 


Currently the private transfer of firearms does not require registry with the transfer program.  The FTIP fees which are a national requirement need to more closely reflect the national average. We propose to amend the FTIP program in two ways: the increase of current fees for transfer of firearms and the mandatory requirement to pay a transfer fee when private firearm transfers occur.  This will be a fee paid for by the gun dealers and private owners each time there is a transfer of a firearm.  The current fee is extremely below the national average and the transfer of firearms without registry for transfer has the potential of giving greater access to individuals who may use them for violent acts. 


Appendix XX outlines our recommended projected fee and potential revenue created from the fee changes.  We recommend that 50% of the additional revenue generated from this fee increase be used to expand the effective components of the “Neighborhood Recovery Initiative” (NRI) in Chicago land, as well as other target areas of Illinois.  We recommend that 10% of the additional revenue be used to develop victim services and family survivor services to be managed by an identified state agency.  Lastly an additional 10% of the revenue to be used for expansion of community based youth services, including but not limited to a Statewide Mentoring program which will be described later on in this report.  The remaining amounts should be used to cover expenses from ISP to manage the program and maintain the system.


The third and final legislation we proposed is related to the sale of ammunition.  We propose new legislation that will require for vendors of ammunition to request customers to produce valid FOID card prior to completing the sale of ammunition.  We also recommend limiting the amount of ammunition in one purchase to xxx and levying a 1% tax on the sale of ammunition.  The proceeds of this tax will be used for the development and maintenance of performance based community programs.


Our last recommendation in this area is related to the analysis of statewide local ordinances further monitoring the sale, use and transfer of firearms.  A review of the City of Chicago requirements for purchase, registration and use of a firearm indicates a four-step process with explicit limitations on the use of handguns.  Current state law (PL 92-0238) requires that every local unit of government, municipality or county, with their own firearm ordinances submit all local policies for firearm registration and usage to the ISP.    Currently there are 38 municipalities with their own firearm ordinances.  We recommend that cities with high crime rates adopt city ordinances that exceed the state requirements for owning an registering firearms.  Using the City of Chicago’s ordinance the commissioners will travel the state to meet with local officials to present an analysis of their city ordinance with recommendations for changes.  Sample cities to be targeted in the first year of the Commission’s extension will include but not be limited to Aurora, Elgin, Evanston, Rockford, East St. Louis, Peoria.  The Commission will work with the Latino Family Commission and the African American Family Commission to achieve this recommendation.


PERFORMANCE BASED EXPANSION OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS


Neighborhood Recovery Initiative


During the early phases of the existence of the, the commission noted broad recommendations that included the development of four components: 


· The creation of jobs and job training programs for at-risk youth and young adults and their families;


· Investment in alternative education and/or support  programs for out-of-school youth and those at-risk of being out-of-school;


· Increase in social and emotional support through individual and family counseling ; and


· Strong re-integration supports for youth and young adults exiting juvenile and adult correctional systems.


The response to these recommendations was the development of the Neighborhood Recovery Initiative (NRI) a Governor’s Office program that is being managed by the Illinois Violence Prevention Authority (IVPA).  The Commission has been involved with the NRI by providing input on the school-based counseling and youth programs components of the comprehensive model.  The commission feels strongly that having the voice of Commissioners representing a group of parents, children, and siblings that have lost a close family member to gun violence continuing to advise IVPA on the management of NRI is critical to its success.  The recommendation is as follows:


We recommend the Commission partner with the Governor’s office to provide advice and guidance on the evaluation of the impact of the NRI and the possibility for its continuation and potential expansion to other areas of the state.  The Commission’s role will be advisory in nature.  They will receive quarterly updates on the progress of the implementation and attainment of program goals, and have the opportunity to ask questions and provide suggestions throughout the implementation timeframe.  In addition to their involvement in the evaluation, smaller working groups of the Commission will “adopt” a community and its partners to provide input and guidance, and observe implementation.  This will be achieved through participation in the existing local advisory committees already required by the NRI.  


Alternative Education Programs


	A significant amount of testimony was given on the importance of education and schools’ role in preventing youth from engaging in criminal and violent behavior.  Participants of the public hearings spoke passionately on the need to re-focus resources on after school programs, extend hours for schools and/or park district programs, and explore alternative education programs for un-enrolled adolescents.  The commissioners, in concurrence with the public, acknowledge the need to strategically allocate educational resources from early childhood through higher education. It is critical to work in partnership with state agencies to explore the expansion of alternative education programs that include, but are not limited to, charter school models, online education, vocational training, and skills-based education, for older youth who may be deeply deficient in comparison to their peers, and as a result, are more likely not to finish their education. Furthermore, this demographic is statistically more prone to be engaged in illegal activity. 


We recommend the following:


	Form a working group of commissioners to work with Illinois State Board of Education, the Chicago Public Schools, the East St. Louis Schools, and the Peoria area schools, as well as the Illinois Network of Charter Schools (INCS) to inventory existing programs for alternative education.  The purpose of this working group will be to complete a gap analysis using data from each school district and current available programs.  The gap analysis will be used to make recommendations for expansion and/or development of alternative education programs in targeted locations as a means of positively engaging out-of-school youth and those at risk for dropping out.  Following the gap analysis the Commission will recommend effective state and national performance based alternative education programs for expansion in Illinois for various age groups.  Recommended age levels and number of years out of school will have differentiated interventions to address educational needs, e.g. youth under 15 will have a goal to remain in or re-enroll in school; youth ages 16-18 will have a goal to complete assessment of skill gaps, and recommend alternative education models, youth older than 18 will have a goal to develop plans for high school completion while enrolled in an occupational program of study in a variety of settings, including community colleges environments.  


Statewide Mentoring Initiative


	The role of mentoring was highlighted throughout the entire testimony as a key to violence prevention and positive engagement for youth, as well as parents.  Mentoring as an effective technique for addressing the needs of at-risk youth living in inner city environments has been well documented as a best practice, but not without some indicators that demonstrate specific, concrete outcomes coming out of mentoring relationships (Garate-Serafini, Balcazar, Keys & Weitlauf, 2001).  Additional comments on this topic focused on the need to increase positive role models in local communities, the need to provide training and support to those becoming mentors, and providing incentives for young adults to become mentors.  State agencies, local partners, and community based programs offer a wide array of mentoring programs to various groups of youth.  One of the challenges is the lack of information on the true long-lasting impact of said mentoring programs and identifying the ones that are most effective for various types of youth. 	Families reported looking for appropriate mentoring programs in their communities and having limited information and access to these programs resulting in the continue need for positive role models and influence on at-risk youth.    


Given the large amount of testimony on this topic, the Commission recommends the development of a comprehensive statewide mentoring program over the next two years.  The goal of this statewide mentoring program is to provide expanded opportunities for youth and families at risk to benefit from local mentors that can serve as role models, advisors, tutors (if necessary), and/or advocates, by building a statewide network of mentors that can be accessed by anyone in the state.   The development of said programs requires the following steps:


· Assessment/inventory of all state supported mentoring programs, by type and geographic region





· Partnership with Institutions of Higher Education (community colleges and universities)


· To identify mentoring program models that are considered evidence-based or promising practices 


· To develop training program of mentors


· Recruit students to serve as mentors


· Develop incentives for students serving as mentors


· student loan rebates


· Practicum hours toward course completion





· Develop statewide outreach and education campaign on statewide mentoring program


· Develop pilot in targeted locations (2 per geographic location)


· Chicago & Northern Illinois


· Central


· Southern


· Assess pilot


· Expand statewide





· Establish/Identify an office to coordinate statewide mentoring program


· Manage referrals for mentors needed


· Promote existing mentoring programs and the establishment of new evidence-based programs


· Establish supports needed within state universities and community colleges for recruitment and capacity building of mentors


· Match youth to mentors


· Provide on-going technical assistance or linkages to technical assistance resources


· Evaluate program


DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION FOR YOUTH 


De-criminalization of Drugs


Testimony provided included a considerable amount of compelling research related to the de-criminalization of drugs.  Testimony provided at every public hearing emphasized the need to re-appoint a taskforce to assess the implications of legalizing marijuana, and how it would affect drug trafficking and gang violence in targeted communities.  The Commission posed the following questions: what is the relationship between gun violence and marijuana dealing in a community? Are there other communities in the US where de-criminalization has resulted in a reduction in gun violence? If so, how are these communities comparable to Illinois communities? Why was the taskforce created by the legislature several years ago, not active?


At this time the Commission felt it did not have sufficient time and authority to re-activate an interagency council to examine this issue.  However, it is recommended that the General Assembly examine past legislation that created an interagency council to consider this issue and determine whether it is necessary to re-activate such a taskforce.  


Alternatives to Incarceration


	Testimony and statistical research regarding the incarceration of youth emphasizes that most youth offenders do not necessarily need to be formally processed and incarcerated. Such measures often times result in serious damage by disrupting the bonds and relationships that connect youth to their families and communities and may actually increase the chances that the youth will commit more crimes upon release, thereby decreasing public safety. Unfortunately, the penal system often errs on the side of formal handling and incarceration. Sentencing should take into account not only the seriousness of the offense but also the risk level of the youth to re-offend, the needs of the youth for services to avoid re-offending and the strengthening of the assets of the youth that act as protective factors to avoid further criminal behavior.  The confinement of low-level youth is detrimental to communities, costly for the State of Illinois, and may actually increase crime, despite a common public perception to the contrary. “The juvenile justice system was created both to hold young people accountable and to provide for their rehabilitation, yet the boundaries and distinctive features of juvenile justice have become dangerously unsettled in the past few decades” ( Models For Change Inc). 


	Specific recommendations are to reduce sentencing for first offenders; re-assess sentences for offenses that do not involve violence or weapons; provide incentives of drug rehabilitation programs, and community based organizations as alternatives to incarceration. Fully implement the “Redeploy Illinois” program. The commission will work with the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, the Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to examine current legislation language on first time offenders and juvenile offenders.  The commission will work with the Risk, Assets, Needs Assessment (RANA) Task Force to promote statewide adoption of the RANA tool identified by the Task Force at all decision points in the juvenile and criminal justice systems.  Statewide adoption of the RANA will be promoted through public speaking by commissioners, distribution of information on multiple state agencies as well as the Anti-Violence website, and any materials produced and distributed by the commission moving forward.  Additionally, we recommend the expansion of mandated day programs for drug offense by 10%, including but not limited to first time offenders.











DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES


Workforce Development


	The need for employment opportunities in underserved communities was well documented in the testimony provided.  This means the need for an expansion of job training programs and opportunities for out-of-school youth as well as families living in poverty.  In addition to the creation of jobs, individuals also highlighted the need to have alternative hours of operation for state employees providing direct services to communities in need.


	The specific recommendation for this area of the report focuses on the identification of critical work-force needs through an analysis of projected labor sectors.  Having this information will provide the commission with information needed to develop skills training programs in high need area that are non-traditional and accessible to individuals living in poverty.  Extensive testimony at the public hearings identified the significant need for economic revitalization of disadvantaged communities through employment and vocational education.  A large part of Illinois residents will never attend a four-year institution of higher education and the dropout rate in specific communities is significantly higher for certain groups.  By providing for vocational educational opportunities that focus on basic skills development and trade instruction, the commission will work with targeted state agency partners such as the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) and the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) to conduct authentic assessments of referred youth and young adults as they are matched to direct employment, and/or continued education.  


	Our Governor is known as the Jobs Governor and we will work to support the development of new employment opportunities that will be sustained over time for projected areas of need.  For example, the Affordable Care Act will require an expansion of health service providers and public health workers at entry level positions that are culturally and linguistically competent.  The commission will provide recommendations for targeted groups of potential skilled workers who may need further skills development and preparation for meaningful employment.









APPENDIX


Table 1 – Recommendations Overview


			Recommendation


			Policy


			Program Development


			New Resources needed


			Re-alignment of Resources





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order


			Assign commission to DPH


			Expand membership to residents outside of Chicago


			DPH resources to be used for staffing commission





			FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase fee schedule – update FOID renewal schedule;


strengthen data sharing agreements


			Legislative Action


			


			Appropriate  70% of revenue for expansion of school & community programs





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			


			Advise the evaluation of NRI; serve in advisory role; 


			Revenue from FTIP increase


			





			Alternative Education Program


			


			


			Expansion of alternative education program models


			





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Creation of office of statewide mentoring


			Develop program within identified state agency; 


			


			Use revenue from new FOID card fee schedule





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation for first time offenders and juveniles


			Fully implement “Deploy Illinois” program


			Partnership and promotion with RANA


			Expansion of mandated day programs for drug offenses by 20%





			Workforce Development


			


			IDES, ICCB, & Commission partnership and assessment


			


			














Table 2 Possible Time Line








			Recommendation


			Short-Term Action


			Long-Term Action





			Extend Commission


			Executive Order;


Assign Commission to DPH;


Expand membership


			Assess Commission success & determine further existence





			 FOID Card & FTIP Program


			Increase schedule & fee for FOID cards; 


Strengthen data sharing agreements


			Appropriate additional revenue to ISP, DNR, & Commission programs 





			Evaluation & Monitoring of NRI


			Monitor & evaluate NRI success


			





			Alternative Education Program


			Create workgroup;


Perform gap-analysis


			Expand alternative education program models





			Statewide Mentoring Program


			Create program within agency;


Develop statewide campaign


			Evaluate program strengths & weaknesses





			Alternatives to Incarceration


			Examine current legislation;


Implement “Deploy Illinois”;


Partner & promote with RANA


			Expand mandated day programs by 10%





			Workforce Development


			IDES/ICCB/Commission Partnership


			Ongoing assessment






































			


			FOID Fee Analysis -Revision - $10 fee for 5-Year FOID Card


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 10-Year FOID Card - $10


			


			


			


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY18


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY19


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY20


			320,000


			$10 


			$960,000 


			$320,000 


			$1,920,000 


			$3,200,000 





			FY21


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			


			* Estimates based on a 10-year card.


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Current Fee - 5-Year FOID Card - $10 (Start seeing increased revenue  in FY17)


			





			


			# of Application


			FOID Fee


			ISP-FOID


			ISP-FTIP


			IDNR


			Total Revenue





			FY12


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY13


			280,000


			$10 


			$840,000 


			$280,000 


			$1,680,000 


			$2,800,000 





			FY14


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY15


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY16


			60,000


			$10 


			$180,000 


			$60,000 


			$360,000 


			$600,000 





			FY17*


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY18


			340,000


			$10 


			$1,020,000 


			$340,000 


			$2,040,000 


			$3,400,000 





			FY19


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			FY20


			600,000


			$10 


			$1,800,000 


			$600,000 


			$3,600,000 


			$6,000,000 





			FY21


			560,000


			$10 


			$1,680,000 


			$560,000 


			$3,360,000 


			$5,600,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			*New 5-year cyle.


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of applications per year is based on current FOID card renewal cycle and annual


			





			    renewals starting.


			


			


			


			


			























			Illinois State Police


			


			


			


			


			





			Firearm Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) Fee Analysis


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries1


			FTIP Fee2


			Revenue from Fee


			Estimated # of Transfer Inquiries from Private Sales3


			FTIP Fee


			Revenue from Private Sales


			Estimated Total Revenue





			225,000


			$2 


			$450,000 


			260,000


			$2 


			$520,000 


			$780,000 





			225,000


			$10 


			$2,250,000 


			260,000


			$10 


			$2,600,000 


			$2,860,000 





			225,000


			$20 


			$4,500,000 


			260,000


			$20 


			$5,200,000 


			$5,460,000 





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			1Based on historical data and trends, assuming a degree of decline from significant increases in 2009 and 2010.





			2The current Fee per Firearm Transfer Inquiry is $2.  The fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for FTIP.





			3Estimate of # of private sales: provided by the National Rifle Association in 2008.


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Number of FTIP Inquiries per Year FY2005-2010


			 


			 


			


			


			


			





			Fiscal Year


			# of Transactions


			 


			


			


			


			





			2005


			 


			154,633


			


			


			


			





			2006


			 


			162,320


			


			


			


			





			2007


			 


			160,924


			


			


			


			





			2008


			 


			189,735


			


			


			


			





			2009


			 


			225,022


			


			


			


			





			2010


			 


			229,444


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Requiring that all private firearm transfers go through a federally-licensed firearm dealer (FFL) would require





			additional FTIP personnel. See excerpt from a 2010 bill review below.








			


			


			








[image: ]


			Please Note:


			


			


			


			


			


			





			-Currently $1 of the $10 FOID Card fee goes to the State Police Services Fund for the FTIP Program.  If the FTIP





			 fee is increased, the $1 FTIP receives from FOID could be redirected to the FOID program.


			





			-In addition to changes to the FOID Act to increase the FTIP Fee, additional changes would be


			





			required to identify the new allocation of those funds.


			


			


			

























































Executive Order:
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Proposed FOID Fee Increase: Projected Fee & Potential Revenue





Public Recommendations:  Gathered from Hearings and Anti-Violence Website
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Room.  Please let me know if you will be attending today’s meeting.


Again, sorry for the late notice.


Thank you.












From: Irving, Toni
To: Jenkins, Lorri
Cc: Shaw, Barbara; Desai, Reshma
Subject: RE: Follow up on IPAE
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 6:00:00 PM


Thanks. I spoke w/him today and he indicated as much. I appreciate your help.
 
______________________ 
Toni Irving, Ph.D 
Senior Advisor 
Deputy Chief of Staff to Governor Pat Quinn 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, Suite 16-100 
Chicago, IL 60601 
312.814.3967  (o)
312.814.5512  (f)
 
 


From: Jenkins, Lorri 
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 5:59 PM
To: Irving, Toni
Cc: Shaw, Barbara; Desai, Reshma
Subject: Follow up on IPAE
 
Toni,
 
To close out the issue with IPAE, I wanted to let you know that Barbara spoke with Sharronne Ward
(Grand Prairie Services), who explained to Apostle McCoy that IPAE and TASC received the funding
that they did because of budget limitations; there was no more money available.  Sharronne said
that Apostle McCoy was happy to work with Victory Christian Assembly in their role as coordinating
partner.  His issue was that he thought that they would receive more money.  It appears that there
are no further issues here.
 
Please let me know if you have questions. 
 
Best regards,
 
Lorri
 
 
Lorri Jenkins
NRI Program Director
Illinois Violence Prevention Authority
100 West Randolph Street, Room 4-750
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 814 8247 phone
312 814 8259 fax
lorri.jenkins@illinois.gov
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